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Chapter 1

Introdution

Empirial Learning is `aomplished by reasoning from externally supplied examples to produe

general rules' (Dietterih and Shavlik, 1990). Closely related to Empirial Learning, the Mahine

Learning disipline tries to onstrut omputer programs (or learning programs) that, starting from

a set of examples, automatially produe the desired general rule. The basi soure of this proess

is the set of examples (or training experiene), that is, the input of the Mahine Learning program.

An example desribes the basi entity of the reality to be studied, a part of a known experiene,

suh as a medial patient, a redit request or a handwritten letter. A feature desribes a spei�

harateristi of an example, suh as the output of a medial test, the age of the redit requester or

the width of the handwritten letter.

In Supervised Classi�ation, whih an be onsidered as a sub�eld of Mahine Learning, every

example has a speial feature, known as the lass label, whih desribes the value of the phenomenom

of interest, i.e., the diagnosti of the medial patient, the possible fraud of the redit requester or

the spei� letter of the handwritten harater. It an be onsidered that the lass label of eah

example is provided by a supervisor or teaher. Unsupervised Classi�ation (Pe~na, 2001) deals

with the disovering of the underlying group struture when the true lass label membership of the

supplied examples is unknown.

In Supervised Classi�ation, the task of a learning algorithm is to learn a general rule (or lassi-

�er). Starting from the dataset of labelled examples, the lass label supervises the indution proess

of the lassi�er, whih is used in a seond step to predit, the most aurately as possible, the lass

label for further unlabelled examples. Thus, a bet is performed, lassifying the unlabelled example

with the label that the lassi�er predits for it.

The following real medial example (Inza et al., 2001d) ould aid to understand the role of

the Supervised Classi�ation. The problem is takled with suess in onjuntion with a group

of physiians from the Basque Health Servie - Osakidetza and the University Clini of Navarra.

The Transjugular Intrahepati Portosystemi Shunt (TIPS) is an interventional treatment for ir-

rhoti patients. In the light of our medial sta�'s experiene, the onsequenes of TIPS are not

homogeneous for all the patients and a subgroup of them dies in the �rst months after the TIPS

plaement.

The training experiene of our study arises from a prospetive study whih results in a set of 107

examples-patients with liver irrhosis who underwent TIPS from May 1991 to September 1998 in

the University Clini of Navarra. Eah example is haraterized by 77 features (or medial �ndings)

1



2 Advanes in Supervised Classi�ation based on Probabilisti Graphial Models

that arise from the history of the patient, results of laboratory tests, Doppler sonography, endosopy,

hemodinami parameters and angiography. Taking into aount that the average waiting time on

a list for a liver transplant at the University Clini of Navarra is approximately six months, it was

deided that the lass label should reet whether the patient died in the �rst six months after the

plaement of the TIPS or not. In this way, based on the input dataset of 107 examples, the output

of a supervised learning algorithm is a lasssi�er whih predits the survival within six months

after the TIPS plaement. This lassi�er an be used to aid physiians in the deision to hoose a

irrhoti patient for liver transplantation.

1.1 Overview of the dissertation

This dissertation is omprised of seven hapters. Chapter 2 formalizes Supervised Classi�ation,

introduing its basi onepts and terminology. The algorithms and datasets used in the dissertation

are desribed, oupled with the employed auray estimation methods.

Probabilisti graphial models are presented in Chapter 3. Speial emphasis is put on Bayesian

networks, whih are more used in the dissertation than Gaussian networks, the other graphial

model used in this work. Speial attention is paid to the sore+searh proedure to indue graphial

models, reviewing the prinipal sore metris and searh mehanisms. Other related issues are also

desribed, suh as the onditional independene onept and the simulation proess. The existing

literature dediated to probabilisti graphial models is reviewed.

Chapter 4 presents the novel EDA (Estimation of Distribution Algorithms) paradigm, losely

related with the Probabilisti Graphial Model topi introdued in the previous hapter. The prin-

ipal motivations that generate the birth of the EDA paradigm are exposed, so related with Geneti

Algorithms. Prinipal approahes for disrete and ontinuous domains are reviewed, organizing the

approahes with respet to the order of the interations overed among problem variables.

Chapter 5 shows how Bayesian networks an be used to study the nature of the lassi�ation

models indued by a set of Supervised Classi�ation algorithms. Bayesian networks, and its assoi-

ated onditional independene onept, make possible to perform this study in a joint manner, based

on the lass label predited by the lassi�ers. The study is performed in a set of eleven medial

supervised domains.

Chapter 6 presents and experimentally evaluates the appliation of the EDA paradigm to solve

the well known Feature Subset Seletion task in domains of di�erent dimensionalities. Di�erent EDA

approahes (from univariate probabilisti models until Bayesian networks) are proposed, depending

on the dimensionality of the studied domain. The basi omponents of the Feature Subset Seletion

problem are studied and the prinipal existing literature works are reviewed. The `over�tting'

problem is studied in depth, whih has a large impat in Feature Subset Seletion task with domains

of few examples. The apability of EDA inspired approahes is ompared with sequential searh

engines and Geneti Algorithms in a set of natural and arti�ial domains.

Chapter 7 shows how Bayesian and Gaussian networks are used, within the EDA paradigm, to

solve the Feature Weighting task for the Nearest Neighbor supervised algorithm. A large survey of

previous approahes in the �eld is arried out. An empirial evaluation of our proposal is inluded,

performing a omparison with sequential searh engines and Geneti Algorithms in a set of natural

and arti�ial domains.

Finally, Chapter 8 lists the main ontributions of this dissertation, oupled with future lines of

work also exposed in the �nal part of eah hapter.

After the list of all the literature referenes of the dissertation, an index is inluded. The index

enloses the prinipal topis of the dissertation. For eah onept of the index, the page where it
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appears for the �rst time is referened. Eah onept is also referened when it atively partiipates

in the explained issue.





Chapter 2

The Supervised Classi�ation Task

2.1 Overview of the hapter

In this hapter the prinipal omponents and harateristis of the supervised lassi�ation task

are formalized. First, the prinipal motivations for the birth of the Mahine Learning paradigm

are exposed, oupled with its anteesors: Disriminant Analysis and Logisti Regression. Then,

Mahine Learning lassi�ers and datasets used in this dissertation are presented. The hapter

is �nished with a setion about auray estimation tehniques, where the employed validation

tehniques and statistial tests are studied more in depth.

2.2 De�nitions and terminology

The main task in Supervised Classi�ation is the appliation of a learning algorithm (or in-

duer) to obtain a lassi�er (or lassi�ation model) (Kohavi, 1995d). The learning algorithm needs

a dataset of labelled N examples (or instanes), E = fe

1

; :::; e

N

g, eah one haraterized by n de-

sriptive features (attributes or variables), X = fX

1

; :::; X

n

g, and the lass label, C = f

1

; :::; 

N

g,

to whih they belong, where the lass label of eah instane is part of a disrete set of R values:



j

2 f

1

; : : : ; 

R

g. The learning algorithm uses the set of labelled examples to indue a lassi�er

whih will be used to lassify unlabelled examples. An overview of the needed dataset of ases an

be seen in Table 2.1.

A strutured supervised learning algorithm is able to indue a lassi�er, whih an be seen as a

funtion that maps an unlabelled example to a spei� lass label. Nowadays, this proess an be

Table 2.1. An overview of the needed dataset for Supervised Classi�ation task.
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done automatially by a omputer program (Mithell, 1997). In order to asses the quality of the

indued lassi�er, the following onepts are usually taken into aount:

the auray of the lassi�er asses its ability to orretly predit the lass label of unlabelled

examples;

the omputational ost or omputer speed of the learning algorithm to indue the lassi�er;

the omprehensibility and interpretability of the lassi�er to humans. This harateristi is

highly desired in some domains: for instane, in medial environments, where the reliability of

the medial sta� with respet to the lassi�er is judged as ruial;

the simpliity and ompatness of the lassi�er are harateristis related with the previous

one. However, both ideas must not be onsidered as equal: although a Naive Bayes lassi�er

(see Setion 2.4) indued with 3 variables an be ompat, its omprehensibility of onditional

probabilities and independene onepts ould not be omprehensible for ertain experts not

habitu�e with probability onepts. In this way, two statistial onepts, the Oam's Razor and

KISS (`Keep It as Simple as possible Stupid') (Kohavi, 1995d), are related with the desired

property of the preferene for simple lassi�ers, when other harateristis an not make a

deision to selet among several lassi�ers.

The onepts and de�nitions exposed in this setion an be presented and extended in several

ways. Depending on the spei� lassi�ation task, the literature presents other ideas. However, as

the exposed onepts ould be the ore of the Supervised Classi�ation, it will be used for the rest

of this dissertation.

2.3 Statisti-based paradigms

Through the history of Supervised Classi�ation, the �rst supervised learning algorithms were

heavily inuened by Statistis. The onstrution of this family of lassi�ers is also based on the

idea of maximizing the likelihood of the data, given the lassi�er. Prior hypothesis were taken

into aount about the data distribution and the free-parameters of the lassi�er for its onstru-

tion. Thus, these learning algorithms have a profound theoreti and Statistis basis. Disriminant

Analysis and Logisti Regression are the most known examples of this kind of algorithms.

Disriminant Analysis (Fisher, 1936) onstruts a linear ombination of the preditive features

to indue a lassi�er whih separates between lasses. The lassi�er is onstruted under the

assumption that eah feature follows a normal probability distribution. The indued lassi�er

an be seen as a n-dimensional hyperplane. Although the assumption of normality and the

lasses of many real problems are not separable by an hyperplane and a non-linear ombination

of the features is needed, it has demonstrated a good lassi�ation auray in many tasks. In a

2-lass problem, its general formula whih disriminates between both lasses has the following

form:

w

1

X

1

+ w

2

X

2

+ :::+ w

n

X

n

� w

0

where eah onstant value w

i

assesses the disriminatory power of the i-th feature and w

0

is

another onstant value. Coupled with this proess, a seletion of features is performed (Inza

et al., 2001b), ejeting a subset of features from the lassi�er. In a problem with more than two
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lasses, an hyperplane must be onstruted for eah lass pair or the whole problem must be

reformulated as a 2-lass problem;

the Logisti Regression (Hosmer and Lemeshow, 1989) arises as an alternative lassi�er whih is

not based on the normality assumption of Disriminant Analysis. Logisti Regression is based

on the next formula for a 2-lass problem:

P (C = 

i

jX

1

= x

1

; :::; X

n

= x

n

) =

1

1 + e

�b

0

+

P

n

i=1

b

i

x

i

whih estimates the probability of a new example belongs to lass 

i

. Maximum likelihood

estimation is used to alulate the b

i

onstant values. Closely related with Disriminant Anal-

ysis, Logisti Regression also uses an hyperplane expression to separate between 2 lasses. In

the statistial literature several di�erent proedures have been suggested for variable seletion

in Logisti Regression. The most well known are based on forward seletion and bakward

elimination, together with some kind of deision rule for the number of variables (Urban, 1994).

2.4 Seond-generation paradigms: Mahine Learning

In the 80s and 90s there has been a big growth in the aumulation of information in Eonomi,

Marketing, Finane, et. databases. The larger size of this databases inspired a set of tehniques

that are grouped under the Mahine Learning term and that disover and extrat knowledge in

a more automated way than lassial Statisti-based paradigms. These tehniques use a `data-

driven' proess in the sense that less emphasis is put on prior hypothesis about data probability

distribution and lassi�er's free parameters than is the ase with lassial Statisti-based paradigms.

By approahing an analysis as a searh for knowledge, rather than to test a hypothesis about the

nature of the data, the disovery of previously unknown relationships in the data is the ore of the

proes for the indution of the lassi�er.

In order to onstrut a lassi�ation model, this kind of paradigms make assumptions, whih

are alled biases in Mahine Learning. By approahing the analysis as a searh for knowledge, one

requires to shrink or prune the searh spae. Indution without bias is imposible, it is the sine

que non ondition for indution (Dutton and Conroy, 1996). Apart from the data, biases are the

prinipal builders of the lassi�ation models. Mithell (Mithell, 1982) resumes the need of biases in

Mahine Learning in the following form: Although removing all biases from a generalization system

may seem to be a desirable goal, in fat the result is nearly useless... An unbiased system is one

whose inferenes logially follow from the training instanes, whereas lassi�ation of new instanes

do not logially follow from the lassi�ation of the training instanes. In this way, the de�nition of

biases of existing algorithms and how to �nd out when a bias is appropiate are ruial question for

Mahine Learning researhers. Biases an be divided into two types (Kohavi, 1995d):

restrited spae bias: this bias assumes that the lassi�er belongs to some restrited spae of

lassi�ation models, typially de�ned in terms of their representation. For example, most

deision tree algorithms (see Setion 2.4) restrit the spae of onsidered lassi�ers to the spae

of �nite trees with univariate splits in its nodes, assuming that lasses are separated by line

segments parallel to the oordinate axes;

preferene bias: this bias plaes a preferene ordering on the onsidered lassi�ation models.

Many times the preferene ordering is de�ned by how the searh through the spae of lassi�a-

tion models is onduted. Most preferene biases attempt to minimize some measure of syntati

omplexity, following Oam's Razor priniple of preferring simpler lassi�ers.
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The literature is plenty of algorithms that propose di�erent biases to onstrut the lassi�er.

Disovering new learning algorithms (or versions thereof) has oupied muh of the researh of the

past deade in Mahine Learning with reasonable suess. However, muh remains to be learned

about what makes a partiular algorithm work well (or not) in a partiular domain.

Regarding this large amount of available algorithms, the user is frequently faed with the problem

of seleting the ideal algorithm for a spei� lassi�ation task, trying to selet the learning algorithm

whih biases are best suited to the data. The ambitious objetive of generating and seleting a

unique winner algorithm for all datasets has been rejeted by the empirial evidene of the `No

Free Lunh Theorem' (Kohavi and John, 1997). In the next lines we present the Mahine Learning

algorithms that are used in this dissertation. Although several details are left for future hapters,

more emphasis will be put on the algorithms that will be more frequently used in this dissertation.

The basi lines of the prinipal families of algorithms will also be explained. As a depth study about

these algorithms is out of the objetives of this dissertation, other lassi works in Mahine Learning

are reommended (Mithell, 1997) (Mihalski et al., 1998). This is the list of the algorithms:

ID3 (Quinlan, 1986) lassi�ation tree algorithm. Deision trees lassify instanes by sorting

them down the tree from the root to some leaf node, whih provides the lassi�ation of the

instane. Eah node of the tree performs a test over the value of a spei� attribute. An

instane is lassi�ed by starting at the root node of the tree, testing the attribute spei�ed by

this node, until a leaf node is reahed. The gain-ratio measure, inspired in the Information

Theory of Shannon (Shannon, 1948), is used to selet the attribute whih performs the split in

eah node of the tree. It does not inorporate a post-pruning strategy in the onstrution of the

tree and it tries to onstrut leaves with instanes of an unique lass (in spite of very few training

instanes appear in the leaves). ID3 inorporates a pre-pruning strategy, using the hi-square

statisti to guarantee a minimum orrelation between the proposed split-attribute and the lass;

C4.5 algorithm (Quinlan, 1993) is inspired in ID3. In ontrast to ID3, C4.5 arries out a post-

pruning phase, based on the error-based-pruning algorithm, whih replaes a node by one of its

hildren if the auray of the hild is onsidered better. It is usually employed in the literature

as a referene algorithm to perform omparisons with novel supervised algorithms;

OC1 an be ategorized as an oblique deision tree algorithm (Murthy et al., 1994). By the

ombination of deterministi hill-limbing with two forms of randomization, OC1 builds an

hyperplane (onsidering all the features) at eah tree node to perform a split. It also inorporates

a post-pruning strategy;

HOODG builds oblivious graphs bottom-up (Kohavi, 1995a). It an be seen like a deision tree

that tests the same single attribute in all the nodes of the same level. It is oupled with feature

subset seletion and disretization of data. Oblivious graphs try to overome the repliation and

fragmentation problems (Kohavi, 1995d), inherent to deision trees;

T2 (Auer et al., 1995) builds the two level deision tree that minimizes the number of errors in

the training set and it is inspired in the PAC-learning theory (Valiant, 1984). This algorithm is

ategorized in the literature under the `simple deision tree' term (Auer et al., 1995);

OneR (Holte, 1993) is another `simple deision tree' algorithm inspired in Oam's razor and

PAC-learning theory. It omputes the one-level deision tree that minimizes the number of errors

in the training set;
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Naive Bayes (NB) (Cestnik, 1990) learning algorithm uses a variation of the Bayes rule to predit

the lass for a test instane, assuming that features are independent to eah other for prediting

the lass. NB applies the following rule:



NB

= argmax



j

2C

p(

j

)

n

Y

i=1

p(x

i

j

j

)

where 

NB

denotes the ategory value predited by the NB lassi�er for a test instane. The

probability for disrete features is estimated from data using maximum likelihood estimation

and applying the Laplae orretion. A normal distribution is assumed to estimate the lass

onditional probabilities for ontinuous attributes. Unknown values in the test instane are

skipped. Although its simpliity and its independene assumption among variables, the literature

shows that the NB lassi�er gives remarkably high auraies in many domains (Langley and

Sage, 1994), speially in medial ones. Many researhers think that the suess of the NB rule is

based on the idea that dotors, in order to make a diagnosis, ollet the attributes in the same

way as the NB rule uses them to lassify: that is to say, independently with respet to the lass

(Inza et al., 2001d);

Naive-Bayes Tree (NBTree) algorithm (Kohavi, 1996) ombines the ideas of deision trees and

NB, exeuting NB at the leaves of an univariate-split deision tree. Normalized mutual-information

(Shannon, 1948) is used to selet split attributes in tree nodes and no post-pruning strategy is

employed. Cross-validation is employed to deide when the tree expansion is terminated and the

NB rule is applied;

IB1 (Aha et al., 1991) is an instane based induer that uses homogeneous weights for all at-

tributes to ompute the dissimilarity funtion, assuming that all features have the same relevane

to de�ne that lass. The overlap metri (Salzberg, 1991) is used for symboli features and the Eu-

lidean metri for ontinuous ones. A 1-NN (Nearest Neighbor) shema is employed, prediting

for a test instane the lass of its nearest instane in the training set;

IB4 (Aha et al., 1991) is the suessor of IB1, inorporating a weight learning apability: di�erent

weights are omputed for eah feature, aording to its relevane, assuming that all features

should not have the same importane to de�ne that lass. IB4 assigns weights to features in the

[0; 1℄

n

ontinuous weight spae by means of a hill-limbing, sequential, inremental and on-line

strategy, with only one pass through the training data;

PEBLS is an instane based induer (Cost and Salzberg, 1993) that inorporates the MVDM

distane metri to deal with symboli features, a modi�ation of the VDM (Stan�ll and Waltz,

1986) metri. It also attahes weights to the training instanes aording to their performane

history. PEBLS was inspired on the need of a speial distane metri to deal with Moleular

Biology extrated features;

Table-Majority is based on deision table paradigm (Kohavi, 1995), storing a table of all in-

stanes and prediting aording to it. If an instane is not found, it predits the majority lass.

As for HOODG, to make the algorithm useful, it is oupled with feature subset seletion and

disretization of data. Given an unlabelled test instane, Table-Majority predits the majority

lass of the training set instanes whose values on the seleted set of features math the test

instane; if no instanes are found, the lassi�er `gives up' and predits the majority of the whole

training set;
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CN2 (Clark and Nibblet, 1989) indues a set of ordered IF-THEN deision rules. The ondition

of the rule appears in the IF part of the rule. The lass predited for the unlabelled examples that

math the ondition (IF) part appears in the THEN part of the rule. To lassify a test example,

eah rule is tried in order until one is found whose onditions are satis�ed by the example being

lassi�ed. When the example does not math any rule, the most frequent lass in the training set

is assigned for it: this ation is known as the `default-rule'. Although CN2 does not inorpore a

lassi post-pruning mehanism as C4.5, the rules are generated and expanded by the supervision

of statistial tests that guarantee their signi�ane degree (pre-pruning mehanism);

Ripper (Cohen, 1995) is an IF-THEN deision rule algorithm, similar to CN2. Apart from other

minor variations, its major apportation with respet to CN2 is that Ripper post-prunes the

generated rules by the error-based-pruning tehnique employed in C4.5 (Quinlan, 1993).

2.5 Datasets

In order to evaluate the laims and ontributions that will be made in this dissertation, an

extensive group of benhmark datasets is needed. The datasets are independently seleted and they

ome from very di�erent areas of the reality. The datasets have an interesting balaned overage of

a wide range of statistial riteria: number of ases, frequeny of missing values, level of noise, lass

distribution, real nature of the domain, number of attributes, number of lasses, et. All real-world

seleted datasets, exept Cloud (Aha and Bankert, 1994) domain, ome from the UCI repository

(Murphy, 1995), whih is onsidered the prinipal referene for the eletion of datasets for Mahine

Learning omparisons. All of them are well known datasets with a long tradition in Mahine

Learning studies. Researhers have atively ontributed to ompile the near 120 domains that form

the repository, overing wide areas of the reality and many di�erent statistial harateristis. The

harateristi features of the domains are summarised in Table 2.2.

Both real-world and arti�ial datasets are inluded in the di�erent omparisons of this disser-

tation. Kohavi (1995d)(Kohavi, 1995d) resumes the need of this duality for Mahine Learning

omparisons in the following form: Arti�ial domains are useful beause they allow us to vary pa-

rameters, understand the spei� problems that algorithms exhibit, and test onjetures. Real-world

domains are useful beause they ome from real-world problems that we do not always understand

and are therefore atual problems on whih we would like to improve performane. In this way, the

apparition of arti�ial datasets are losely related with the hypotheses and onjetures of a spei�

omparison. Following these ideas, it is prefered to introdue the prinipal harateristis of the

arti�ial datasets when their spei� omparison is performed.

The following paragraphs provide a short desription of the nature and reality aspets overed

by eah domain.

Ehoardiogram dataset's task is to predit whether a patient survived for at least one year

following a heart attak (Clark and Boswell, 1991). The most diÆult part of this problem is

orretly prediting that the patient will not survive (part of the diÆulty seems to be the size

of the data set);

Lymphography dataset is obtained from the University Medial Centre, Institute of Onology,

Ljubljana, Slovenja. Thanks go to M. Zwitter and M. Sokli for providing the data. The task is to

distinguish between patient that are healthy and those with metastases or malignant lymphoma;
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Table 2.2. Details of experimental domains. C: ontinuous. N: nominal.

Domain Number of instanes Number of features Number of lasses

Ehoardiogram 131 6 C, 1N 2

Lymphography 147 19 N 4

Hepatitis 155 6 C, 13 N 2

Glass 214 9 C 7

Audiology 226 69 N 24

Heart disease 270 6 C, 7 N 2

Breast aner 286 9 N 2

Hungarian 294 6 C, 7 N 2

Cleveland 303 6 C, 7 N 2

Liver (BUPA) 345 6 C 2

Ionosphere 351 34 C 2

Horse-oli 368 7 C, 15 N 2

Arrhythmia 452 279 C 16

Soybean-large 683 35 N 19

CRX 690 6 C, 9 N 2

Breast aner (Wisonsin) 699 10 C 2

Diabetes (Pima) 768 8 C 2

Vehile 846 18 C 4

Anneal 898 9 C, 29 N 6

Contraeptive 1,473 4 C, 5 N 3

Cloud 1,834 204 C 4

Image 2,310 19 C 7

Sik-euthyroid 3,163 7 C, 18 N 2

Hypothyroid 3,163 7 C, 18 N 2

DNA 3,186 180 N 3

Internet advertisements 3,279 3 C, 1,555 N 2

Spambase 4,601 57 C 2

Hepatitis dataset's task is to predit whether a patient will die from hepatitis. It has a moderate

number of missing values ompared to the size of the dataset and the number of attributes.

Close to 80% of the data are the `alive' patients' reords;

Glass identi�ation dataset represents the measurements of hemial ompounds extrated from

the glass. The study of lassi�ation of types of glass was motivated by riminologial investiga-

tion. The glass left at the sene of the rime an be used as evidene, if it is orretly identi�ed.

The instane identi�er number of the original dataset is removed. The dataset has a skewed

lass distribution. Out of the total 214 instanes, the lass that has highest number of instanes

onstitutes 35:7% and the lowest onstitutes 4:2%;

Audiology dataset is obtained from the Baylor College of Mediine. Thanks go to Professor

Jergen for providing the data. As eah example identi�es a patient, the 24 lasses are diagnoses

of hearing disorders;

Heart disease dataset omes from the Cleveland Clini Foundation (USA) and was supplied by

R. Detrano. It is a part of the Cleveland dataset and it was employed in the STATLOG projet

(Mihie et al., 1994). The original Cleveland dataset ontains 303 examples but 6 of these
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ontained missing values and were disarding for Heart disease dataset. Other 27 examples

were retained in ase of dispute, leaving the �nal total of 270. The original dataset Cleveland

dataset has 76 attributes, but all published experiments refer to using a subset of 14 of them. It

ontains ardiologial diagnoses. As eah instane desribes a patient's medial data, the task

is to determine whether the patient su�ers from heart disease;

Breast aner dataset is obtained from the University Medial Centre, Institute of Onology,

Ljubljana, Slovenja. Thanks go to M. Zwitter and M. Sokli for providing the data. For about

30% of patients that undergo a breast aner operation, the illness reappears after 5 years: thus

prognosis of reurrene is important. Thus, 2 possible lasses are `no reurrene' and `reurrene';

Hungarian dataset was olleted at the Hungarian Institute of Cardiology, Budapest (Hungary).

Thanks go to A. Janosi. It has the same lassi�ation task and ollets features as Heart disease

and Cleveland domains. As Cleveland domain, the original dataset has 76 attributes, but all

published experiments refer to using a subset of 14 of them;

Cleveland dataset omes from the Cleveland Clini Foundation (USA) and was supplied by R.

Detrano. In previous paragraphs we have ited its relation with Heart disease and Hungarian

datasets. Less than 2% of the total attribute values are missing in this dataset;

Liver (BUPA) dataset was reated at BUPA Medial Researh Ltd. As eah instane desribes

a male patient's medial data, the task is to determine whether the patient su�ers from liver

disorder, that might arise from exessive alohol onsumption. All exept one attribute are blood

tests whih are thought to be sensitive to liver disorders;

Ionosphere radar dataset was olleted by a system in Goose Bay, Labrador, USA. The system

onsists of a phased array of 16 high-frequeny antennas with a total transmitted power on

the order of 6:4 kilowatts. The targets were free eletrons in the ionosphere. The lasses of

the problem are the following: `good' radar returns are those showing evidene of some type of

struture in the ionosphere and `bad' returns are those that do not; their signals pass through

the ionosphere;

Horse-oli dataset was reated by M. MLeish and M. Ceile from the University of Guelph.

The task is to determine whether a horse lesion is surgial. The features desribe whether the

horse had surgery, whether it is young or old, retal termperature, pulse, et.;

Arrhythmia dataset was reated by H. A. Guvenir, at Bilkent University, Turkey. The aim is to

distinguish between the presene and absene of ardia arrhythmia and to lassify it in one of

the 15 lasses of arrhythmia;

Soybean-large dataset's task is to diagnose soybean diseases. The 19 lasses are desribed by 34

features olleting leaf properties and various abnormalities. There is a onsiderable number of

missing values;

CRX dataset onerns redit ard appliations. All attribute names and values have been

hanged to meaningless symbols to protet on�dentiality of the data. Both lasses labels are

`yes' and `no'. The dataset is interesting beause there is a good mix of attributes (ontinuous,

disrete with small number of values, and disrete with larger number of values). There are also

a few missing values;
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Breast aner (Wisonsin) dataset onerns medial diagnosis applied to breast ytology. The

task is to predit whether a breast tumour is benign or malignant. The dataset was olleted

over a period of two and a half years by the University of Wisonsin Hospitals, Madison, USA.

Thanks go to Dr. W.H. Wolberg;

Diabetes (Pima) dataset was olleted by the USA National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive

and Kidney Diseases. The task is to determine whether the patient shows signs of diabetes

aording to World Health Organization Criteria. All patients are females who live near Phoenix,

Arizona, USA. They are at least 21 years old and of Pima Indian heritage;

Vehile dataset's purpose is to lassify a given silhouette as one of four types of vehile, using

a set of features extrated from the silhouette. The vehile may be viewed from one of many

di�erent angles. Thus, images were aquired by a amera looking downwards at the model

vehile from a �xed angle of elevation (34:2 degrees to the horizontal). All images were aptured

with a spatial resolution of 128� 128 pixels quantised to 64 greylevels;

Anneal dataset is donated by D. Sterling and W. Buntine. The dataset has 38 features and 898

whih belong to a steel-domain supervised task. It has a onsiderable number of missing values;

Contraeptive dataset is donated by T.S. Lim and it is a subset of the 1987 National Indonesia

Contraeptive Prevalene Survey. The examples are married women who were either not preg-

nant or do not know if they were at the time of interview. The problem is to predit the urrent

ontraeptive method hoie (no use, long-term methods, or short-term methods) of a woman

based on her demographi and soio-eonomi harateristis;

Cloud dataset, provided by D.W. Aha and R.L. Bankert, was olleted at the US Naval Researh

Laboratory and presents loud features and lassi�ations (Aha and Bankert, 1994). Eah

example represents a loud belonging to one of eleven loud types;

Image segmentation dataset instanes were drawn randomly from a database of 7 outdoor olour

images. These were hand segmented to reate a lassi�ation for every pixel as one of brikfae,

sky, foliage, ement, window, path or grass. There were 19 features for eah 3 � 3 region, for

example summary measurements of ontrast in the vertial and horizontal diretions;

Sik-euthyroid dataset was olleted at the Garavan Institute in Sidney, Australia. Its task is to

identify a patient as having sik-euthyroid disease or not;

Hypothyroid dataset was olleted at the Garavan Institute in Sidney, Australia, and it has the

same data format and attributes as Sik-euthyroid. Thus, Hypothyroid task is to identify a

patient as having hypothyroid disease or not;

DNA domain is drawn from the �eld of Moleular Biology. Splie juntions are points on a

DNA sequene at whih `superuous' DNA is removed during protein reation. The task is to

reognize exon-intron boundaries, referred to as EI sites; intron-exon boundaries, referred to as

IE sites; or neither. The features of eah instane provide a window of 60 nuleotides, eah

represented as 3 binary indiator features that represent the value `a', `', `g' or `t', thus giving

180 binary features (using 0-1 odi�ation). The lassi�ation is the middle point of the window,

thus providing 30 nuleotides at eah side of the juntion;

Internet advertisements is donated by N. Kushmerik. The dataset represents a set of possible

advertisements on Internet pages (Kushmerik, 1999). The features enode the geometry of the
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image (if available) as well as phrases ouring in the URL, the image's URL and alt text, the

anhor text, and words ouring near the anhor text. The task is to predit whether an image

is an advertisement or not;

Spambase dataset tries to identify the `spam' onept in personal e-mails: advertisements for

produts/web sites, make money fast shemes, hain letters, pornography, unsoliited ommerial

e-mail... The dataset was reated by olleting a set of personal e-mails reeived at Hewlett-

Pakard Laboratories, Palo Alto, USA. The task is to determine whether a given email is spam

or not. Most of the attributes indiate whether a partiular word or harater was frequently

ouring in the e-mail.

2.6 Auray estimation: evaluating and omparing

lassi�ation models

Auray estimation is fundamental in any Mahine Learning work (it is also known as model

validation). The evaluation of the performane of the learned lassi�ation model is important:

one reason for this is simply to understand whether to use the indued model in the real life to

lassify new unlabelled ase. For instane, it is important to aeptably assess the e�etiveness of a

proposed Mahine Learning model in medial diagnosis (Mithell, 1997). In the same way, it is the

key and ruial feature in many Mahine Learning experimentations.

The auray estimation, seen as the p parameter of a Bernouilli random variable (Y ! B(1; p)),

has an intrinsi unertainty (Kohavi, 1994). This estimation is somewhat straighforward and has a

low unertainty degree when data is plentyful. However, as we normally must estimate the auray

of a learned model with a limited number of ases, we must have in mind the following two diÆulties,

inherit to auray estimation (Mithell, 1997):

in testing the auray of a lassi�er, its error rate estimate tends to be biased if they are

assesed from the same set of examples that was used to onstrut the lassi�ation model. This

is espeially riti when the lassi�ation algorithm onsiders a very large spae of possible

models, enabling it to over�t the training ases. To obtain an unbiased estimate of the auray,

the lassi�er should be tested on a set of examples hosen independently of examples that built

it;

the measured auray an still vary from the true auray, depending on the spei� makeup

of the partiular test examples. This espeially riti when a small number of test examples is

provided: in this ase, the error rate estimate tends to have a large variane.

The literature inludes plenty of works presenting di�erent auray estimation tehniques, ex-

possing their strenghts and weakness with respet to the previous bias and variane onepts (Kohavi

and Wolpert, 1996).

Depending on the employed auray estimation method, the use of an hypothesis testing ap-

proah enables us to determine the signi�ane degree of the estimated auray di�erene between

two algorithms.

Although an ative debate exists within the Mahine Learning ommunity with respet to the

best estimation method and oupled hypothesis testing omparison (Dietterih, 1998), the question

remains unanswered.

The resubstitution estimate and holdout methods are two lassi auray estimation proedures.

Many estimation tehniques are inspired on them. They work as follows:
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the resubstitution estimate proedure, also alled apparent auray, estimates the auray on

the same data used to onstrut the lassi�er. As learning algorithms try to minimize it, this

measure is a highly optimisti estimate of the auray. For learning proedures that perfetly

�t the data, suh as nearest-neighbor or deision trees withouth a pruning phase, the optimisti

bias is really high;

the holdoutmethod, or test-sample estimation, randomly partitions the dataset into two mutually

exlusive subsets alled the training subset and the test subset, or holdout set. Usually

2

3

of

data form the training subset and the rest

1

3

forms the test subset. Then, the learning algorithm

is run using the training subset and the indued lassi�er's auray is estimated on the test

subset. This measure is used as the auray estimate of the lassi�er built with the entire

dataset. Random subsampling appears as an improvement of the holdout method: as the holdout

proedure is repeated k times, the estimated auray is derived by averaging the runs and the

standard deviation is estimated as the standard deviation of the auray estimations from eah

holdout run.

In spite of both methods are not employed in this dissertation, they are relevant to understand

more elaborate validation proedures. Although several details are left for future hapters, in the

next subsetions the auray estimation methods and oupled hypothesis testing approahes that

are employed in this dissertation are presented.

2.6.1 k-fold ross-validation

In k-fold ross-validation (Stone, 1974), the dataset is randomly split into k mutually exlusive

subsets (or folds) of approximately equal size. The supervised learning algorithm is trained k times:

eah time, the training proess is performed in k � 1 folds and testing in the remaining fold. The

k-fold ross-validation auray estimate is the average auray measure from these testing k folds.

In the same way, the standard deviation of this average an be reported. The most ommon value

in the literature of the k parameter is 10. This value will be employed in this dissertation.

A method to improve the quality of a ross-validation estimate is to repeat the exposed proess

multiple times. In this way, the intrinsi unertainty and standard deviation of the ross-validation

estimate an be redued. Although it is preferred to leave the details for further hapters, an

heuristi based on this idea will be used in this dissertation. Another improvement of the ross-

validation is the strati�ed ross-validation (Breiman et al., 1984), where the folds are strati�ed so

that they ontain approximately the same proportions of lasses as the original dataset.

A partiular ase of k-fold ross-validation is the leave-one-out ross-validation error (LOOCE)

proedure (Lahenbruh and Mikey, 1968). In the LOOCE tehnique, the learning algorithm is run

k times, where k is the number of examples of the dataset. In this way, eah time k � 1 instanes

are used for training and the remaining example is used for testing, where eah ase is used only

one for testing. The LOOCE estimate of auray an be also seen as the overall number of orret

lassi�ations, divided by k, the number of ases in the dataset. LOOCE gives almost unbiased

auray estimations (Lahenbruh, 1967).

In this dissertation, when the k-fold ross-validation proedure is used to estimate the auray

of two algorithms in the same dataset, the k-fold ross-validates paired t test (Dietterih, 1998) is

used to study the signi�ane degree of the auray di�erenes between both algorithms. It works

as follows:

Suppose that the dataset is divided into k disjoint sets of equal size, T

1

; T

2

; : : : ; T

k

. We then

ondut k trials for learning algorithms A and B. In the i-th trial, the test set is T

i

for both learning
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algorithms and the training set if the union of all of the other T

j

; j 6= i. Let p

i

A

(respetively p

i

B

)

be the observed proportion of test examples mislassi�ed by algorithm A (respetively B) during

trial i. If we assume that the k di�erenes p

i

= p

i

A

� p

i

B

are drawn independently from a normal

distribution, then a Student's t test an be applied, by omputing the statisti

t =

�p �

p

k

q

P

k

i=1

(p

i

��p)

2

k�1

(2.1)

where �p =

1

k

P

k

i=1

p

i

. Under the null hypothesis, this statisti has a t distribution with k � 1

degrees of freedom.

2.6.2 5 times 2-fold ross-validation

A novel approah to estimate the auray of a learning algorithm is to perform 5 repliations of

2-fold ross-validation (5x2v). In eah repliation, available dataset is randomly partitioned into

two equal-sized sets: the algorithm is trained on eah set and tested on the other set. In this way,

the reported auray is the mean of 10 auray values. In the same way, the standard deviation

of this average an be reported.

This validation method is well-suited when randomized learning algorithms are used. As 5 replia-

tions of the 2-fold ross-validation sheme are arried out, the randomness of the learning algorithm

is automatially taken into aount.

When the 5x2v proedure is used to estimate the auray of two algorithms in the same dataset,

the 5x2v F test (Alpaydin, 1999) is used to study the signi�ane degree of the auray di�erenes

between both algorithms. It works as follows:

Suppose that p

j

i

is the di�erene between the error rates of the two lassi�ers on fold j = 1; 2

of repliation i = 1; : : : ; 5. The average on repliation i is �p

i

=

p

1

i

+p

2

i

2

and the estimated variane

is s

2

i

= (p

1

i

� �p

i

)

2

+ (p

2

i

� �p

i

)

2

. We assume that the p

j

i

di�erenes are drawn independently from

a normal distribution with zero mean and unknown variane �

2

(Dietterih, 1998) and then

s

2

i

�

2

is

hi-square with one degree of freedom. Under the null hypothesis the statisti

f =

P

5

i=1

P

2

j=1

(p

j

i

)

2

2

P

5

i=1

s

2

i

(2.2)

is approximately F distributed with 10 and 5 degrees of freedom.

2.7 Summary

In this hapter the prinipal roots of Supervised Classi�ation are exposed. Speial emphasis is

foused on the supervised proedures employed in this dissertation. First supervised algorithms,

Disriminant Analysis and Logisti Regression are introdued: they are the inspiration for the birth

of the learning algorithms grouped under the Mahine Learning term. The Mahine Learning algo-

rithms and real datasets employed in this dissertation are studied. The last setion has desribed

the importane of the auray estimation in the Supervised Classi�ation. The auray estima-

tion proedures, oupled with their respetive statistial hypothesis testing tehniques for auray

di�erenes, are studied in detail.



Chapter 3

Probabilisti Graphial Models

3.1 Overview of the hapter

In this hapter Bayesian and Gaussian networks will be introdued. In Chapters 5, 6 and 7 of this

dissertation, in onjuntion with the Estimation of Distribution Algorithms (EDAs, see Chapter 4)

paradigm, both Probabilisti Graphial Models will be used in order to improve ertain aspets of

Supervised Classi�ation.

The probabilisti graphial model paradigm (Pearl, 1988; Lauritzen, 1996), whih has beome

a popular representation for enoding unertain knowledge in expert systems over the last deade,

will be introdued. One a general notation and the probabilisti graphial model paradigm are

presented in an abstrat way, the emphasis of the hapter will be put in two well known probabilisti

graphial models that will be employed in further hapters of this dissertation: Bayesian networks

and Gaussian networks. For these paradigms, the strutural learning from data, the onditional

(in)dependene onept and the simulation tasks will be studied with attention.

This hapter is an adaptation of the work by Larra~naga (2001a).

3.2 Terminology and basi onepts

In the next lines, a general notation that will be used in the rest of this dissertation, useful for

Bayesian and Gaussian probabilisti graphial models, is presented.

The symbol X

i

is used to represent a random variable. A possible instane of X

i

is denoted x

i

.

�(X

i

= x

i

) (or simply �(x

i

)) represents the generalized probability distribution (DeGroot, 1970)

over the point x

i

. Similarly, X = (X

1

; : : : ; X

n

) is used to represent an n{dimensional random

variable, and x = (x

1

; : : : ; x

n

) to represent one of its possible instanes. The joint generalized

probability distribution of X is denoted �(X = x) (or simply �(x)). The generalized onditional

probability distribution of the variable X

i

given the value x

j

of the variable X

j

is represented as

�(X

i

= x

i

jX

j

= x

j

) (or simply by �(x

i

jx

j

)). The symbol D represents a dataset, i.e. a set of N

instanes of the variable X = (X

1

; : : : ; X

n

).

If the variable X

i

is disrete, �(X

i

= x

i

) = p(X

i

= x

i

) (or simply p(x

i

)) is alled the mass

probability for the variable X

i

. If all the variables in X are disrete, �(X = x) = p(X = x) (or

simply p(x)) is the joint probability mass, and �(X

i

= x

i

jX

j

= x

j

) = p(X

i

= x

i

jX

j

= x

j

) (or simply

p(x

i

jx

j

)) is the onditional mass probability of the variable X

i

given that X

j

= x

j

.

17
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In the ase that X

i

is ontinuous, �(X

i

= x

i

) = f(X

i

= x

i

) (or simply f(x

i

)) is the density

funtion of X

i

. If all the variables in X are ontinuous, �(X = x) = f(X = x) (or simply f(x))

is the joint density funtion, and �(X

i

= x

i

jX

j

= x

j

) = f(X

i

= x

i

jX

j

= x

j

) (or simply f(x

i

jx

j

)) is

the onditional density funtion of the variable X

i

given that X

j

= x

j

.

Let X = (X

1

; : : : ; X

n

) be a vetor of random variables. The symbol x

i

is used to denote a value

of X

i

, the i

th

omponent of X, and y = (x

i

)

X

i

2Y

to denote a value of Y � X. A probabilisti

graphial model for X is a graphial fatorization of the joint generalized probability distribution,

�(X = x) (or simply �(x)). The representation onsists of two omponents: a struture and a set

of loal generalized probability distributions. The struture S for X is a Direted Ayli Graph

(DAG) that represents a set of onditional (in)dependene

1

(Dawid, 1979) assertions on the variables

on X, and eah node in the struture is assoiated with eah variable of X.

The struture S forX represents for eah variable the assertions thatX

i

and fX

1

; : : : ; X

n

gnPa

S

i

2

are independent given Pa

S

i

, i = 2; : : : ; n. Thus, by the appliation of the hain-rule, the fatoriza-

tion an be simpli�ed as follows:

�(x) = �(x

1

; : : : ; x

n

)

= �(x

1

) � �(x

2

j x

1

) � : : : � �(x

i

j x

1

; : : : ; x

i�1

) � : : : � �(x

n

j x

1

; : : : ; x

n�1

)

= �(x

1

) � �(x

2

j pa

S

2

) � : : : � �(x

i

j pa

S

i

) � : : : � �(x

n

j pa

S

n

) =

n

Y

i=1

�(x

i

j pa

S

i

): (3.1)

It is assumed that, for eah variable, the loal generalized probability distributions depend on a

�nite set of parameters �

S

2 �

S

. Thus, the previous equation is rewritten as follows:

�(x j �

S

) =

n

Y

i=1

�(x

i

j pa

S

i

;�

i

) (3.2)

where �

S

= (�

1

; : : : ;�

n

). Taking both omponents of the probabilisti graphial model into aount,

this will be represented by M = (S;�

S

). That is, a ouple formed by the struture and their

assoiated parameters.

Example 3.1 The struture of the probabilisti graphial model represented in Figure 3.1 provides

us the following fatorization of the joint generalized probability distribution:

�(x

1

; x

2

; x

3

; x

4

; x

5

; x

6

)

= �(x

1

) � �(x

2

) � �(x

3

jx

1

; x

2

) � �(x

4

jx

3

) � �(x

5

jx

3

; x

6

) � �(x

6

) : (3.3)

Informally, an ar between two nodes relates the two nodes so that the value of the variable

orresponding to the ending node of the ar depends on the value of the variable orresponding to

the starting node.

The onditional independene and separation riteron onepts are basi for the understanding of

the underlying semanti of probabilisti graphial models. To hek the onditional independene

{see Figure 3.2{ between variables Y and Z given W , the smallest subgraph ontaining Y , Z,

W and their anestors must be onsidered. This subgraph must be moralized. To arry out this
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X 1

X

X

X

X

X

2

3

4 5

6

Figure 3.1. Struture for a probabilisti model de�ned over X = (X

1

; X

2

; X

3

; X

4

; X

5

; X

6

).

Step 1. Obtain the smallest subgraph ontaining Y , Z, W and their

anestors

Step 2. Moralize the obtained subgraph

Step 3. If every path between the variables in Y and the variables in Z

in the obtained undireted graph is bloked by a variable in W ,

then I(Y ;Z jW )

Figure 3.2. Cheking onditional independenies in a probabilisti graphial model by means of the u{

separation riterion for undireted graphs.

moralization it is mandatory to add an edge between parents with ommon hildren and, then to

delete the diretion of the ars, that is to transform the ars in edges. If every path between the

variables in Y and variables in Z in the obtained undireted graph is bloked by a variable in W ,

then it is said that in the original graph the variables Y and Z are onditionally independent given

W and then I(Y;Z j W) is written. Otherwise Y and Z are said to be onditionally dependent

given W, and then D(Y;Z jW) is written.

Depending on the onnetivity of the model struture, di�erent degrees of omplexity in proba-

bilisti graphial models an be onsidered. This an be a form to arry out this lassi�ation:

Without dependenies

In this type of strutures, eah variable has no parent parent variable. As a onsequene, the

following fatorization is followed:

�(x j �

S

) =

n

Y

i=1

�(x

i

j �

i

): (3.4)

Tree
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In this type of strutures, eah variable an have at the most one parent variable. As a onse-

quene, the following fatorization is followed:

�(x j �

S

) =

n

Y

i=1

�(x

i

j x

j(i)

;�

i

) (3.5)

where X

j(i)

is the (possibly empty) parent of variable X

i

.

Multiply onneted

While in tree strutures, given two nodes in the DAG, there is an unique path onneting them

at the most, in multiple onneted strutures, every two nodes in the DAG an be onneted by

more than one path. As a result, the fatorization is as follows:

�(x j �

S

) =

n

Y

i=1

�(x

i

j pa

S

i

;�

i

): (3.6)

However, both previous struture types an be onsidered as a partiular ase of multiply on-

neted ones.

 a) Structure without dependencies                        b) Tree structure                                 c) Multiply connected structure 

Figure 3.3. Degrees of omplexity in the struture of probabilisti graphial models.

Figure 3.3 shows a graphial representation of the di�erent types of strutures introdued in this

setion.

3.3 Bayesian networks

3.3.1 Introdution

When the variables of the problem are disrete, Bayesian networks are an interesting probabilisti

graphial model that have been surrounded by a growing interest in the reent years. From an

informal perspetive, Bayesian networks are DAGs where the nodes are random variables with a

disrete set of values and the ars speify the (in)dependene assumptions that must be held between

the random variables. The literature shows a large number of dediated books and a wide range of

theoretial and pratial publiations in the �eld. The lassi and well-known book of Pearl (1988)

must be mentioned. Neapolitan (1990) explains the basis of propagation algorithms and these are

studied in detail by Shafer (1996). Jensen (2001) is a reommended tutorial introdution while

in Castillo et al. (1997) another sound introdution with many worked examples an be found.

Lauritzen (1996) provides a mathematial analysis of graphial models. More reently, Cowell et al.

(1999) is an exellent ompilation material overing reent advanes in the �eld.
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Bayesian networks onstitute a probabilisti framework for reasoning under unertainty. The

reasoning inside the model, that is, the propagation of the evidene through the model, depends

on the struture reeting the onditional (in)dependenies between the variables. Cooper (1990)

prove that this task is NP{hard in the general ase of multiply onneted Bayesian networks. The

most popular algorithm to aomplish this task is proposed by Lauritzen and Spiegelhalter (1988)

{later improved by Jensen et al. (1990){ and is based on a manipulation of the Bayesian network

whih starts with the moralization of the graphial model.

3.3.2 Basi notation for Bayesian networks

In a Bayesian network struture, when the disrete variable X

i

2 X has r

i

possible values,

x

1

i

; : : : ; x

r

i

i

, the loal distribution, p(x

i

j pa

j;S

i

;�

i

) is an unrestrited disrete distribution:

p(x

i

k

j pa

j;S

i

;�

i

) = �

x

k

i

jpa

j

i

� �

ijk

(3.7)

where pa

1;S

i

; : : : ;pa

q

i

;S

i

denotes the values of Pa

S

i

, the set of parents of the variable X

i

in the

struture S. The term q

i

denotes the number of possible di�erent instanes of the parent variables

of X

i

. Thus, q

i

=

Q

X

g

2Pa

i

r

g

.

The loal parameters are given by �

i

= ((�

ijk

)

r

i

k=1

)

q

i

j=1

). In others words, the parameter �

ijk

represents the onditional probability of variable X

i

being in its k

th

value, knowing that the set of

its parent variables is in its j

th

value.
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Factorization of the joint mass-probability
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Figure 3.4. Struture, loal probabilities and resulting fatorization for a Bayesian network with four

variables (X

1

; X

3

and X

4

with two possible values, and X

2

with three possible values).

Example 3.2 In order to understand the introdued notation, Table 3.1 and Figure 3.4 are

introdued. It must be taken into aount that the values expressed in Table 3.1 are obtained from

Figure 3.4. Notie also that from the fatorization of the joint probability mass derived from the

struture of the Bayesian network in Figure 3.4, the number of parameters needed to speify the

joint probability mass is redued from 23 to 11.

From Figure 3.4, it an be seen that to assess a Bayesian network, the user needs to speify:

a struture by means of a DAG whih reets the set of onditional (in)dependenies among the

variables;
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Table 3.1. Variables (X

i

), number of possible values of variables (r

i

), set of variable parents of a variable

(Pa

i

), number of possible instantiations of the parent variables (q

i

).

variable possible values parent variables possible values of the parents

X

i

r

i

Pa

i

q

i

X

1

2 ; 0

X

2

3 ; 0

X

3

2 fX

1

; X

2

g 6

X

4

2 fX

3

g 2

the unonditional probabilities for all root nodes (nodes with no predeessors), p(x

i

k

j ;;�

i

) (or

�

i�k

);

the onditional probabilities for all other nodes, given all possible ombinations of their diret

predeessors, �

ijk

= p(x

i

k

j pa

j;S

i

;�

i

).

3.3.3 Model indution

One the Bayesian network is built, it onstitutes an eÆient devie to perform probabilisti infer-

ene. Nevertheless, the problem of building suh a network remains. The struture and onditional

probabilities neessary for haraterizing the Bayesian network an be provided either externally

by experts {time onsuming and subjet to mistakes{ or by automati learning from a dataset of

ases. On the other hand, the learning task an be separated into two subtasks: struture learning,

that is, to identify the topology of the Bayesian network, and parametri learning, the numerial

parameters (onditional probabilities) for a given network topology.

The easier aessibility to huge databases during the reent years has led to a big number of model

learning algorithms had been proposed. Di�erent approahes to Bayesian network model indution

an be lassi�ed aording to the nature of the modeling (deteting onditional (in)dependenies

versus sore+searh methods). The prinipal approahes will be introdued in the following lines.

The reader an onsult some good reviews on model indution in Bayesian networks in Hekerman

(1995), Buntine (1996), Sang�uesa and Cort�es (1998) and Krause (1998).

3.3.3.1 Deteting onditional (in)dependenies

Every algorithm that tries to reover the struture of the Bayesian network by deteting (in)de-

pendenies has some onditional (in)dependene relations between some subset of variables of the

model as input, and a DAG that represents a large perentage (and even all of them if possible) of

these relations as output. One the struture has been learnt, the onditional probability distribu-

tions required to ompletely speify the model are estimated from the database {using some of the

di�erent approahes to parameter learning{ or are given by an expert. The works by de Campos

(1998) and Spirtes et al. (1993) provide good reviews of this kind of algorithms.

The PC algorithm of Spirtes et al. (1991) is possibly the most known algorithm for onstruting

Bayesian networks by deteting onditional (in)dependenies. It starts by forming the omplete

undireted graph and then it tries to `thin' it. First, edges with zero order onditional independene

relations are removed, then edges with �rst order onditional independene relations, and so on.
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3.3.3.2 Sore+searh methods

Although the approah to the Bayesian network onstrution based on deteting onditional

(in)dependenies is quite appealing due to its loseness to the semanti of Bayesian networks, the

major part of the developed struture learning algorithms belongs to the ategory of sore+searh

methods.

For this kind of methods, a metri that measures the goodness of every andidate Bayesian net-

work with respet to a dataset of ases is needed. In addition, a searh proedure, to intelligently

move through the spae of possible network strutures is also neessary.

Searh approahes

As the problem of �nding the best network with respet to some riterion from the set of all

networks in whih eah node has no more than k parents (k > 1) is NP-hard (Chikering et al.,

1994), the use of searh heuristis is justi�ed. The searh is arried out in the spae of DAGs that

represent the feasible Bayesian network strutures. The ardinality of this spae is huge and it is

given by the reursive formula obtained by Robinson in 1977:

f(n) =

n

X

i=1

(�1)

i+1

(

n

i

)2

i(n�i)

f(n� i); f(0) = 1; f(1) = 1: (3.8)

The literature inludes plenty of works proposing di�erent searh strategies to �nd good network

strutures: greedy searhes (Buntine, 1991; Cooper and Herskovits, 1992), simulated annealing

(Chikering et al., 1995), tabu searh (Boukaert, 1995), geneti algorithms (Larra~naga et al., 1996;

Myers et al., 1999) and evolutionary programming (Wong et al., 1999).

Due to their speed and demonstrated eÆieny, greedy strategies are widely used. As they will

be used in further hapters of this dissertation, the prinipal tehniques of this types are exposed

in the next lines:

Algorithm B (Buntine, 1991) starts with an ar-less struture and, at eah step it adds the ar

with the maximum improvement in the used sore. It stops when adding an ar does not inrease

the soring measure;

another possibility is, starting with a given struture, arry out the addition or deletion of the

ar with the maximum inrease in the soring measure at every step. The searh stops when no

modi�ation of the struture improves the soring measure. The main drawbak of this strategy

is that it heavily depends on the initial struture.

Sore metris

Penalized maximum likelihood

Given a dataset D with N ases, D = fx

1

; : : : ;x

N

g, one might alulate for any struture S

the maximum likelihood estimate,

b

�, for the parameters � and the assoiated maximized log

likelihood of the data, given the struture and the parameters: log p(D j S;

b

�). This an be

used as a rude measure of the suess of the struture S to desribe the observed data D. It

seems appropriate to sore eah struture by means of its assoiated maximized log likelihood

and thus, to searh for the struture that maximizes log p(D j S;

b

�). Following the proposed

steps, the following formulation an be obtained:
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log p(D j S;�) = log

N

Y

w=1

p(x

w

j S;�) = log

N

Y

w=1

n

Y

i=1

p(x

w;i

j pa

S

i

;�

i

)

=

n

X

i=1

q

i

X

j=1

r

i

X

k=1

log(�

ijk

)

N

ijk

(3.9)

where N

ijk

denotes the number of ases in D in whih the variable X

i

has the value x

k

i

and Pa

i

has its j

th

value, and N

ij

=

P

r

i

k=1

N

ijk

. It must be remembered (see Setion 3.2) that eah ase

in D is haraterized by n variables.

Taking into aount that the maximum likelihood estimate for �

ijk

is given by

b

�

ijk

=

N

ijk

N

ij

(Cooper and Herskovits, 1992), we obtain:

log p(D j S;

b

�) =

n

X

i=1

q

i

X

j=1

r

i

X

k=1

N

ijk

log

N

ijk

N

ij

: (3.10)

The monotoniity of the likelihood with respet to the omplexity of the struture usually leads

the searh through omplete networks. The inorporation of a penalty term for the model

omplexity into the maximized likelihood ould redue this drawbak, resulting in the following

formula for a penalized maximum likelihood:

n

X

i=1

q

i

X

j=1

r

i

X

k=1

N

ijk

log

N

ijk

N

ij

� f(N)dim(S) (3.11)

where dim(S) is the dimension {number of parameters needed to speify the model{ of the

Bayesian network with a struture given by S. Thus, the dimension is spei�ed by dim(S) =

P

n

i=1

q

i

(r

i

� 1) and f(N) is a non negative penalization funtion. The most known penalization

funtions of the literature are the following:

{ the Akaike's Information Criterion (AIC) (Akaike, 1974) where f(N) = 1;

{ the Je�reys-Shwarz riterion, also known as the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC)

(Shwarz, 1978) where f(N) =

1

2

logN .

Bayesian sores. Marginal likelihood

Our unertainty on the proposed Bayesian network model (struture and parameters) an be

expressed by the Bayesian approah for sore metris. As p(xjD) is the probability distribution

we want to �nd, if S represents the possible DAGs, then from probability theory we obtain:

p(xjD) =

X

S2S

p(xjS;D)p(SjD) (3.12)

This equation is known as Bayesian model averaging (Madigan and Raftery, 1994). As it requires

the summing of all possible strutures, its use is unfeasible and usually two approximations are

used instead of the afore mentioned approah.
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The �rst is known as seletive model averaging (Madigan and Raftery, 1994), where only a

redued number of promising strutures is taken into aount. In this ase, denoting the set of

promising strutures by S

sel

, we have:

p(xjD) �

X

S2S

sel

p(xjS;D)p(SjD) (3.13)

where

X

S2S

sel

p(SjD) � 1:

Although this approah ould obtain good results, it has a large omputational ost. The seond

approximation is known as model seletion where p(xjD) is approximated in the following

manner:

p(xjD) � p(xj

^

S;D) (3.14)

where

^

S = arg max

S2S

sel

p(SjD):

This means that only the struture with the maximum posterior likelihood is used, knowing that

for large enough D, we have p(

^

SjD) � 1.

Obviously, better results must be obtained using model averaging, but due to its easier appli-

ation and lower ost, model seletion is preferred most of the times. As a quik estimation

of p(xjD) is needed in subsequent parts of this dissertation, this seond approximation will the

used one.

A sore ommonly used in Bayesian model seletion is the logarithm of the relative posterior

probability of the model:

log p(S j D) / log p(S;D) = log p(S) + log p(D j S): (3.15)

Under the assumption that the prior distribution over the struture is uniform, an equivalent

riterion is the log marginal likelihood of the data given the struture, log p(D j S).

It is possible {see Cooper and Herskovits (1992) and Hekerman et al. (1995) for details{ to

ompute the marginal likelihood eÆiently and in losed form under some general assumptions.

As it will be used in Chapter 5 of this dissertation, K2 (Cooper and Herskovits, 1992), a well

known algorithm for the indution of network strutures, will be introdued in the following lines.

It inorportates a Bayesian inspired sore metri, oupled with a greedy strategy for the searh

proess of the network struture. The searh proess starts by assuming that a node does not

have parents, after whih in every step it adds inrementally that parent whose addition most

inreases the probability of the resulting struture. The K2 algorithm stops adding parents to

the nodes when the addition of a single parent an not inrease the probability. Its basi sheme

an be seen in Figure 3.5.
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Algorithm K2

INPUT: A set of n nodes, an ordering on the nodes, an upper bound u on the

number of parents a node may have, and a database D ontaining N ases

OUTPUT: For eah node, a printout of the parents of the node

BEGIN K2

FOR i := 1 TO n DO

BEGIN

Pa

i

:= ;

p

old

:= g(i;Pa

i

)

OKToProeed := TRUE

WHILE OKToProeed AND jPa

i

j < u DO

BEGIN

Let Z be the node in Pred(X

i

)nPa

i

that

maximizes g(i;Pa

i

[ fZg)

p

new

:= g(i;Pa

i

[ fZg)

IF p

new

> p

old

THEN

BEGIN

p

old

:= p

new

Pa

i

:= Pa

i

[ fZg

END

ELSE OKToProeed := FALSE

END;

WRITE(`Node:', X

i

, `Parents of this node:', Pa

i

)

END

END K2

Figure 3.5. The K2 algorithm.

Given a Bayesian network model, if the examples of the dataset our independently, there are

not missing values, and the density of the parameters given the struture is uniform, then the

previous authors show that

p(D j S) =

n

Y

i=1

q

i

Y

j=1

(r

i

� 1)!

(N

ij

+ r

i

� 1)!

r

i

Y

k=1

N

ijk

! (3.16)

The uniformity assumption of the parameters an be relaxed, allowing the user to employ Dirih-

let distributions to speify prior probabilities of the parameters (Cooper and Herskovits, 1992).

Apart from the algorithm, this metri is also known as the K2 metri for the soring of Bayesian

networks. The K2 algorithm assumes that an ordering on the variables is available and that, a

priori, all strutures are equally likely. It searhes, for every node, the set of parent nodes that

maximizes the following funtion (see Figure 3.5):

g(i;Pa

i

) =

q

i

Y

j=1

(r

i

� 1)!

(N

ij

+ r

i

� 1)!

r

i

Y

k=1

N

ijk

! (3.17)

In a generalization of the K2 metri, Hekerman et al. (1995) derive the BD (Bayesian Dirihlet)

metri. It allows the prior probability funtions for the Bayesian network parameters given the
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PLS

Find an anestral ordering, �, of the nodes in the Bayesian network

For j = 1; 2; : : : ; N

For i = 1; 2; : : : ; n

x

�(i)

 generate a value from p(x

�(i)

jpa

�(i)

)

Figure 3.6. Pseudoode for the PLS method.

struture to be Dirihlet distributions. In the same work the authors also present the Bayesian

Dirihlet equivalent metri (BDe), whih has the property that the sore of two strutures that

reet the same set of onditional (in)dependenies is the same.

Sores based on information theory

The literature inludes several sores that, inspired in the Information Theory (Shannon, 1948),

they are able to ompare two probability distributions (p(x) and p

0

(x)). The Kullbak-Leibler

ross-entropy measure (Kullbak, 1951) is possibly the most frequently used information-inspired

sore. It is omputed as follows:

D

K�L

(p(x); p

0

(x)) =

X

x

p(x) log

p(x)

p

0

(x)

=

X

x

p(x) log p(x)�

X

x

p(x) log p

0

(x): (3.18)

It an be onsidered that the Kullbak-Leibler measure represents the di�erene in the informa-

tion ontained in the atual distribution p(x) and the information ontained in the approximate

distribution p

0

(x).

Other works that propose sores based on information theory an be found in Chow and Liu

(1968) (Maximum Weight Spanning Tree: it will be introdued in Chapter 4), Herskovits and

Cooper (1990), Lam and Bahus (1994) and Boukaert (1995).

3.3.4 Simulation

The simulation of Bayesian networks an be onsidered as an alternative to the exat propagation

methods developed in order to reason with the networks. The literature inludes plenty works

proposing di�erent methods to perform this simulation. Several interesting referenes an be found

in Boukaert et al. (1996), Jensen et al. (1993) and Salmeron et al. (2000).

One of the most known and intuitive simulation proedures is the Probabilisti Logi Sampling

(PLS) method proposed by Henrion (1988). PLS (see Figure 3.6) takes advantage of how the

Bayesian network de�nes the probability distribution. The values for eah variable are generated in

a forward way following their anestral ordering, that is, a variable is sampled after all its parents

have been already sampled. An anestral ordering of the variables guarantees that the values for

Pa

�(i)

are assigned before X

�(i)

is sampled. One the values of Pa

�(i)

are assigned, the simulation

for the value of X

�(i)

is performed using the distribution p(x

�(i)

jpa

�(i)

).
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3.4 Gaussian networks

3.4.1 Introdution

In this setion a probabilisti graphial model paradigm alled Gaussian networks (Shahter and

Kenley, 1989) will be introdued. Instead of Bayesian networks, this kind of networks are used

when the variables of the problem are ontinuous. The joint density funtion is fatorized following

a multivariate Gaussian density (Whittaker, 1990), reduing the number of parameters needed to

speify this multivariate Gaussian density.

3.4.2 Basi notation for Gaussian networks

When eah variable of the problem X

i

2 X is ontinuous, it is assumed that it follows a loal

density funtion by the linear-regression model:

f(x

i

j pa

S

i

;�

i

) � N (x

i

;m

i

+

X

x

j

2pa

i

b

ji

(x

j

�m

j

); v

i

) (3.19)

where N (x;�; �

2

) is a univariate normal distribution with mean � and variane �

2

. Given this

form, a missing ar from X

j

to X

i

implies that b

ji

= 0 in the former linear-regression model. The

loal parameters are given by �

i

= (m

i

; b

i

; v

i

), where b

i

= (b

1i

; : : : ; b

i�1i

)

t

is a olumn vetor. A

probabilisti graphial model onstruted by these loal density funtions is known as a Gaussian

network (Shahter and Kenley, 1989).

The interpretation of the omponents of the loal parameters is as follows: m

i

is the unonditional

mean of X

i

, v

i

is the onditional variane of X

i

given Pa

i

, and b

ji

is a linear oeÆient reeting

the strength of the relationship between X

j

and X

i

. See Figure 3.7 for an example of a Gaussian

network.

Loal densitiesStruture

f(x

1

; x

2

; x

3

; x

4

) = f(x

1

)f(x

2

)f(x

3

jx

1

; x

2

)f(x

4

jx

3

) =

Fatorization of the joint density funtion
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4
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(x

3

�m

3
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b
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13
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3

;m

3

+ b

13

(x
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�m
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(x

2
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2

); v

3

)

b

4

= (b

34

)

0

Figure 3.7. Struture, loal densities, and resulting fatorization for a Gaussian network with four variables.

Close to Gaussian networks, the multivariate normal density paradigm appears. The joint prob-

ability density funtion of the ontinuous n-dimensional variable X is a multivariate normal distri-

bution if:
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f(x) �N (x;�;�) � (2�)

�

n

2

j�j

�

1

2

e

�

1

2

(x��)

t

�

�1

(x��)

(3.20)

where � is the vetor of means, � is an n�n ovariane matrix, and j�j denotes the determinant

of �. The inverse of this matrix, W = �

�1

, whose elements are denoted by w

ij

, is referred to as

the preision matrix. In this way, this density funtion an be written as a produt of n onditional

densities by the following formula:

f(x) =

n

Y

i=1

f(x

i

j x

1

; : : : ; x

i�1

) =

n

Y

i=1

N (x

i

;�

i

+

i�1

X

j=1

b

ji

(x

j

� �

j

); v

i

) (3.21)

where �

i

is the unonditional mean of X

i

, v

i

is the variane of X

i

given X

1

; :::; X

i�1

, and b

ji

is a

linear oeÆient reeting the strength of the relationship between variables X

j

and X

i

(DeGroot,

1970). This notation gives us the possibility of interpreting a multivariate normal distribution as a

Gaussian network where there is an ar from X

j

to X

i

whenever b

ji

6= 0 with j < i.

3.4.3 Model indution

In the next lines the basi automati approahes for Gaussian network onstrution are intro-

dued. Similarly to Bayesian networks, the methods to indue the struture and density funtions are

lassi�ed into two groups: methods based on the testing for the edge exlusion versus sore+searh

methods. Among sore+searh approahes, two di�erent sore types are presented: as in the ase

of Bayesian networks, one penalizes the maximum likelihood metri and the other is a Bayesian

inspired sore.

3.4.3.1 Edge exlusion tests

This approah is based on the idea of testing whether the edge onneting the verties orre-

sponding to X

i

and X

j

in the onditional independene graph an be eliminated. Hene, suh tests

are known as edge exlusion tests. Many graphial model seletion proedures start by making the

(

n

2

) single edge exlusion tests evaluating the likelihood ratio statisti and omparing it to a �

2

distribution. Interesting works in this �eld appear in Dempster (1972), Speed and Kiiveri (1986)

and Smith and Whittaker (1998).

3.4.3.2 Sore+searh methods

Following the idea of Bayesian networks, the main idea under this approah onsists of having

a measure for eah andidate Gaussian network in ombination with an intelligent searh through

the spae of di�erent network strutures.

Searh approahes

All the omments expressed for Bayesian networks are also valid in the ase of Gaussian networks.

In fat, Algorithm B or variants of the general loal searh strategy introdued in the Bayesian net-

work setion an be also applied in this ase.

Sore metris
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Penalized maximum likelihood

Denoting by L(D j S;�) the likelihood of the database D = fx

1

; : : : ;x

N

g given the Gaussian

network model M = (S;�), we have that:

L(D j S;�) =

N

Y

r=1

n

Y

i=1

1

p

2�v

i

e

�

1

2v

i

(x

ir

�m

i

�

P

x

j

2pa

i

b

ji

(x

jr

�m

j

))

2

: (3.22)

The maximum likelihood estimates for � = (�

1

; : : : ;�

n

), denoted as

b

� = (

b

�

1

; : : : ;

b

�

n

), are

obtained by maximizing L(D j S;�) or equivalently maximizing lnL(D j S;�). The expression

for the latter is:

lnL(D j S;�) =

N

X

r=1

n

X

i=1

[� ln(

p

2�v

i

)�

1

2v

i

(x

ir

�m

i

�

X

x

j

2pa

i

b

ji

(x

jr

�m

j

))

2

℄: (3.23)

In this way, the maximum likelihood estimate an be penalized as follows:

N

X

r=1

n

X

i=1

[� ln(

p

2�v

i

)�

1

2v

i

(x

ir

�m

i

�

X

x

j

2pa

i

b

ji

(x

jr

�m

j

))

2

℄� f(N)dim(S): (3.24)

The number of parameters, dim(S), needed to speify a Gaussian network model with a struture

given by S an be obtained with the following formula:

dim(S) = 2n+

n

X

i=1

j Pa

i

j : (3.25)

For eah variable, X

i

, it is needed to speify its mean, m

i

, its onditional variane, v

i

, and its

regression oe�ients, b

ji

. The omments done about f(N) in Setion 3.3.2 are also valid in this

ase.

Bayesian sores. Marginal likelihood

BGe (Bayesian Gaussian equivalent) is a ontinuous version of the BDe metri (Hekerman et al.,

1995) for Gaussian networks. A Bayesian approah is used to indue the network from data,

expressing our unertainty on the model (struture and parameters). As BDe, this metri also

veri�es the interesting property of sore equivalene. This means that two Gaussian networks

that represent the same set of onditional (in)dependene assertions reeive the same sore.

The metri is based in the fat that the prior joint density of the network parameters is the

normal-Wishart density. This fat allows us to obtain a losed formula for the omputation of

the log marginal likelihood of the data given the proposed DAG struture of the network in the

following form:

L(D j S) =

n

Y

i=1

L(D

X

i

[Pa

i

j S



)

L(D

Pa

i

j S



)

(3.26)
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where eah term is of the form given in Equation 3.27, D

X

i

[Pa

i

is the database D restrited to

the variables X

i

[Pa

i

, and S



represents a omplete network struture. Combining the results

provided by the theorems given in DeGroot (1970) and Geiger and Hekerman (1994), we obtain:

L(D j S



) = (2�)

�

nN

2

(

�

� +N

)

n

2

(n; �)

(n; �+N)

jT

0

j

�

2

jT

N

j

�

�+N

2

(3.27)

where �, � and T

0

are impliit funtions of the user's bakground knowledge. T

0

and T

N

an be

onsidered as preision matries when no ases and N ases are available, respetively, and both

matries follow a normal-Wishart density funtion. � and � parameters also reet the user's

prior knowledge. While � an be thought of as being an equivalent sample size for the vetor

of means, � an be interpreted as the user's equivalent sample size for the preision matrix T

0

(being � > n� 1).

On the other hand, the (n; �) funtion is de�ned as follows:

(n; �) =

"

2

�n

2

�

n(n�1)

4

n

Y

i=1

�(

�+ 1� i

2

)

#

�1

: (3.28)

This result yields a metri for soring the marginal likelihood of any Gaussian network. The

reader interested in more details an onsult Geiger and Hekerman (1994).

3.4.4 Simulation

Close to the idea of the anestral ordering proposed in the PLS method (see Setion 3.3.4),

the book by Ripley (1987) proposes a method for the simulation of Gaussian networks known as

the onditioning method. This proedure generates instanes of X by omputing X

1

, then X

2

onditional on X

1

, and so on. For the simulation of an univariate normal distribution, a simple and

well-known method based on the sum of 12 uniform variables an be applied.

3.5 Summary

In this hapter two probabilisti graphial models {Bayesian networks and Gaussian networks{

have been introdued. Both paradigms are basi for the development of Estimation of Distribution

Algorithms, whih will be presented in the next hapter of this dissertation.

The most known model indution methods for both paradigms have been presented. For both

types of networks, indution methods are divided into two types: proedures based on deteting

onditional (in)dependenies and proedures based on a sore+searh point of view. Within the

seond group, prinipal searh strategies and sore metris for model indution have been studied.

The simulation task for both kinds of networks have been also reviewed.
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Notes

1 Given Y ;Z;W three disjoints sets of variables, it is said that Y is onditionally independent

of Z given W if for any y; z;w we have �(y j z;w) = �(y j w). If this is the ase, we denote

I(Y ;Z jW ). In the ase of the onditional dependene D(Y ;Z jW ) is denoted.

2 Pa

S

i

represents the set of parents {variables from whih an arrow that ends in X

i

omes out{ of

the variable X

i

in the probabilisti graphial model with struture given by S.



Chapter 4

Estimation of Distribution Algorithms

4.1 Overview of the hapter

In this hapter a novel population-based, randomized, evolutionary paradigm, alled Estimation

of Distribution Algorithms (EDAs) will be introdued. This paradigm will be used in Chapters 6

and 7 to solve two lassi optimization problems that arise in Supervised Classi�ation.

As EDAs are based on probabilisti graphial models, this hapter is strongly related with the

previous one. One the motivations for the birth of EDAs are exposed, the prinipal EDA approahes

that appear in the literature for disrete and ontinuous domains are explained. As disrete EDA

approahes are more extensively used than ontinuous ones in this dissertation, more emphasis is

put on disrete proedures.

This hapter is an adaptation and extension of the work by Larra~naga (2001b).

4.2 The need of the EDA paradigm

Many ombinatorial optimization algorithms have no mehanism for apturing the relationships

among the variables of the problem. The related literature has many papers proposing di�erent

heuristis in order to impliitly apture these relationships. Geneti Algorithms (GAs) tries to

impliitly apture these relationships by a semi-blind proess, onentrating samples on ombina-

tions of high-performane members of the urrent population through the use of the reombination

(rossover and mutation) operators (Mihalski, 2000):

the rossover operator semi-randomly ombines the information ontained within pairs of seleted

`parent' solutions by plaing random subsets of eah parent's bits into their respetive positions

in a new `hild' solution;

the mutation operator is a random modi�ation of a urrent solution.

In GAs no expliit information is kept about whih groups of variables jointly ontribute to

the quality of andidate solutions. It is often assumed that GAs are an eÆient method to solve

problems where variables interat, �nding independently these groups of variables and properly

mixing them afterwards (van Kemenade, 1998). However, as rossover and mutation operations

are randomized, they ould disrupt many of these `desired' relationships among the variables (Inza

et al., 2001a). Although the searh proess ould produe an individual whih overs an optimal

relation among a subset of variables, a rossover or mutation operator ould break this. Therefore,

33
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most of the rossover and mutation operations yield unprodutive results and the disovery of the

global optima ould be delayed.

On the other hand, GAs are also ritiized in the literature for three aspets (Larra~naga et al.,

2000b):

the large number of parameters and their assoiated refered optimal seletion or tuning proess.

If the researher does not have experiene in using this type of approah for the resolution of a

onrete optimization problem, then the hoie of suitable values for these parameters is itself

onverted into an optimization problem, as was shown by Grefenstette (1986);

the extremely diÆult predition of the movements of the populations in the searh spae;

their inapaity to solve the well known deeptive problems (Goldberg, 1989).

The identi�ation of the groups of variables (or Building Bloks) that are related to produe

`good' solutions is an interesting way to improve the results of GAs.

De Bonet (1997) desribes the need to take into aount the variable relations during the opti-

mization proess: `In many optimization problems, the struture of solutions reets omplex rela-

tionships between the di�erent input parameters. For example, experiene may tell us that ertain

parameters are losely related and should not be explored independently... Any searh of the ost

landsape should take advantage of these relationships'.

In this way, a group of tehniques grouped under the Messy Geneti Algorithm (MGA) (Goldberg

et al., 1989) term appears in the late 1980s. They are based on manipulating the representation

of solutions in the searh algorithm to make the found relationships less likely to be broken by

reombination operators. The values of the variables in the searh proess are not the only thing

that is optimized as it was with lassi GAs. The representation of the problem (the positions of

the variables) and other features are also optimized in the mGA proess. For this purpose, a large

set of new reombination operators and a not �xed-lenght representation are used to tightly ode

related variables. In this way, the objetive is to redue the hane for the disruption of these

relationships during the reombination proess. This approah works quite well for deomposable

problems although they require some prior knowledge about the problem and they are usually very

memory and time onsuming (Pelikan and M�uhlenbein, 1999). Nevertheless, this kind of geneti

approahes have been often designed onsidering the partiular harateristis of the problem to be

optimized, onstraining its use to narrow domains.

A di�erent way to ope with the disruption of partial solutions is to hange the basi priniple of

reombination. Instead of extending the GA, the idea of the expliit disovery of these relationships

during the optimization proess itself has emerged from the roots of the GA ommunity. One way

to disover these relationships is to estimate the joint distribution of promising solutions and use

this estimate in order to generate new individual. A general sheme of the algorithms based on

this priniple is alled the Estimation of Distribution Algorithms (EDAs) (M�uehlenbein and Paa�,

1996) (Larra~naga and Lozano, 2001). In EDAs, there are no rossover nor mutation operators, and

the new population is sampled from a probability distribution whih is estimated from the seleted

individuals. A basi sheme of the EDA approah an be seen in Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2. At the

begining M individuals are generated at random, for example, from a uniform distribution (disrete

or ontinuous) for eah variable. TheseM individuals onstitute the initial population, D

0

, and eah

of them is evaluated. In a �rst step, a number N (N �M) of individuals are seleted (usually those

with the best objetive funtion values). Next, indution of the n{dimensional probabilisti model

that best reets the interdependenies between the n variables is arried out. In a third step, M
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new individuals (the new population) are obtained from simulation of the probability distribution

learned in the previous step. The previous three steps are repeated until a stopping ondition

is veri�ed. Examples of stopping onditions are: when a �xed number of populations or a �xed

number of di�erent evaluated individuals are ahieved, uniformity in the generated population, no

improvement with respet to the best individual obtained in the previous generation, et.

EDA

D

0

 Generate M individuals (the initial population) randomly

repeat for l = 1; 2; : : : until a stop riterion is met

D

Se

l�1

 Selet N �M individuals from D

l�1

aording to a seletion method

�

l

(x) = �(xjD

Se

l�1

)  Estimate the generalized joint density of seleted

individuals being among the seleted individuals

D

l

 Sample M individuals (the new population) from �

l

(x)

Figure 4.1. Main sheme of the EDA approah.

Before the explanation of prinipal EDA approahes, it is neessary to mention the novel re-

searh line proposed under the Learnable Evolution Model (LEM) (Mihalski, 2000). LEM employs

Mahine Learning to guide the generation of new populations in an evolutionary proess. In eah

generation of the searh, a lassi�ation model that disriminates among highly and lowly �tted

individuals is indued. Then, by an instantiation proess of the indued rules, this lassi�ation

model is used to reate a new generation of individuals.

As the motivations for the birth of this novel approah, they argue the semi-blind nature of the

GAs and that `in GAs, the generation of new individuals is not guided by lessons learned from the

past generations, but is a form of a trial and error proess exeuted in parallel. Consequently, om-

putational proesses based on Darwinian evolution tend to be ineÆient'. The similarities between

the reasons that motivate the birth of LEM and EDAs seem very similar. In ontrast to GAs, both

paradigms not only take into onsideration the `experiene' of single individuals for the generation

of new ones: the experiene of an entire population or a olletion of populations is the engine

that guides the searh and the reation of new individuals. Both paradigms try to outperform the

semi-blind nature of GAs by means of the expliitly expression of the experiene learned during the

optimization proess. As LEM tries to express this knowledge by a supervised lassi�ation model,

EDAs use a probabilisti-based framework.

4.3 EDA approahes in disrete domains

As we have seen in the previous setion, the estimation of the probability distribution of best

individuals in eah generation of the searh is a ritial task for the EDA's suess. As in this setion

the prinipal EDA approahes that appear in the literature for disrete domains are reviewed, we

organize them with respet to the omplexity of the probabilisti model used to learn the inter-

dependenies among the variables of the domain. In this way, the literature inludes approahes

that assumes the independene among the features of the problem, approahes that over pairwise

interations and those that reet multivariate dependenies. Apart from the essene of the prob-

ability estimation, in spite of all the approahes have minor variations with respet to the basi

EDA sheme presented in the Figure 4.1, all presented algorithms an be grouped under the EDA

paradigm. For eah spei� algorithm, these di�erenes with respet to the main EDA sheme are
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Figure 4.2. Illustration of the EDA approah to optimization.

marked: di�erenes in the seletion sheme, di�erenes in the stop riterion, et. As these variations

an be modi�ed and adapted to the basi EDA sheme of Figure 4.1, for eah algorithm our main

interest resides in the way they learn the probability distribution of best individuals from whih the

next population is sampled.
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It must be noted that the sampling of new individuals from the learned probability distribution

in disrete domains is performed by the use of Probabilisti Logi Sampling (PLS) (Henrion, 1988).

It �nds an anestral ordering of the variables in the learned probabilisti struture, generating the

values for the variables following this order.

4.3.1 Without dependenies

The simplest way to estimate the distribution of good solutions assumes the independene between

the features of the problem (the terms `variable' and `feature' are used indistintly). New andidate

solutions are sampled by only regarding the proportions of the values of the variables independently

to the remaining ones. It is assumed that the n{dimensional joint probability distribution fatorizes

as a produt of n univariate and independent probability distributions. That is p

l

(x) =

Q

n

i=1

p

l

(x

i

)

(see Figure 4.3 for a graphial representation). Obviously this assumption is not real in many

optimization problems, where interdependenies between the variables usually exist.

Figure 4.3. Graphial representation of the probability model proposed by EDAs without dependenies.

4.3.1.1 UMDA

UMDA (Univariate Marginal Distribution Algorithm) (M�uhlenbein, 1998) estimates the joint

probability distribution of seleted individuals in the simplest possible way. That is:

p

l

(x) = p(xjD

Se

l�1

) =

n

Y

i=1

p

l

(x

i

): (4.1)

Eah univariate marginal distribution is estimated from marginal frequenies:

p

l

(x

i

) =

P

N

j=1

Æ

j

(X

i

= x

i

jD

Se

l�1

)

N

(4.2)

where

Æ

j

(X

i

= x

i

jD

Se

l�1

) =

�

1 if in the j

th

ase of D

Se

l�1

, X

i

= x

i

0 otherwise.

(4.3)
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Appliations and works about UMDA appear in:

Alba et al. (2000) in a Feature Subset Seletion problem;

Blano et al. (2001) in a Bioinformatis problem for the seletion of aurate genes;

Rivera (1999) in the onstrution of a lassi�er system;

Santana and Ohoa (1999) and Santana et al. (2000) modify the simulation phase;

Mahnig and M�uhlenbein (2000) and M�uhlenbein and Mahnig (2000) arry out a mathematial

analysis of UMDA.

4.3.1.2 BSC

In order to estimate the probability distribution of seleted individuals, BSC (Bit-Based Simu-

lated Crossover) (Syswerda, 1993) takes into aount their evaluation funtion values. As in the

ase of UMDA, the joint probability distribution is fatorized as a produt of independent univariate

marginal distributions (see Equation 4.1). BSC estimates eah marginal distribution proportionally

with respet to the evaluation funtion of those seleted individuals with the spei� marginal value.

That is:

p

l

(x

i

) =

P

fxjÆ

j

(X

i

=x

i

jD

Se

l�1

)=1g

ef(x)

P

fx2D

Se

l�1

g

ef(x)

: (4.4)

Taking into aount the meaning of the Æ

j

funtion explained in Equation 4.3,

P

fxjÆ

j

(X

i

=x

i

jD

Se

l�1

)=1g

ef(x) represents the sum of the evaluation funtion values of the individuals

with value x

i

in the variable X

i

. On the other hand, the term

P

fx2D

Se

l�1

g

ef(x) is the sum of the

evaluation value of all seleted individuals.

Appliations and works about BSC appear in:

Inza et al. (2001d) in a Feature Subset Seletion problem within a medial domain;

Inza et al. (2002a) in Feature Subset Seletion problems of large dimensionality;

Roure et al. (2001) in partitional lustering task.

4.3.1.3 PBIL

PBIL (Population Based Inremental Learning) (Baluja, 1994; Baluja and Caruana, 1995) rep-

resents the population of individuals by a vetor of probabilities:

p

l�1

(x) = (p

l�1

(x

1

); : : : ; p

l�1

(x

i

); : : : ; p

l�1

(x

n

)) (4.5)

where p

l�1

(x

i

) refers to the probability of obtaining a value of 1 in the i

th

omponent of D

l�1

,

the population of individuals in the (l � 1)

th

generation. The vetor of probabilities is randomly

initialized in the �rst searh generation.

At eah generation, by simulation of the probability vetor p

l�1

(x), a set ofM individuals, whih

an be onsidered as the new population, is obtained. Eah of these M individuals is evaluated and

the N best of them (N �M) are seleted. Seleted individuals are denoted them by:
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x

l�1

1:M

; : : : ;x

l�1

i:M

; : : : ;x

l�1

N :M

:

These seleted individuals are used, by a Hebbian inspired rule, to update the probability vetor

from whih the next population of individuals will be sampled:

p

l

(x) = (1� �)p

l�1

(x) + �

1

N

N

X

k=1

x

l�1

k:M

(4.6)

where � 2 (0; 1℄ is a parameter of the algorithm. In the ase that � = 1, PBIL oinides with UMDA.

This proess of adaptation of the vetor of probabilities ontinues until the vetor of probabilities

has onverged. Equation 4.6 is used when problem variables are binary.

In order to estimate the joint probability distribution from whih the next population of individ-

uals is sampled, the major part of EDA approahes only takes into aount the subset of seleted

individuals and disard the subset of not seleted individuals. In ontrast to this framework, in

order to alulate the probability vetor from whih the l-th generation of individiduals is simu-

lated, p

l

(x), it must be noted that PBIL takes into aount the probability vetor of the l � 1-th

generation, p

l�1

(x) (see Equation 4.6).

Appliations and works about PBIL appear in:

Inza et al. (2001d) in a Feature Subset Seletion problem within a medial domain;

H�ohfeld and Rudolph (1997) and Gonz�alez et al. (2000) arry out theoretial studies about

PBIL;

Maxwell and Anderson (1999) and Gallagher (2000) apply PBIL to the problem of obtaining

optimal weights between nodes in a neural network arhiteture.

4.3.1.4 GA

Similarly to PBIL, the essene of the GA (ompat Geneti Algorithm) (Harik et al., 1998)

resides in a vetor of probabilities, whih maintains the way in whih the searh will be direted.

The GA algorithm begins by initializing the vetor of probabilities for eah omponent following a

Bernouilli distribution with parameter 0:5. Next, two individuals are generated randomly from this

vetor of probabilities. After the individuals are evaluated, a ompetition between them is arried

out. The ompetition is held at the level of eah of the unidimensional variables, in suh a way

that if for the i

th

position the onquering individual takes a value di�erent from the loser, then the

i

th

omponent of the vetor of probabilities inreases or diminishes by a onstant amount whih

depends on wheter the i

th

position of the onquering individual was a one or a zero. This proess of

adaptation of the vetor of probabilities towards the winning individual ontinues until the vetor

of probabilities has onverged. Figure 4.4 shows a pseudoode for the GA in the ase of binary

representations (it an be easily adapted to larger representation spaes).

4.3.2 Bivariate dependenies

Although the estimation of the probability distribution of best individuals an be quikly done

withouth assuming dependenies among the variables of the domain, this assumption is far from

the reality in many problems. This an be improved, by the aid of seond-order statistis, trying to

over interations between pairs of variables.
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Step 1. Initialize the probability vetor p
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Step 2. l = l+ 1. Sampling p

l

(x) with l = 0; 1; 2; : : : obtain two
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l
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Step 3. Evaluate and rank x

l

1

and x

l

2
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x

l

1:2

(the best of both) and x

l

2:2

(the worst of both)

Step 4. Update the probability vetor p

l

(x) towards x

l
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for i = 1 to n
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l
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l

(x
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) = p
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Step 5. Chek if the probability vetor p

l

(x) has onverged

for i = 1 to n do

if p

l

(x

i

) > 0 and p

l

(x

i

) < 1 then

return to Step 2

Step 6. p

l

(x) represents the �nal solution

Figure 4.4. Pseudoode for the GA.

While for EDA approahes that do not over dependenies among the variables of the domain the

model struture is �xed, for EDA approahes that try to apture pairwise dependenies a struture

learning is needed.

4.3.2.1 MIMIC

In MIMIC (Mutual Information Maximization for Input Clustering) (De Bonet et al., 1997),

the joint probability distribution is fatorized by a hain struture. In order to arry out this

hain-sheme fatorization in eah generation, MIMIC searhes for the best permutation between

the variables in order to �nd the probability distribution, p

�

l

(x), that is losest to the empirial

distribution of the set of seleted individuals, p

l

(x), when using the Kullbak-Leibler distane,

where

p

�

l

(x) = p

l

(x

i

1

j x

i

2

) � p

l

(x

i

2

j x

i

3

) � � � p

l

(x

i

n�1

j x

i

n

) � p

l

(x

i

n

) (4.7)

and � = (i

1

; i

2

; : : : ; i

n

) denotes a permutation of the indexes of the problem variables (1; 2; : : : ; n).

However, the problem of �nding the optimal permutation �

�

among the variables remains unan-

swered. An interesting property to reply to this question is that the Kullbak-Leibler divergene

between two probability distributions, p

l

(x) and p

�

l

(x), as expressed in the previous equation, is a

funtion of:
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Figure 4.5. The MIMIC approah to estimation of the joint probability distribution at generation l. The

symbols

^

h

l

(X) and

^

h

l

(X j Y ) denote the empirial entropy of X and the empirial entropy of X given Y

respetively. Both are estimated from D

Se

l

.

H

�

l

(x) = h

l

(X

i

n

) +

n�1

X

j=1

h

l

(X

i

j

j X

i

j+1

) (4.8)

where h(X) denotes the Shannon entropy of the X variable and h(X j Y ) denotes the Shannon

entropy of the variable X when the values of the variable Y are known. In this way, the problem

of searhing for the best p

�

l

(x) beomes equivalent to the problem of searhing for the permutation

�

�

that minimizes H

�

l

(x). To �nd �

�

, De Bonet et al. (1997) propose a greedy algorithm. The

idea is to selet X

i

n

as the variable with the smallest entropy then, at every following step, to pik

the variable {from the set of variables not hosen so far{ whose average onditional entropy with

respet to the variable seleted in the previous step is the smallest. A pseudoode that failitates

the understanding of the exposed probability estimation algorithm an be shown in Figure 4.5.

Appliations and works about MIMIC appear in:

Robles et al. (2001) in the Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP);

Inza et al. (2002a) in Feature Subset Seletion problems of large dimensionality;

de Campos et al. (2001) in the partial abdutive inferene problem in Bayesian networks.

4.3.2.2 TREE

We denote by TREE the EDA inspired algorithm that fatorizes the probability distribution of

seleted individuals using a tree strutured Bayesian network learned using the algorithm proposed

by Chow and Liu (1968). In the original work, the authors all the probability estimation algorithm

the Maximum Weight Spanning Tree (MWST). In eah generation, TREE indues the optimal

dependeny tree struture in the sense that among all possible trees, it learns the probabilisti tree

struture, p

t

l

(x), that best approximates the probability distribution of the set of seleted individuals,

p

l

(x). To obtain p

t

l

(x), the authors use the Kullbak-Leibler ross-entropy measure as a distane

riterion between p

l

(x) and p

t

l

(x), that is, D

K�L

(p

l

(x); p

t

l

(x)). This distane is minimized by

projeting p

t

l

(x)) on any MWST, where the weight on the branh (X

i

; X

j

) is de�ned by the mutual

information measure:
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Step 1. Compute the pairwise distributions, p

l
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i

; x

j

), for all variable pairs

They are estimated from D

Se

l

Step 2. Using the pairwise distributions, ompute all n(n � 1)=2 branh

weights and order them by magnitude

Step 3. Assign the largest two branhes to the tree to be onstruted

Step 4. Examine the next{largest branh, and add it to the tree unless it

forms a loop, in whih ase disard it and examine the

next{largest branh

Step 5. Repeat Step 4 until n� 1 branhes have been seleted (at this point

the spanning tree has been onstruted)

Step 6. p

t

l

(x) an be omputed by seleting an arbitrary root node and

forming the produt: p

t

l

(x) =

Q

n

i=1

p

l

(x

i

j x

j(i)

)

Figure 4.6. The TREE approah to estimation of the joint probability distribution at generation l.
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Mutual information measures and univariate and bivariate distributions are estimated from the

set of seleted individuals, D

Se

l

. A pseudoode that failitates the understanding of the exposed

probability estimation algorithm an be shown in Figure 4.6.

Appliations and works about TREE appear in:

Inza et al. (2001d) in a Feature Subset Seletion problem within a medial domain;

Inza et al. (2002a) in Feature Subset Seletion problems of large dimensionality;

Sierra et al. (2001a) in a rule indution task.

4.3.2.3 COMIT

Baluja and Davies (1998) propose the COMIT (Combining Optimizers with Mutual Information

Trees) algorithm, whih hybridizes the bivariate EDA approah with other optimizers. Estimation

of the probability distribution of the seleted individuals in eah generation is done using the tree

struture approah proposed by Chow and Liu (1968) and exposed for the TREE algorithm. A set

of new individuals is sampled from the learned probabilisti model. The best of these individuals

are onsidered as initial points for other fast-searh proedure: Baluja and Davies (1998) use the

hill-limbing and PBIL proedures. Some of the best individuals obtained during these fast-searhes

are added to the individuals seleted in the previous generation, to reate the new population of

individuals. The authors show good results for COMIT in di�erent well known problems, suh as

the Traveling Salesman Problem, the Jobshop Sheduling Problem and the Knapsak Problem.

4.3.2.4 BMDA

Pelikan and M�uhlenbein (1999) propose an interesting EDA approah that aptures bivariate

dependenies. Their approah, BMDA (Bivariate Marginal Distribution Algorithm), is based on

the onstrution of a dependeny graph, whih is always ayli but in ontrast to the TREE
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algorithm, it does not neessarily have to be a onneted graph. This dependeny graph an be

seen as a set of trees that are not mutually onneted (a forest of trees). First, an arbitrary variable

is hosen and added as a node of the graph. Seond, in a similar way to Chow and Liu (1968) MWST

algorithm, it is needed to add to the graph the variable with the greatest dependeny {measured

by Pearson's �

2

statisti{ between any of the previously inorporated variables and the set of not

yet added variables. This last step is repeated until there is no dependeny surpassing a previously

�xed threshold between already added variables and the rest. If this is the ase, a variable is hosen

at random from the set of variables not yet used. The whole proess is repeated until all variables

are added into the dependeny graph.

In eah generation the fatorization obtained with the BMDA is given by:

p

l

(x) =

Y

X

r

2R

l

p

l

(x

r

)

Y

X

i

2V nR

l

p

l

(x

i

j x

j(i)
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where V denotes the set of n variables, R

l

denotes the set ontaining the root variable {in generation

l{ for eah of the onneted omponents of the dependeny graph, and X

j(i)

returns the variable

onneted to the variable X

i

and added before X

i

.

The probabilities for the root nodes, p

l

(x

r

), as well as the onditional probabilities, p

l

(x

i

j x

j(i)

),

are estimated from the database, D

Se

l�1

, ontaining the seleted individuals.

Pelikan and M�uhlenbein (1999) show good results for BMDA in di�erent benhmark �tness

funtions.

Figure 4.7 shows a graphial representation of the probabilisti models proposed by EDA ap-

proahes with pairwise dependenies.

MIMIC structure 

TREE structure BMDA structure

Figure 4.7. Graphial representation of the probability models proposed by EDAs with pairwise depen-

denies.

4.3.3 Multivariate dependenies

Covering only bivariate interations has shown to be insuÆient to properly solve problems where

interations of order greater than two exist among the variables of the task (Bosman and Thierens,

1999; Pelikan et al., 1999). Figure 4.8 shows the basi graphial representation of the prinipal EDA

multivariate approahes.

In a similar way to bivariate approahes, the struture learning proess to apture these mul-

tivariate dependenies is a ruial task. However, taking into aount the evolutionary nature of
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the EDA proess, the omplexity of the struture learning proedure must be ontroled to avoid a

omputational overload.

4.3.3.1 EGA

Harik (1999) presents the EGA (Extended ompat Geneti Algorithm). In this algorithm,

the variables are divided into a number of intat lusters whih are manipulated as independent

variables in the UMDA. Eah luster is taken as a whole and di�erent lusters are onsidered to be

mutually independent (see Figure 4.8). It means that, in eah generation, the fatorization of the

joint probability distribution is done as a produt of marginal distributions of variable size. These

marginal distributions of variable size are related to the variables that are ontained in the same

luster and to the probability distributions assoiated with them. The grouping is arried out using

a greedy forward algorithm that obtains a partition between the n variables.

The greedy algorithm that arries out the grouping begins with a partition with n lusters (a

variable in eah luster). Then, the algorithm performs the union of the two variables that results

in the greatest redution of a measure that onjugates the sum of the entropies of the marginal

distributions with a penalty for the omplexity of the model based on the minimum desription

length priniple (MDL) (Rissanen, 1978).

Harik (1999) shows good results for EGA in di�erent benhmark �tness funtions.

4.3.3.2 FDA

M�uhlenbein et al. (1999) present the FDA (Fatorized Distribution Algorithm), whih uses a

fatorized distribution as a �xed model throught the whole omputation. The FDA is not apable

of learning the struture of a problem in the y, and it needs the fatorization and deomposition of

the task given by an expert. This is usually not available when solving real problems, and therefore

the use of FDA is limited to problems where the struture of the task an be at least aurately

approximated. Distributions ontain marginal and onditional probabilities whih are updated

aording to the urrently seleted subset of best solutions. The authors show the superiority of the

FDA in problems where the given model is orret and deomposable in the exposed form.

4.3.3.3 BOA

Pelikan et al. (1999) present the BOA (Bayesian Optimization Algorithm) proedure, whih uses

Bayesian networks to estimate the probability distribution of seleted individuals. A sore+searh

proedure is used to onstrut the Bayesian network struture by means of the BDe (Hekerman

et al., 1995) sore metri and the B searh algorithm (Buntine, 1991) (starting in eah generation

from srath). A omplexity ontrol fator is used, onstraining the maximum number of parents

of a node in the Bayesian network.

Several works (Pelikan et al., 1999; Pelikan and Goldberg, 2000; Shwarz and Oenasek, 1999)

show good results for BOA in di�erent kinds of domains.

4.3.3.4 EBNA

Etxeberria and Larra~naga (1999) propose the EBNA (Estimation of Bayesian Networks Algo-

rithm), where the fatorization of seleted individuals in eah EDA generation is performed by a

Bayesian network. In the �rst EBNA implementation a sore+searh proedure was used to on-

strut the Bayesian network struture by means of the BIC (Shwarz, 1978) sore metri and the B

searh algorithm (Buntine, 1991) (starting in eah generation from srath). Figure 4.9 shows the

general proedure of EBNA.
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FDA EBNA, BOA EcGA

Figure 4.8. Graphial representation of the probability models proposed by EDAs with multiple depen-

denies.
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Figure 4.9. EBNA basi sheme.

Two variations of this basi EBNA sheme appear in the literature, proposing other approahes

for the onstrution of the Bayesian networks:

instead of the BIC metri, a penalization of the K2 sore is proposed (Larra~naga et al., 2000b).

In this way, the number of parents that one node an have is bound;

by the testing of onditional (in)dependenies the PC algorithm (Spirtes et al., 1991) is proposed

to onstrut the Bayesian network.

Appliations and works about EBNA appear in:

Inza et al. (2000) in Feature Subset Seletion problems of medium dimensionality;

Inza et al. (2001) in Feature Weighting problems for K-NN;

Sierra et al. (2001a) in a rule indution task;

Robles et al. (2001) in the Traveling Salesman Problem.

Lozano et al. (2001) propose a parallel version of EBNA;

Bengoetxea et al. (2002) in the graph mathing task.
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4.4 EDA approahes in ontinuous domains

Although the EDA paradigm in ontinuous domains is not extensively used in this dissertation,

the basi and prinipal EDA approahes that appear in the literature for ontinuous domains are

reviewed in this setion. The setion is similarly organized to the previous one, grouping di�erent

approahes by the omplexity of the overed interdependenies between the variables of the domain.

In this way, the literature inludes approahes where the density funtion is fatorized as a produt

of n univariate marginal densities, approahes that use two order densities and those that onsider

multivariate dependenies.

It must be noted that the sampling of new individuals from the learned density funtion in

ontinuous domains is performed by the use of the ontinuous version of Probabilisti Logi Sampling

(PLS) (Henrion, 1988).

4.4.1 Without dependenies

The simplest way to estimate the distribution of seleted solutions does not take into aount

dependenies between the variables of the problem. In this kind of domains with ontinuous vari-

ables, it is assumed that the joint density funtion follows a n-dimensional normal distribution,

whih is fatorized by a produt of unidimensional and independent normal densities. Using the

mathematial notation, X � N (x;�;

P

), this an be formulated in the following form:

f
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4.4.1.1 UMDA



Larra~naga et al. (1999) and Larra~naga et al. (2000) introdue the UMDA



(Univariate Marginal

Distribution Algorithm) proedure for ontinuous domains. In order to �nd the density funtion

that best �ts eah variable of the domain, in eah EDA generation and for every variable a set of

statistial tests is arried out. In spite of the disrete ase of the UMDA proedure, in UMDA



a

struture identi�ation approah is arried out, identifying the density omponents of the model via

hypothesis tests. One the density funtions are identi�ed, the estimation of the assoiated param-

eters is performed by their maximum likelihood estimates. In the partiular ase that all univariate

distributions are normal, the proedure is known as UMDA

G



(Univariate Marginal Distribution

Algorith for Gaussian models). Gonz�alez et al. (2002) present a theoreti study of this algorithm.

4.4.1.2 SHCLVND

SHCLVND (Stohasti Hill Climbing with Learning by Vetors of Normal Distributions) (Rudlof

and K�oppen, 1996) estimates the joint density funtion as a produt of unidimensional and inde-

pendent normal densities. The vetor of means � = (�

1

; :::; �

i

; :::; �

n

) is adapted by means of the

Hebbian rule:

�

(l+1)

= �

l

+ � � (b

l

� �

l

) (4.12)

where �

(l+1)

denotes the vetor of means in the generation l + 1, � denotes the learning rate, and

b

l

denotes the barienter of the N (an amount �xed at the beginning) best individuals in the l

th

generation. Adaptation of the vetor of varianes � is arried out using a redution poliy in the

following way:
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�

(l+1)

= �

l

� � (4.13)

where � denotes a previously �xed onstant (0 < � < 1).

4.4.1.3 PBIL



Sebag and Duoulombier (1998) present the ontinuous version of the PBIL algorithm for ontin-

uous spaes, named PBIL



. As in the ase of SHCLVND, PBIL



also assumes that the joint density

funtion follows a Gaussian distribution fatorizable as a produt of unidimensional and indepen-

dent marginal densities. The adaptation of eah omponent of the vetor of means is arried out

using the following formula:

�
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= (1� �) � �

(l)

i

+ � � (x
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i;1:N

+ x

l
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� x
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where �

(l+1)

i

represents the i

th

omponent of the mean, �

(l+1)

, at generation (l + 1), and

x

l

i;1:N

((x

l

i;2:N

)(x

l

i;N :N

)) denote the i-th omponent of the best ((seond best) (worst)) individual of

the generation l, and � is a onstant. See the work of Sebag and Duoulombier (1998) for the details

of four heuristis for the adaptation of the vetor of varianes.

4.4.1.4 Servet et al

Servet et al. (1997) introdue a progressive approah to estimate the univariate density funtions.

At eah generation, and for eah dimension i, an interval (a

i

l

; b

i

l

) and a real number z

i

l

(i = 1; : : : ; n)

are stored. z

i

l

represents the probability that the i

th

omponent of a solution is on the right half of

the previous interval. In every generation the probabilities, z

i

l

, for eah dimension are alulated,

and when z

i

l

is loser to 1(0) than a previously �xed quantity, the interval is redued to its right

(left) half.

4.4.2 Bivariate dependenies

4.4.2.1 MIMIC

G



As far we know, the unique bivariate approah in ontinuous domains is the MIMIC

G



(Mutual

Information Maximization for Input Clustering) (Larra~naga et al., 1999; Larra~naga et al., 2000)

proedure. It onstitutes an adaptation of the MIMIC algorithm proposed by De Bonet et al.

(1997) for this kind of problems. The underlying probability funtion for every pair of variables is

assumed to follow a bivariate Gaussian funtion.

As in the ase of MIMIC algorithm for disrete domains, the joint density funtion is fatorized

by a hain struture, �tting the model as losely as possible to the empirial data by using only one

univariate marginal density and n � 1 pairwise onditional density funtions. See Larra~naga and

Lozano (2001) for details in the struture learning of MIMIC

G



.

4.4.3 Multivariate dependenies

The literature shows two approahes for ontinuous domains in whih the density funtion learnt

at eah EDA generation is not restrited: multivariate normal density funtions and Gaussian

networks.
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Figure 4.10. EGNA basi sheme.

4.4.3.1 EMNA

Larra~naga et al. (1999) present the EMNA (Estimation of Multivariate Normal Algorithm)

proedure, where the fatorization of seleted individuals in eah EDA generation is performed by

a multivariate normal density funtion. The estimation of the vetor of means and the variane-

ovariane matrix is performed by their maximum likelihood estimates.

The authors propose two variations of this basi sheme for the onstrution of the multivariate

normal density funtion:

in an adaptive version of the basi EMNA, the ow of the population resembles a steady-state

GA. After a new individual is simulated from the urrent multivariate normal density model, its

evaluation funtion is ompared with the goodness of the worst individual of the population. If

the �tness of the new individual is better than the �tness of the worst one, this worst individual

is replaed in the population by the newly simulated one. When a replaement ours, the

assoiated parameters of the multivariate normal density funtion must be updated;

in an inremental approah of the basi EMNA one individual is also generated from eah model.

The di�erene with respet to the adaptive approah is that eah simulated individual is added to

the population without any restrition. In this way, the amount of individuals in the population

inreases as the algorithm evolves.

4.4.3.2 EGNA

Larra~naga et al. (1999) and Larra~naga et al. (2000) propose the EGNA (Estimation of Gaussian

Networks Algorithm), where the fatorization of seleted individuals in eah EDA generation is

performed by a Gaussian network. In the �rst EGNA implementation a Bayesian sore+searh

proedure was used to onstrut the Gaussian network struture by means of the BGe (Geiger

and Hekerman, 1994) sore metri and the B searh algorithm (Buntine, 1991) (starting in eah

generation from srath). Figure 4.10 shows the general proedure of EGNA.

Two variations of this basi EGNA sheme appear in the literature, proposing other approahes

for the onstrution of the Gaussian networks:

instead of the BGe metri, a penalized maximum likelihood sore based on the BIC riterion

(Shwarz, 1978) is used;
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the use of edge exlusion tests, as explained in Chapter 3, is proposed to onstrut the Gaussian

network.

Appliations and works about EGNA appear in:

Cotta et al. (2001) in the task of adjusting weights for arti�ial neural networks;

Inza et al. (2001) in Feature Weighting problems for K-NN;

Mendiburu and Lozano (2001) in the Job Shop sheduling problem.

4.5 Summary

In this hapter the EDA paradigm has been presented, a novel tool for evolutionary omputation.

First, the prinipal reasons that motivated its apparition have been introdued, so losely related

with an attempt to overome several known drawbaks of GAs.

The prinipal EDA approahes for disrete and ontinuous domains that appear in the literature

have been presented, with speial emphasis on disrete ones. Approahes have been divided with

respet to the order of the variable relationships they over. For eah approah, theoretial and

pratial referenes have been pointed out.





Chapter 5

Representing the Joint Behaviour of Supervised Learning

Algorithms by Bayesian Networks

5.1 Overview of the hapter

In this hapter, an approah to study, in a joint manner, the nature of the lassi�ation models

indued by a large set of well known supervised Mahine Learning algorithms is proposed. As

the objetive is not to disover whih lassi�er indues the most aurate lassi�ation model in a

spei� domain, the lassi�er's auray will not be used to haraterize the nature of the indued

lassi�ation model. Instead of the preditive auray, with the use of Bayesian networks, the

values of the lass labels predited by a set of supervised lassi�ers will be jointly studied. Using the

onditional independenies expressed by the Bayesian networks, assertions about the joint behaviour

and nature of lassi�ation models indued by a large set of supervised Mahine Learning paradigms

will be extrated.

After a brief introdution about the motivations of this hapter, the harateristis of the proposed

modelization proess will be presented. By the use of the onditional independene onept, three

kinds of relations among the lassi�ation models will be studied. After the presentation of these

relations, the results obtained over a set of medial datasets will be exposed.

This hapter is an adaptation and extension of the work by Inza et al. (1999).

5.2 Motivation: auray versus lass label

Within the Mahine Learning disipline, in the 80's and 90's, there has been a onsiderable

growth in the number of available supervised lassi�ation algorithms (Mithell, 1997). Nowadays,

in an attempt to detet the lassi�ation proedure whih biases are best suited to the data, the

user is frequently faed with the problem of seleting the ideal algorithm for a spei� dataset.

However, the ambitious objetive of generating or seleting a unique winner algorithm for all tasks

has been rejeted by the empirial evidene of the `No Free Lunh Theorem' (Kohavi and John,

1997). The seletion of the `best' algorithm, usually only based on the error perentage, had the

e�et of mainly fousing the attention of the Mahine Learning ommunity on preditive auray.

A no-end areer an be felt in Mahine Learning, with the aim of onstruting the algorithm with the

highest preditive auray for eah dataset. In this way, Clark (1998) mentioned us the obsession

of the Mahine Learning ommunity with summary statistis, and auray in speial.

Our objetive is not to ompare or study supervised learning algorithms from the point of view

of their goodness. Our aim is to study the nature of the models indued by supervised learning

51
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algorithms. In this way, the error or the auray perentage of the generated model is not the

appropiate referene to guide the study. Instead of the preditive auray, the lass preditions

are used as the external expression of the model indued by the supervised learning algorithm. The

probability distribution of the lass preditions of a set of well known learning algorithms over a

dataset are studied in a joint manner by means of a Bayesian network, displaying the joint behaviour

and the relations between the models indued by the algorithms.

5.3 Methodology

5.3.1 Learning algorithms and datasets

Fourteen well known supervised learning algorithms are used in the experimentation proess.

Algorithms with di�erent biases, many of them arising from traditional Mahine Learning paradigm

families. This is the list of seleted algorithms (see Chapter 2 for details about them): ID3, C4.5,

OC1, T2, NB, NBTree, HOODG, IB1, IB4, PEBLS, Table-Majority, OneR, CN2 and Ripper. Some

of them an be grouped in the following Mahine Learning paradigm families (Mithell, 1997):

Deision-Trees (DT): Quinlan's deision tree lassi algorithms, ID3 and C4.5;

Simple-Trees (ST): one-depth (OneR) and two-depth (T2) simple lassi�ation trees, both in-

spired in the PAC-learning theory. They minimize the number of errors in the training set, based

on their onstraints;

K-NN (K-NN): algorithms based on the Nearest Neighbor paradigm, IB1 and IB4;

Deision-Rules (DR): lassi IF-THEN deision rule algorithms, Ripper and CN2;

simple Bayesian Classi�ers (BC) that assume the independene of the features to predit the

lass: NB and NBTree.

Although the rest of the algorithms (OC1, HOODG, PEBLS, Table-Majority) ould be related in

some way with several of the exposed families, based on their biases and lassi Mahine Learning

review texts (Mihie et al., 1994; Mihalski et al., 1998; Mithell, 1997), these relations are not

onsidered `solid' or `strong' enough to inlude the algorithms in a spei� family or to form a new

one.

In an attempt to perform an homogeneous study, eleven medial databases from the UCI Mahine

Learning Repository (Murphy, 1995) are seleted. As in this work there is not an `auray' or

`goodness' measure of the obtained results, the seletion of the datasets from a spei� domain

(medial, in this ase) ould be a way to inrease the oherene and robustness of the study and

its results. Seleted datasets are: Breast aner, Breast aner (Wisonsin), Cleveland, Diabetes

(Pima), Ehoardiogram, Heart disease, Hepatitis, Hungarian, Hypothyroid, Liver (BUPA) and

Lymphography. See Chapter 2 for more details about the domains.

5.3.2 Modelization by Bayesian networks and the simpli�ation

proess

One the problem domains and learning algorithms to be studied are �xed, the proess to extrat

assertions about the joint behaviour and nature of learning proedures an be explained.

All datasets are split in training and test data in a 2 : 1 proportion. For eah domain and

algorithm, a lassi�ation model is indued using the training set. The model indued from the

training set is used to lassify the instanes of the test set, and then, the lass label preditions for
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these test instanes are saved in a new working �le (or matrix). In this way, when all proposed

algorithms are run over a dataset, a new �le an be onstruted where the rows represent the

instanes of the test set and the olumns represent the learning algorithms: thus, the (i; j) position

of the onstruted �le shows the lass label predition made by the j-th learning algorithm for the

i-th test instane.

For a domain, eah olumn of this �le shows the lass labels predited by a spei� lassi�ation

model for all test instanes. On the other hand, eah row of the �le shows the lass labels predited

by all the lassi�ation models for a test instane. It must be noted that the real lass label of eah

test instanes does not appear in this �le; neither does any auray measure of eah model. This

�le an be a solid point to start the study of the joint behaviour of proposed supervised learning

algorithms. In an intuitive way, it an be assumed that this �le saves the nature and the behaviour

of the studied lassi�ers in the proposed �les.

The MLC++ library of programs (Kohavi et al., 1997b) is used to exeute the supervised learning

algorithms. All algorithms are run with their default parameters. It must be noted that when an

algorithm exeution is performed with a set of �xed parameters, this proess is deterministi for all

algorithms exept for OC1. No speial treatment for missing values is arried out, exploiting for

eah algorithm its own harateristis. As PEBLS and HOODG algorithms are not able to handle

missing values, they are only exeuted in the four datasets without missing values (Diabetes, Heart

disease, Liver and Lymphography).

The onstruted �le is used as the input to automatially indue a Bayesian network. The network

struture is indued by a sore+searh proedure. The implementation proposed in Larra~naga et

al. (1996) is used: with the Bayesian K2 metri, the searh is onduted by an elitist Geneti

Algorithm, hibridyzed with a loal optimizer.

After the indution of the Bayesian networks, we disovered that the network strutures had a

extremely high level of onnetivity, presumably indiating an `over�tting' to the data (Quinlan,

1989). This ould be due to the fat that ten of eleven experimented datasets (all exept Hypothy-

roid) have less than 300 test instanes (this absene of data is a typial harateristi in medial

domains). As these highly onneted strutures (we will know it as the `over�tted' struture) are

not an appropriate starting point to extrat assertions about the possible onditional independene

inidenes among the learning algorithms, an intuitive simpli�ation proess of the network stru-

ture is onduted in eah domain (due to the large number of instanes of the Hypothyroid domain,

this simpli�ation proedure is not needed for this dataset):

an ordered list of the ars appearing in the `over�tted' network is assembled. The order reets

the inuene of the ar in the overall K2 metri of the network struture: the inuene of eah

ar is alulated by the di�erene of subtrating to the K2 sore of the `over�tted' struture the

K2 sore value of the `over�tted' struture when the studied ar is removed;

half of the most inuenial ars are maintained. Half of the least inuenial ars are removed;

then, a Reover proedure is started for the removed ars: taking into aount two of the least

important ars maintained in the network, we onsider reovering the removed most important

ar. If the inuene of this removed ar is smaller than half of the mean of the inuene of

the two least important ars maintained then, the Reover proedure is stopped. Otherwise, the

removed ar is reovered in the network and the reovering of the next removed ar is onsidered

(taking into aount the ar reently reovered in the network struture). Continue until stop.
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Figure 5.1. Proposed modelization proess for eah dataset. We start from the lass preditions of Mahine

Learning induers for the test instanes. Let assume that N is the number of instanes in test set, from

whih the Bayesian network is indued.

Figure 5.2. Simpli�ed Bayesian network for the Breast aner domain.

With this simpli�ation proedure, interpretable strutures are ahieved. Intuitively testing the

signi�ane degree of eah ar in the network struture, the Reover proedure an be seen as a

heuristi of the likelihood ratio statisti test. Starting from the �le with the preditions of the

lassi�ers for the test set of a spei� domain, Figure 5.1 summarizes the explained proess. It must

be noted that this proess is individually performed for eah domain. As two examples, the indued

simpli�ed Bayesian network graphial strutures for Breast aner and Cleveland domains an be

seen in Figures 5.2 and 5.3, respetively.

Experiments are run on a SUN-SPARC mahine and Hugin software (Andersen et al., 1989) is

used for the management of Bayesian networks.

5.3.3 Conepts for interpreting the joint behaviour of lassi�ers

One the Bayesian networks are indued, our aim is to extrat assertions and guidelines about

the joint behaviour of Mahine Learning induers: assertions on the similarities and dissimilarities
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Figure 5.3. Simpli�ed Bayesian network for the Cleveland domain.

among lassi�ation models, using the possibility of studying the models in the joint manner o�ered

by Bayesian networks. As Bayesian networks' semanti is based on the onditional (in)dependene

onept, three variations or adaptations of this onept are used to extrat assertions about the

relations between the nature of the lassi�ation models indued by studied supervised learning

algorithms. In the next lines these onepts are explained.

5.3.3.1 Hard onditional independene

As hard onditionally independent we onsider a learning algorithm that in a Bayesian network,

given another algorithm, is onditionally independent of the rest of the algorithms. That is:

Let W represent the whole set of algorithms. Classi�er X is hard onditionally independent

given algorithm Y if and only if I(X;W n fX;ZgjY ) ours for any algorithm Z.

This ondition does not easily our in a Bayesian network. It implies that, giving only another

algorithm, the hard onditionally independent one has a di�erent behaviour regarding the other

algorithms. From the point of view of Bayesian networks and probability distributions, it an

be onsidered that the hard onditionally independent algorithm reates an `original' lassi�ation

model regarding the other algorithms: it has little relation to the models generated by the major

part of the other algorithms, reeting a di�erent behaviour with respet to them. The probability

distribution of its lassi�ation model needs just another algorithm to be explained in the whole

representation of probability distributions indued by the Bayesian network.

5.3.3.2 Conditional independene in a proposed family of algorithms

Our aim is also to study, in a joint manner, the `union-degree' of a proposed family of learning al-

gorithms. Five family sets proposed in this hapter are studied: Deision-Trees (DT), Simple-Trees

(ST), K-NN, Deision-Rules (DR) and simple Bayesian lassi�ers (BC). The onditional indepen-

dene between two algorithms of the same family given another algorithm from a di�erent family is

studied in the indued Bayesian networks. That is:
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Let X;Y and Z be three di�erent algorithms and X and Y be from the same family and Z from

another family. Is I(X;Y jZ) true or is D(X;Y jZ) true?

This type of onditional independene implies a serious di�erene between the probability distri-

butions of both algorithms of the same family. From the point of view of Bayesian networks and

probability distributions, when this property ours in a family, it an be onsidered that the las-

si�ation models of both algorithms of the family show signi�ant di�erenes. This kind of relation

gives us an idea about the `ompatness' (or similarity degree) between algorithms of a proposed

family. It an be a way to analyze the `solidity' of the families of algorithms traditionally proposed

in the literature.

5.3.3.3 Conditional independene between proposed families

Using the proposed family de�nitions, our aim is to study the onditional independene of all the

learning algorithms of a family on all the algorithms of another family, given any group of algorithms

whih do not belong to any of the ompared families. That is:

Let X and Y be two families of algorithms and let Z represent the rest of the algorithms. The

question is whether X and Y are onditionally independent, given any subset of Z.

This onditional independene between proposed families means that given any set of algorithms

that do not belong to any of the ompared families, the probability distribution of eah omponent

of a family does not need the probability distribution of any omponent of the other family to be

explained. From the point of view of Bayesian networks and probability distributions, this kind

of relation gives us an idea about the `dissimilarity' and `similarity' between proposed algorithms'

families.

5.4 Results from indued Bayesian networks

These three types of onditional (in)dependenes are studied in the set of indued Bayesian net-

works, one for eah of the proposed eleven medial datasets. As we do not work with auray

perentages (or any other kind of metri), onlusions an not be extrated in the form of ompar-

isons between auray perentages. Based on the amount of domains a learning algorithm or a

set of algorithms presents one of the explained onditional independene onepts, assertions and

tendenies about di�erent types of behaviours among studied algorithms an be extrated. In this

way, these assertions an be formulated in a omparative manner between (sets of) algorithms,

based on the amount of datasets (Bayesian networks) that a (set) of learning algorithm(s) shows

the proposed onditional (in)dependene relation onepts. It must be noted that the extrated

onlusions and assertions are restrited to the experimented domains.

5.4.1 Hard onditional independene

The next list shows the number of Bayesian networks where eah learning algorithm shows the

hard onditionally independent property:

ID3: 7;

Table-Majority: 6;

IB1, OneR, IB4, T2: 5;

NBTree, C4.5, Ripper: 3;

CN2, NB: 2;
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OC1, PEBLS, HOODG: 1.

Fousing our attention on the extremes of the list, two types of behaviours with respet to the

exposed property an be marked:

the trend of perfet memorizer algorithms

1

(ID3 deision tree, IB1 and IB4 nearest neighbor

algorithms and Table-Majority) and ST algorithms (OneR and T2) to show more times than

the rest of the algorithms the hard onditionally independent property must be noted. These

algorithms tend to appear with few onnetions in the learned Bayesian networks.

Perfet memorizers tend to form `original' lassi�ation models with respet to the major part

of algorithms. It seems that the absene of a pruning mehanism to `smooth' the model di�er-

entiates these algorithms from the rest.

Similar assertions an be extrated from the behaviour of ST algorithms. These algorithms

onstrut very simple models (OneR with a single feature and T2 with a pair of attributes),

pruning and smoothing their lassi�ation rules in a large degree. It seems that the use of

a powerful pruning mehanism, induing very simple lassi�ation rules, di�erentiates these

algorithms from the rest;

the previous behaviour ontrast with the nature of the models indued by BC lassi�ers (NB

and NBTree) and algorithms that inorpore lassi pruning strategies (OC1, C4.5, Ripper and

CN2), pruning proedures not as strong as ST algorithms' ones. These algorithms show the

hard onditionally independent property in a lesses degree than perfet memorizers and ST

proedures. They mainly appear with a higher number of onnetions than perfet memorizers

and ST algorithms in the indued Bayesian networks.

They do not tend to form `original' lassi�ation models with respet to the major part of

algorithms. It seems that the Bayesian nature and the pruning mehanism of these proedures

do not di�erentiate them from the rest.

5.4.2 Conditional independene in a proposed family of algorithms

The next lists shows the number of Bayesian networks where both algorithms of a family are

onditionally independent, given at most one algorithm of another family:

DT: 7;

ST: 7;

DR: 7;

K-NN: 3;

BC: 3.

Fousing our attention on the extremes of the list, two types of behaviours with respet to the

exposed property an be marked:

DT, ST and DR families show a lower degree of `ompatness' or similarity between their om-

ponent algorithms than K-NN and BC families.

ID3 and C4.5 algorithms (DT fammily) tend to indue signi�antly di�erent lassi�ation models

in many datasets. As the main di�erene between both algorithms is the existene of a pruning
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mehanism (C4.5 uses it and ID3 not), it seems that the use of the pruning proedure is the

fundamental reason to di�erentiate the behaviour of this pair of familiar algorithms.

OneR and T2 algorithms (ST family) tend to indue signi�antly di�erent lassi�ation models

in many datasets. As the main di�erene between both algorithms is that OneR uses a single

feature to indue the model (one-depth tree) and T2 selets a pair of attributes (two-depth

tree), it seems that the use of the seond variable (seond stage in the lassi�ation tree) is the

fundamental reason to di�erentiate the behaviour of this pair of familiar algorithms.

CN2 and Ripper algorithms (DR fammily) tend to indue signi�antly di�erent lassi�ation

models in many datasets. Although both algorithms are very similar and both inorpore a

pruning strategy, their prinipal di�erene is that CN2 pre-prunes the rules and Ripper post-

prunes them. In the greedy onstrution of eah IF-THEN rule, CN2 analyzes the signi�ane

degree of a new attribute in the ondition part by the use of statistial tests. On the other hand,

Ripper largely expands the ondition part of the rules in a �rst stage, post-pruning them in a

seond stage. It seems that these pre or post pruning mehanisms are the fundamental reason

to di�erentiate the behaviour of this pair of familiar algorithms;

previous families ontrast with K-NN and BC families, whih show a more `ompat' or similar

behaviour between their omponent algorithms.

Although the main di�erene between NB and NBTree algorithms (BC family) is that NBTree

�rst segments the set of instanes by a tree struture, it does not seem that this segmentation is

enough to di�erentiate in a large part of the datasets the behaviour of both Bayesian algorithms.

Although the main di�erene between IB1 and IB4 algorithms (K-NN) family is that IB4 inor-

pores a feature weighting mehanism, it does not seem that this weighting proedure is enough

to di�erentiate in a large part of the datasets the behaviour of both K-NN algorithms.

5.4.3 Conditional independene between proposed families

The next lists shows the number of Bayesian networks where onditional independenes between

families of algorithms appear

2

:

I(BC, ST j {): 7

I(DT, K-NN j {): 6

I(ST, DT j {): 5

I(ST, DR j {): 5

I(BC, DT j {): 5

I(BC, K-NN j {): 4

I(DR, K-NN j {): 3

I(ST, K-NN j {): 3

I(DR, BC j {): 3

I(DT, DR j {): 2

Fousing our attention on the extremes of the list, the following behaviours an be marked:
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the notable similarity degree between the behaviour of DT and DR families an be pointed out.

This related behaviour an have its roots in the top-down way where all DT and DR algorithms

split the training instanes to form the lassi�ation model.

The related behaviours between the DR vs. BC, ST vs. K-NN and DR vs. K-NN pairs of

families an be also marked;

the notable di�erent behaviour between the BC vs. ST and DT vs. K-NN pairs of families an

be marked.

Regarding the former list, for eah family, assertions about its most similar and dissimilar families

an be diretly extrated.

5.5 Summary and future work

From an homogeneous set of databases, a study of the joint behaviour of the preditions made by

a set of Mahine Learning algorithms is arried out. Bayesian networks, indued from the learning

algorithms lass label preditions, were used to study the behaviour of a set of known algorithms.

From the obtained Bayesian networks, guided by the onditional independene onept, properties

of the algorithms and relations between the probability distributions of the lassi�ation models

indued by di�erent algorithms were found. Three di�erent types of relations, adaptations of the

onditional independene onept, have been studied:

given an algorithm, the onditional independene of another algorithm with the rest of algo-

rithms;

onditional independene of two algorithms of the same family, given another algorithm from

another family;

onditional independene between families of algorithms, given any set of algorithms that do not

belong to any of the onsidered families.

As future work, the use of unsupervised hierarhial lassi�ation (Lozano, 1998) an be used

over the set of preditions of lassi�ers to determine lusters or new families of algorithms. Another

interesting way ould be the use of statistial tests to study the relations among the indued models.

In this way, the indution of the Bayesian networks by the detetion of onditional independenies

(de Campos, 1998) ould be an interesting approah.

Another exiting researh way ould be to study the relation between these di�erenes in the joint

behaviour of the learning algorithms and the suess of the ombination of lassi�ers (Dietterih,

1997; Sierra, 2000), whih usually improve the lassi�ation auray perentage of single lassi�ers.

Based on the a-priori studied joint behaviour of supervised algorithms, it ould be an interesting

way to deide whih ombinations of single learning algorithms ould form a suessful ensamble

lassi�ers.

The use of this type of relationships in the �eld of geneti networks ould be an exiting way.

As Bayesian networks, geneti networks show the probabilisti relationships of a set of genes, whih

are represented by variables (or nodes) in the network struture. In the Bioinformatis disipline,

the disover of the interations and relations among genes is a ruial point.
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Notes

1. OC1 inorporates a randomized omponent to form splitting hyperplanes: in the datasets tested, preditions of

di�erent 10 runs are nearly the same. The algorithm is run 10 times for eah datasets, and the preditions of a

randomly seleted run are used.

2. Perfet memorizer algorithms' prinipal property is that they are very faithful with respet to the training set: in

order to indue the model, pruning or smoothing mehanisms are used in a small degree (or they do not exist).

K-NN algorithms are the lassi representants of perfet memorizers: a model itself does not exist and training

instanes are maintained to be mathed with further test instanes. Table-majority operates in a similar way than

K-NN algorithms. Although ID3 has a soft pre-pruning mehanism, it tends to form large trees, onstruting

leaves with instanes of an unique lass (in spite of very few training instanes appear in the leaves).

3. By the `{' symbol, any set of algorithms that do not belong to any of the ompared families is represented.



Chapter 6

Feature Subset Seletion for Supervised Classi�ation by

Estimation of Distribution Algorithms

6.1 Overview of the hapter

Feature Subset Seletion is a well known task in the Mahine Learning, Data Mining, Pattern

Reognition and Text Learning paradigms. In this hapter, we present a set of EDA inspired

tehniques to takle the Feature Subset Seletion problem in Mahine Learning supervised tasks.

Bayesian networks are used to fatorize the probability distribution of best solutions in small and

medium dimensionality datasets, and simpler probabilisti models are used in larger dimensionality

domains. In a omparison with di�erent sequential and traditionally used geneti-inspired algo-

rithms in natural and arti�ial datasets, EDA-based approahes have enouraging auray results

and a smaller number of evaluations than geneti approahes.

After an introdution, the Feature Subset Seletion task and its basi omponents will be studied,

performing a survey of previous approahes. The spei� appliation of Bayesian networks to solve

the Feature Subset Seletion problem within the EDA paradigm for small and medium dimension-

ality sale domains will be presented. PBIL, BSC, MIMIC and TREE probabilisti algorithms will

be employed in large dimensionality sale domains. For all approahes, results over natural and

arti�ial domains will be presented. The hapter inludes a study about the `over�tting' problem

when the Feature Subset Seletion proess is arried out, obtaining a basis to de�ne the stopping

riteria of the presented searh algorithms.

This hapter is an adaptation of the works of Inza et al. (2000), Inza et al. (2001a), Inza et al.

(2001b) and Inza et al. (2002a).

6.2 Motivation

In supervised Mahine Learning and Data Mining proesses, the goal of a supervised learning

algorithm is to indue a lassi�er that allows us to lassify new examples E� = fe

N+1

; :::; e

N+Q

g

that are only haraterized by their n desriptive features. To generate this lassi�er we have a

set of N samples E = fe

1

; :::; e

N

g, eah haraterized by n desriptive features X = fX

1

; :::; X

n

g

and the lass label C = f

1

; :::; 

N

g to whih they belong. The Mahine Learning and Data Mining

ommunities have formulated the following question: Are all of these n desriptive features useful

for learning the `lassi�ation rule'? The Feature Subset Seletion (FSS) approah tries to respond

to this question and reformulates it as follows: Given a set of andidate features, selet the best

subset under some learning algorithm.

61
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This dimensionality redution produed by a FSS proess has several advantages for a lassi�a-

tion system on a spei� task:

a redution in the ost of data aquisition;

an improvement in the omprenhensibility of the �nal lassi�ation model;

faster indution of the �nal lassi�ation model;

an improvement in lassi�ation auray.

The attainment of higher lassi�ation auraies is the usual objetive of supervised Mahine

Learning proesses. It has long been proved that the lassi�ation auray of supervised lassi�a-

tion algorithms is not monotoni with respet to the addition of features. Irrelevant or redundant

features, depending on the spei� harateristis of the learning algorithm, may degrade the predi-

tive auray of the lassi�ation model. In this hapter, the objetive of FSS will be maximization

of the performane of the lassi�ation algorithm. In addition, with the redution in the number

of features, it is more likely that the �nal lassi�er is less omplex and more understandable by

humans (Inza et al., 2001d).

One its objetive is �xed, FSS an be viewed as a searh problem, with eah state in the searh

spae speifying a subset of the possible features of the task. Exhaustive evaluation of possible

feature subsets is usually infeasible in pratie beause of the large amount of omputational e�ort

required. Many searh tehniques have been proposed for solving the FSS problem when there is

no knowledge about the nature of the task, by arrying out an intelligent searh in the spae of

possible solutions. As they are randomized, evolutionary and population-based searh algorithms,

Geneti Algorithms (GAs) are possibly the most ommonly used searh engine in the FSS proess.

As an alternative paradigm to GAs, in this hapter we propose the use of EDA-inspired tehniques

for the FSS task. The hoie of the spei� EDA-inspired algorithm whih performs FSS depends

on the initial dimensionality (number of features) of the domain. A FSS problem is onsidered

small sale, medium sale or large sale (Kudo and Sklansky, 2000) if the number of features is less

than 20, 20� 49 or greater than 49, respetively. For small and medium sale domains we propose

using the most attrative probabilisti paradigm, Bayesian networks, to fatorize the probability

distribution of the best solutions. For large sale domains, a large number of solutions is needed to

indue a reliable Bayesian network, and we propose using simpler probabilisti strutures: PBIL,

BSC, MIMIC and TREE.

6.3 Feature Subset Seletion: basi omponents

Our work is loated in Mahine Learning and Data Mining, but FSS literature inludes numerous

works from other �elds suh as Pattern Reognition (Ferri et al., 1994; Jain and Chandrasekaran,

1982; Jain et al., 2000; Kittler, 1978), Statistis (Miller, 1990; Narendra and Fukunaga, 1997),

Bioinformatis' miroarray gene expression (Blano et al., 2001; Golub et al., 1999) unsupervised

lassi�ation (Pe~na et al., 2001; Talavera, 2000) and Text-Learning (Mladeni�, 1998; Yang and

Pedersen, 1997). Thus, di�erent researh ommunities have exhanged and shared ideas on dealing

with the FSS problem. A good review of FSS methods an be found in Liu and Motoda (1998).

The objetive of FSS in a supervised Mahine Learning or a Data Mining lassi�ation framework

(Aha and Bankert, 1994) is to redue the number of features used to haraterize a dataset so as to

improve a learning algorithm's performane on a given task. Our objetive is the maximization of

lassi�ation auray in a spei� task for a spei� learning algorithm; as a side e�et, we will have
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Figure 6.1. In this 3-feature (F1,F2,F3) problem, eah individual in the spae represents a feature subset,

a possible solution for the FSS problem. In eah individual, a feature's retangle being �lled, indiates that

it is inluded in the subset.

a redution in the number of features needed to indue the �nal lassi�ation model. The feature

seletion task an be viewed as a searh problem, with eah state in the searh spae identifying

a subset of possible features. A partial ordering on this spae, with eah hild having exatly one

more feature than its parents, an be reated.

FSS is a lassi NP-hard optimization problem (Kohavi and John, 1997), whih justi�es the use

of searh heuristis. Figure 6.1 expresses the searh algorithm nature of the FSS proess. The

struture of this spae suggests that any feature seletion method must deide on four basi issues

that determine the nature of the searh proess (Blum and Langley, 1997): a starting point in the

searh spae, an organization of the searh, an evaluation strategy for the feature subsets and a

riterion for halting the searh.

6.3.1 The starting point in the spae

This determines the diretion of the searh. One might start with no features and suessively

add them, or one might start with all the features and suessively remove them. One might also

selet an initial state somewhere in the middle of the searh spae.

6.3.2 The organization of the searh

This determines the strategy for the searh. Roughly speaking, searh strategies an be omplete

or heuristi. The basis of the omplete searh is the systemati examination of every possible

feature subset. Two lassi omplete searh implementations are depth-�rst, breadth-�rst (Liu and

Motoda, 1998). Otherwise, branh and bound searh (Narendra and Fukunaga, 1977) guarantees the

detetion of the optimal subset for monotomi evaluation funtions without performing a systemati

examination of all subsets.

When monotoniity annot be satis�ed, in a searh spae with a 2

n

ardinality, depending in the

evaluation funtion used, an exhaustive searh an be impratial. Can we make some smart hoies

based on the information available about the searh spae, but without looking it on the whole?

Here appears the heuristi searh onept. They �nd near optimal solution, if not optimal. Among

heuristi algorithms, there are deterministi heuristi and non-deterministi heuristi algorithms.

Classi deterministi heuristi FSS algorithms are sequential forward seletion and sequential bak-
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ward elimination (Kittler, 1978), oating seletion methods (Pudil et al., 1994) and best-�rst searh

(Kohavi and John, 1997). They are deterministi in the sense that their runs always obtain the same

solution. Vafaie and De Jong (1993) results suggest that lassi greedy hill-limbing approahes,

tend to get trapped on loal peaks aused by interdependenies among features. In this sense the

work of Pudil et al. (1994) is an interesting idea in an attempt to avoid this phenomenom. Non-

deterministi heuristi searh is used to esape from loal maxima. Randomness is used for this

purpose and this implies that one should not expet the same solution from di�erent runs. Up until

now, the next non-deterministi searh engines have been used in FSS: Geneti Algorithms (Eber-

hardt et al., 2001; Ferri et al., 1993; Guerra-Saledo and Whitley, 1998; Kunheva, 1993; Siedeleky

and Sklansky, 1988; Vafaie and Jong, 1993; Yang and Honavar, 1998), Simulated Annealing (Doak,

1992), Las Vegas Algorithm (Liu and Setiono, 1996; Skalak, 1994). See Jain and Zongker (1997) or

Liu and Motoda (1998) for other kinds of lassi�ations of FSS searh algorithms.

6.3.3 Evaluation strategy for feature subsets

The evaluation funtion identi�es promising areas of the searh spae by alulating the goodness

of eah proposed feature subset. It measures the e�etiveness of a partiular subset after the searh

algorithm has hosen it for examination. Being the objetive of the searh its maximization, the

searh algorithm utilizes the value returned by the evaluation funtion to help guide the searh.

Many measures arry out this objetive regarding only the harateristis of the data, apturing

the relevane of eah feature or set of features to de�ne the target onept. As reported by John et

al. (1994), when the goal of FSS is the maximization of the auray, the features seleted should

depend not only on the features and the target onept to be learned, but also on the learning

algorithm. Kohavi and John (1997) report domains in whih a feature, although being in the target

onept to be learned, does not appear in the optimal feature subset that maximizes the preditive

auray for the spei� learning algorithm used. This ours due to the intrinsi harateristis and

limitations of the lassi�er used: feature relevane and auray optimality are not always oupled

in FSS. The idea of using the error reported by a lassi�er as the feature subset evaluation riterion

appears in previous works suh as Stearns (1976) or Siedeleky and Skalansky (1988). However, the

mahine omputation limitations of those years fored to stop its appliation. Doak in 1992 already

used the lassi�ation error rate to guide non-large searhes that did not require demanding mahine

omputation. In John et al. (1994), the wrapper onept de�nitively appears. This implies that

the FSS algorithm onduts a searh for a good subset of features using the indution algorithm

itself as a part of the evaluation funtion, the same algorithm that will be used to indue the

�nal lassi�ation model. One the lassi�ation algorithm is �xed, the idea is to train it with the

feature subset enountered by the searh algorithm, estimating the error perentage, and assigning

it as the value of the evaluation funtion of the feature subset. In this way, representational biases

of the indution algorithm used to onstrut the �nal lassi�er are inluded in the FSS proess.

The role of the supervised lassi�ation algorithm is the prinipal di�erene between the �lter and

wrapper approahes. The wrapper strategy needs a high omputational ost, but tehnial omputer

advanes in the last deade have made the use of this wrapper approah possible, alulating an

amount of auray estimations (training and testing on signi�ants amounts of data) not envisioned

in the 80's.

Before applying the wrapper approah, an enumeration of the available omputer resoures is

ritial. Two di�erent fators beome a FSS problem `large' (Liu and Setiono, 1998): the number

of features and the number of instanes. One must bear in mind that the learning algorithm of the

wrapper sheme is trained for every solution visited by the FSS searh engine. Many approahes have
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been proposed in the literature to alleviate the loading of the training phase, suh as Caruana and

Freitag (1994) (avoiding the evaluation of many subsets taking advantage of the intrinsi properties

of the used learning algorithm) or Moore and Lee (1994) (reduing the burden of the ross-validation

tehnique for model seletion).

When the learning algorithm is not used in the evaluation funtion, the goodness of a feature

subset an be assessed regarding only the instrinsi properties of the data. The learning algorithm

only appears in the �nal part of the FSS proess to onstrut the �nal lassi�er using the set of

seleted features. The Statistis literature proposes many measures for evaluating the goodness of

a andidate feature subset. See Ben-Bassat (1982) for a review of these lassi measures. These

statistial measures try to detet the feature subsets with higher disriminatory information with

respet to the lass (Kittler, 1978) regarding the probability distribution of data. These measures are

usually monotoni and inrease with the addition of features that afterwards an hurt the auray

lassi�ation of the �nal lassi�er. In Pattern Reognition FSS works, in order to reognize the

forms of the task, from a full set of n features, it is so ommon to �x a positive integer number d

and selet the best feature subset of d-ardinality found during the searh. When this d parameter

is not �xed a examination of the slope of the urve {value of the proposed statistial measure

vs. ardinality of the seleted feature subset{ of the best feature subsets is required to selet the

ardinality of the �nal feature subset. This type of FSS approah, whih ignores the indution

algorithm to assess the merits of a feature subset, is known as the �lter approah. Mainly inspired

on these statistial measures, in the 90's and in our deade, more omplex �lter measures whih do

not use the �nal indution algorithm in the evaluation funtion generate new FSS algorithms, suh

as FOCUS (Almuallin and Dietterih, 1991), RELIEF (Kira and Rendell, 1992), Cardie's (1993)

algorithm, Koller and Sahami's (1996) work with probabilisti onepts, the named `Inremental

Feature Seletion' (Liu and Setiono, 1998), Hall's (1999) work with orrelation onepts, the Bell

and Wang's (2000) interesting `Relevane Formalism' idea, the Information-Theoreti Algorithm of

Last et al. (2001) or Perner's CM proedure (2001). Nowadays, the �lter approah is reeiving

onsiderable attention from the Data Mining ommunity to deal with huge databases when the

wrapper approah is unfeasible (Liu and Motoda, 1998). Figure 6.2 loates the role of �lter and

wrapper approahes within the overall FSS proess.

Interesting e�orts have been made (Blano et al., 2001; Das, 2001; Xing et al., 2001) to ombine-

hybridize the goodness of both �lter and wrapper approahes.

When the size of the problem allows the appliation of the wrapper approah, works in the 90's

have noted its superiority, in terms of preditive auray over the �lter approah. Doak (Doak,

1992) in the early 90's, also empirially showed this superiority of the wrapper model. However,

due to omputational availability limitations, he ould only apply Sequential Feature Seletion with

the wrapper model, disarding the use of omputationally more expensive global searh engines

(Best-First, Geneti Algorithms, et.). More reent studies (Kohavi, 1995d; Hall and Holmes, 2000)

have also empirially studied the more aurate behaviour of the wrapper evaluation sheme with

respet to the �lter one.

Blum and Langley (1997) also present another type of FSS, known as embedded. This onept

overs the feature seletion proess made by the indution algorithm itself. For example, both

Deision Tree and Deision Rule methods impliitly selet features for inlusion in a branh or rule

in preferene to other features that appear less relevant, and in the �nal model some of the initial

features might not appear. On the other hand, some indution algorithms (i.e., Naive Bayes or

IB1) inlude all the presented features in the model when no FSS is exeuted. This FSS approah

is done within the learning algorithm, preferring some features instead of others and possibly not
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Figure 6.2. Summarization of the whole FSS proess for �lter and wrapper approahes.

inluding all the available features in the �nal lassi�ation model. However, �lter and wrapper

approahes are loated one abstration level above the embedded approah, performing a feature

seletion proess for the �nal lassi�er apart from the embedded seletion done by the learning

algorithm itself.

6.3.4 Criterion for halting the searh

An intuitive riterion for stopping the searh is the non-improvement of the evaluation funtion

value of alternative subsets. Another lassi riterion is to �x a limit on the number of possible

solutions to be visited during the searh.

6.4 FSS by EDA in small and medium sale domains

For small and medium dimensionality domains, we use the searh sheme provided by the EBNA

algorithm (Etxeberria and Larra~naga, 1999). Using an intuitive notation to represent eah individual

(there are n bits in eah individual, eah bit indiating whether a feature is present (1) or absent

(0)), Figure 6.3 shows an overview of the appliation of the EBNA searh engine to the FSS problem:
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Figure 6.3. FSS-EBNA method.

thus, the algorithm is alled FSS-EBNA. In eah generation of the searh, the indued Bayesian

network will fatorize the probability distribution of seleted solutions. The Bayesian network

ontains n nodes, where eah node represents one feature of the domain.

In our spei� implementation of the EBNA algorithm, instead of better (but slow) tehniques,

a fast `sore + searh' proedure is used to learn the Bayesian network in eah generation of the

searh. Algorithm B (Buntine, 1991) is used for learning Bayesian networks from data. Algorithm

B is a greedy searh heuristi whih starts with an ar-less struture and at eah step, adds the

ar whih gives the maximum inrease in the sore: here, the sore used is the BIC approximation

(Shwarz, 1978). The algorithm stops when adding an ar does not inrease this sore.

Determination of a minimum population size to reliably estimate the parameters of a Bayesian

network is not an easy task (Friedman and Yakhini, 1996). This diÆulty is greater for real world

problems where the true probability distribution is not known. Taking the dimensionality of our

problems into aount, we onsider that a population size of 1; 000 individuals is enough to reliably

estimate the Bayesian network model.

In our approah, the best individual of the previous generation is maintained andN�1 individuals

are reated as o�spring. An elitist approah is used then to form iterative populations. Instead

of diretly disarding the N � 1 individuals from the previous generation and replaing them with

N�1 newly generated ones, the 2N�2 individuals are put together and the best N�1 hosen from

them. These best N � 1 individuals together with the best individual of the previous generation
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form the new population. In this way, the populations onverge faster to the best individuals found,

but, this also arries a risk of losing diversity within the population.

6.4.1 Charateristis of the evaluation funtion

A wrapper approah is used here to alulate the evaluation funtion value of eah proposed

individual or feature subset. The value of the evaluation funtion of a feature subset found by the

EBNA searh tehnique, one the supervised lassi�er is �xed, is given by an auray estimation

on training data. The auray estimation, seen as a random variable, has an intrinsi unertainty.

A 10-fold ross-validation multiple times, ombined with a heuristi proposed by Kohavi and John

(1997), is used to ontrol the intrinsi unertainty of the evaluation funtion. The heuristi works

as follows:

if the standard deviation of the auray estimate is above 1%, another 10-fold ross-validation

is exeuted;

this is repeated until the standard deviation drops below 1%, up to a maximum of �ve times.

In this way, small datasets will be ross-validated many times, but larger ones may only be one.

Although FSS-EBNA is independent of the spei� supervised lassi�er used within its wrapper

approah, in our set of experiments we use the NB (Cestnik, 1990) supervised lassi�er. Due to

its simpliity and fast indution, this lassi�er is ommonly used on Data Mining tasks of high

dimensionality (Kohavi and John, 1997; Mladeni�, 1998). Despite its good saling with irrelevant

features, NB an improve its auray level by disarding orrelated or redundant features. Beause

of its independene assumption of features to predit the lass, NB is degraded by orrelated features

whih violate this independene assumption. Thus, FSS an also play a `normalization' role that

disards these groups of orrelated features, and ideally selets just one of them in the �nal model.

6.4.1.1 Internal loop and external loop of the evaluation proess

FSS-EBNA, as any Mahine Learning algorithm to asses its auray, must be tested on un-

seen instanes whih do not partiipate in the seletion of the best feature subset. Two auray

estimation loops an be seen in the FSS proess (see Figure 6.2):

the internal-loop 10-fold ross-validation auray estimation that guides the searh proess is

explained in the previous point. The internal-loop represents the evaluation funtion of the

proposed solution;

the external-loop auray estimation, reported as the �nal `goodness' of FSS-EBNA, obtained

by testing on unseen instanes not used in the searh proess the feature subset seleted by

the internal-loop. Due to the non-deterministi nature of FSS-EBNA, 5 repliations of 2-fold

ross-validation (5x2v) are applied to assess its preditive generalization auray. In eah

repliation, available data is randomly partitioned into two equal-sized sets S

1

and S

2

. The FSS

algorithm is trained on eah set and tested on the other set. In this way, the reported auraies

are the mean of 10 auraies.

6.4.2 The `over�tting' problem and the relevane of the stopping

riteria

In the initial stages of the de�nition of FSS-EBNA, we hypothesized to report the auray of

the internal-loop as the �nal performane. However, Aha (1999) and Kohavi (1999), in personal
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ommuniations, alerted us of the overly optimisti nature of the ross-validation estimates whih

guide the searh. Due to the searh nature of FSS-EBNA, it is possible that one feature subset

(from the big amount of subsets visited) ould be very well adapted to the training set, but when

presented to new instanes not presented in the training proess, the auray ould dramatially

deay: an `over�tting' (Quinlan, 1989) an our internally in the FSS proess. Although it was

not done by some authors, we reommend not to report the auray used to guide the searh as

the �nal auray of a FSS proess.

Jain and Zongker (1997) report for a non-deeptive funtion in a Pattern Reognition problem

that the quality of seleted feature subsets for small training sets was poor; however, improved as

the training set inreased. Kohavi (1995b) also notes in a wrapper Mahine Learning approah that

the prinipal reason of `over�tting' is the low amount of training instanes.

To study this issue for FSS approah, a set of experiments with di�erent training sizes of the noisy

Waveform-40 dataset (Breiman et al., 1984) with the NB supervised algorithm (Cestnik, 1990) is

arried out: training sizes of 100; 200; 400; 800 and 1; 600 samples and tested over a �xed test set

with 3; 200 instanes. Figure 6.4 summarizes the set of experiments.

For 100; 200 and 400 training sizes, although the internal-loop ross-validation was repeated

multiple times, di�erenes between internal and external-loop auraies are high (greater than

twie the standard deviation of the internal-loop). However, when the training size is inreased, the

�delity between internal and external loop auraies inreases, and the auray estimation of the

external-loop appears in the range formed by the standard deviation of the internal-loop auray.

Apart from these auray estimation di�erenes between both loops, a serious `over�tting' risk

arises for small datasets: as the searh proess advanes, the internal-loop's improvement deeives

us, as posterior performane on unseen instanes does not improve. The di�erene between internal

and external estimations would not be so important if both estimations had the same behaviour:

that is, an improvement in the internal estimation oupled with an external improvement and a

derease in internal estimation oupled with an internal improvement. However, it learly seems

that this an not be guaranteed for small size training sets, where two urves show an errati relation.

Thus, FSS generalization results must be done with high are for small datasets.

It seems obvious that for small datasets, it is not possible to see any FSS proess as an `anytime

algorithm' (Boddy and Dean, 1994), where the quality of the result is a nondereasing funtion in

time. Looking at Figure 6.4, we disard this `monotoni-anytime idea' (more time$ better solution)

for small training set sizes. Our �ndings follow the work of Ng (1997), who in an interesting work on

the `over�tting' problem, demonstrates that when ross-validation is used to selet from a large pool

of di�erent lassi�ation models in a noisy task with too small training set, it may not be advisable

to pik the model with minimum ross-validation error, and a model with higher ross-validation

error will have better generalization error over novel test instanes.

However, Kohavi (1999), in personal ommuniation, alerts us about the diÆulty to determine

the stopping point of a FSS searh proess to avoid this obvious `over�tting' risk.

Regarding this behaviour, so related with the number of instanes in training set, the next

heuristi as stopping riteria is adopted for FSS-EBNA:

for datasets with more than 2; 000 instanes (more than 1; 000 instanes in eah training subset

for the 5x2v external loop auray estimation), the searh is stopped when in a sampled

new generation no feature subset appears with an evaluation funtion value improving the best

subset found in the previous generation. Thus, the best subset of the searh, found in the

previous generation, is returned as FSS-EBNA's solution;
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Figure 6.4. Internal and external loop auray values in FSS-EBNA for di�erent training sizes with

Waveform-40 dataset and NB algorithm. The internal loop auray 10-fold ross-validation is multiple

times repeated until the standard deviation of the auray estimation drops below 1%. Dotted-lines show

the internal-loop auray estimation and solid-lines the external-loop one. Both loop auraies for the

best solution of eah searh generation are represented. `0' represents the initial generation of the searh.

for smaller datasets (less than 1; 000 instanes in eah training subset for the 5x2v external loop

auray estimation), the searh is stopped when in a sampled new generation no feature subset

appears with an evaluation funtion value improving, at least with a p-value smaller than 0:1

(using a 10-fold ross-validated paired t test between the folds of both estimations, taking only

the �rst run into aount when 10-fold ross-validation is repeated multiple times), the value of

the evaluation funtion of the feature subset of the previous generation. Thus, the best subset

of the previous generation is returned as FSS-EBNA's solution.

An improvement in the internal loop estimation is not the only measure to take into aount to

allow the ontinuation of the searh in FSS-EBNA. The number of intanes of the dataset is also
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Table 6.1. Details of small and medium dimensionality experimental domains.

Domain Number of instanes Number of features

Ionosphere 351 34

Horse-oli 368 22

Soybean-large 683 35

Anneal 898 38

Image 2,310 19

Sik-euthyroid 3,163 25

ritial for this permission. For larger datasets the `over�tting' phenomenom has a lesser impat

and we hypothesize that an improvement in the internal-loop estimation will be oupled with an

improvement in generalization auray on unseen instanes. Otherwise, for smaller datasets the

`over�tting' phenomenom has a greater risk in ouring and the ontinuation of the searh is only

allowed when a signi�ant improvement in the internal-loop auray estimation of best individuals

of onseutive generations appears. We hypothesize that when this signi�ant improvement appears,

the `over�tting' risk deays and there is a basis for further generalization auray improvement over

unseen instanes.

Another onept to onsider in this stopping riteria is the wrapper nature of the proposed

evaluation funtion. As we will see in the next setion, the evaluation funtion value of eah

visited solution (the auray estimation of the NB lassi�er on the training set by 10-fold ross-

validation multiple times, using only the features proposed by the solution) needs several seonds

to be alulated. As the reation of a new generation of individuals implies the evaluation proess

of eah of them, we only allow the searh to ontinue when it demonstrates that it is able to esape

from the loal optimas, and is able to disover new `best' solutions in eah generation. When the

wrapper approah is used, CPU time must also be ontroled: we hypothesize that when the searh

is allowed to ontinue by our stopping riteria, the CPU times to evaluate a new generation of

solutions are justi�ed.

6.4.3 Experiments in real domains

We test the power of FSS-EBNA in six real small and medium-dimensionality datasets. Although

they have been presented in the Chapter 2 of this dissertation, Table 6.1 gives the prinipal hara-

teristis of these datasets. All the datasets have been frequently used in the FSS literature. As an

exhaustive searh for all feature ombinations is infeasible, a heuristi searh is needed.

To test the power of FSS-EBNA, a omparison with the following well known FSS algorithms is

arried out:

Sequential Forward Seletion (SFS) is a lassi hill-limbing searh algorithm (Kittler, 1978)

whih starts from an empty subset of features and sequentially selets features until no improve-

ment is ahieved in the evaluation funtion value. It performs the major part of its searh near

the empty feature set;

Sequential Bakward Elimination (SBE) is another lassi hill-limbing algorithm (Kittler, 1978)

whih starts from the full set of features and sequentially deletes features until no improvement

is ahieved in the evaluation funtion value. It performs the major part of its searh near the
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Table 6.2. Auray perentages of the NB lassi�er on real datasets without feature seletion and using

the �ve FSS methods. The last row shows the average auray perentages for all six domains.

Domain Without FSS SFS SBE FSS-GA-o FSS-GA-u FSS-EBNA

Ionosphere 84:84 � 3:12y 90:25 � 1:58� 91:39 � 2:68 91:17 � 3:19 90:97 � 2:56� 92:40 � 2:04

Horse-oli 78:97 � 2:98y 83:31 � 1:98 82:12 � 2:41� 83:43 � 2:82 83:51 � 1:47 83:93 � 1:58

Soybean-large 81:96 � 3:46y 86:38 � 3:30� 87:78 � 3:90� 85:64 � 4:06y 86:09 � 4:37y 88:64 � 1:70

Anneal 93:01 � 3:13� 86:72 � 2:09y 92:49 � 2:94� 92:95 � 2:67� 93:13 � 2:56 94:10 � 3:00

Image 79:95 � 1:52y 88:65 � 1:21 88:82 � 1:74 88:67 � 2:48 89:12 � 1:56 88:98 � 0:98

Sik-euthyroid 84:77 � 2:70y 90:73 � 0:55y 95:57 � 0:16 95:97 � 0:58 95:90 � 0:43 96:14 � 0:65

Average 83:91 87:67 89:69 89:63 89:78 90:69

full feature set. Instead of working with a population of solutions, SFS and SBE try to optimize

a single feature subset;

GA with one-point rossover (FSS-GA-o);

GA with uniform rossover (FSS-GA-u);

FSS-EBNA.

For all the FSS algorithms the wrapper evaluation funtion explained in the previous setion

is used. SFS and SBE algorithms stop deterministially, and the GA algorithms apply the same

stopping riteria as FSS-EBNA.

Although the optimal seletion of parameters is still an open problem for GAs (Grefenstette,

1986), for both these GA algorithms, guided by the reommendations of B�ak (1996), the probability

of rossover is set to 1:0 and the mutation probability to 1=(problem�dimensionality) (these values

are so ommon in the literature). Fitness-proportional seletion is used to selet individuals for

rossover. In order to avoid any bias in the omparison, the remaining GA parameters are the same

as FSS-EBNA's: the population size is set to 1; 000 and the new population is formed from the best

members of both the old population and the o�spring. In order to avoid any randomized e�et due

to a low population size, we �x it to 1; 000.

The omparison is extended by running the NB lassi�er without feature seletion. Table 6.2

shows auray (and its standard deviation) results for real datasets. Apart from a high auray

level, we will also fous our attention on the ahieving a redued number of features: a good tradeo�

between a high-auray and a low-ardinality of the seleted feature subset is required.

A deeper analysis of the auray results is arried out by using statistial tests. The 5x2v

F test (Alpaydin, 1999) is performed to determine the signi�ane degree of auray di�erenes

between eah algorithm and FSS-EBNA. Thus, in Table 6.2 the symbol `y' denotes a statistially

signi�ant di�erene to FSS-EBNA at the 0:05 on�dene level, and `�', denotes signi�ant di�erene

at the 0:1 on�dene level. The meaning of these symbols is the same in all the tables of this

dissertation. Table 6.3 shows the average (and its standard deviation) number of features seleted

by eah approah. Experiments are exeuted on a SGI-Origin 200 omputer using the NB algorithm's

implementation of the MLC++ (Kohavi et al., 1997b) software.

All FSS algorithms help NB to redue the number of features needed to indue the �nal models.

This dimensionality redution is oupled with onsiderable auray improvements in all datasets
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Table 6.3. Cardinalities of �nally seleted features subsets for the NB lassi�er on real datasets without

feature seletion and using the �ve FSS methods. It must be taken into aount that when no FSS is applied

to NB, it uses all the features.

Domain Without FSS SFS SBE FSS-GA-o FSS-GA-u FSS-EBNA

Ionosphere 34 6:00 � 1:41 21:30 � 3:80 15:00 � 2:36 12:66 � 1:03 13:40 � 2:11

Horse-oli 22 6:00 � 2:74 11:20 � 2:65 5:00 � 2:82 4:60 � 1:75 6:10 � 1:85

Soybean-large 35 12:70 � 2:71 23:50 � 2:75 19:00 � 2:09 19:16 � 2:31 18:90 � 2:76

Anneal 38 5:50 � 2:32 33:60 � 2:91 21:66 � 2:66 19:50 � 2:25 20:50 � 3:13

Image 19 5:60 � 1:57 9:40 � 1:95 8:00 � 1:41 8:00 � 1:09 8:00 � 0:66

Sik-euthyroid 25 0 13:83 � 1:32 10:66 � 2:58 10:16 � 1:72 9:80 � 2:09

exept Anneal, where FSS-EBNA is the only algorithm able to signi�antly improve the auray

of the NB model without feature seletion. Although auray di�erenes are not statistially

signi�ant aross datasets between FSS algorithms for most domains, FSS-EBNA has the best

average auray of the ompared methods.

Although SBE ahieves similar auray results in many datasets relative to randomized algo-

rithms, its major disadvantage is the small redution that it produes in the number of features. In

all domains, SBE is the algorithm with the lowest feature redution, and this redution is nearly in-

signi�ant in the Anneal dataset. Although the other sequential algorithm, SFS, returns the subsets

with the smallest number of features in all datasets, its auray results in all exept one dataset

are signi�antly inferior to FSS-EBNA.

Although both GA approahes and FSS-EBNA obtain similar auray results in many datasets,

we note that GA approahes need more generations than FSS-EBNA to arrive at similar (or lower)

auray levels. Table 6.4 shows whih generations GA approahes and FSS-EBNA stop in, using

the explained stopping riteria.

Starting from the fat that auray di�erenes between both GA approahes are not statistially

signi�ant, it seems that FSS-GA-o is better suited for Horse-oli and Soybean-large datasets than

FSS-GA-u, and while the opposite behaviour is ahieved in Ionosphere and Anneal. However, the

results show that FSS-EBNA arrives faster to similar or better auraies (see also Table 6.2) than

both GA approahes: it seems that FSS-EBNA, by using Bayesian networks, is able to apture

the underlying struture of the problem faster than GAs. Only in the Image dataset, the domain

of lowest dimensionality, does using FSS-EBNA not give an advantage. This superiority of EDA

approahes that use Bayesian networks over GAs in domains with interating variables is also noted

in the literature (Pelikan et al., 1998; de Campos et al., 2001).

When the wrapper approah is used to alulate the evaluation funtion value of eah subset

found, then faster disovery of similar or better auraies is a ritial task. Although NB is a fast

supervised lassi�er, it needs several CPU seonds to estimate the preditive auray (by 10-fold

ross-validation multiple times, as explained) of a feature subset on the training set: depending on

the number of features seleted by the subset, around 1 CPU seond is needed in Ionosphere (the

domain with fewest instanes), while around 3 CPU seonds are needed in Image (the domain with

most instanes). Sine the generation of a new population of solutions implies the evaluation of

1; 000 new individuals, stopping earlier without damage to the auray level is highly desirable in

order to save CPU time. On the other hand, the times for the indution of the Bayesian networks

over the best individuals in eah EDA generation are insigni�ant in all domains and the EDA
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Table 6.4. Mean stop-generation for GAs and FSS-EBNA. The standard deviation of the mean is also

reported. The initial generation is onsidered to be the zero generation.

Domain FSS-GA-o FSS-GA-u FSS-EBNA

Ionosphere 3:50 � 0:84y 3:10 � 0:56y 1:80 � 0:42

Horse-oli 3:20 � 1:13� 3:40 � 0:51y 2:40 � 0:69

Soybean-large 3:30 � 0:82� 3:60 � 0:51y 2:50 � 0:70

Anneal 3:80 � 0:42y 3:20 � 0:44y 1:80 � 0:42

Image 3:60 � 0:84 3:70 � 0:48 3:50 � 0:42

Sik-euthyroid 4:50 � 0:70� 4:80 � 0:42� 3:50 � 0:97

savings in CPU time relative to GA approahes are maintained: 3 CPU seonds are needed on

average in the Image domain to indue a Bayesian network (the domain with fewest features) and

14 CPU seonds in Anneal (the domain with most features).

6.4.4 Experiments in arti�ial domains

In order to enrih this omparison among GA approahes and FSS-EBNA, we have designed

three arti�ial datasets of 2; 000 instanes eah, where we know the feature subset whih indues

eah domain: Redundant-order-3, Redundant-order-5 and Redundant-order-7 all have 21 ontinuous

features in the range [3; 6℄. The target onept in all three domains is to determine whether an

instane is nearer (using Eulidean distane) to (0; 0; : : : ; 0) or (9; 9; : : : ; 9). At �rst, all 21 features

partiipate in the distane alulation and they are onditionally independent given the lass. In

this way, the preditive features respet NB's lassi�ation sheme. As NB's preditive power is

heavily damaged by redundant features, we deide to generate groups of repeated features:

there are 3 groups of 3 repeated features eah in Redundant-order-3 while the remaining 12

features are not repeated. The lass of the domain is indued by these 12 individual features

and by one feature from eah of the 3 groups;

there are 3 groups of 5 repeated features eah in Redundant-order-5, while the remaining 6

features are not repeated. The lass of the domain is indued by these 6 individual features and

by one feature from eah of the 3 groups;

there are 2 groups of 7 repeated features eah in Redundant-order-7, while the remaining 7

features are not repeated. The lass of the domain is indued by these 7 individual features and

by one feature from eah of the 2 groups.

The size of the relations between the features of these domains is well suited to be overed by

Bayesian networks rather than probabilisti approahes that are only able to over interations

of order one or two: not only onditional probabilities for a position having given the value for

another one but for a position having given values for a set of some of other positions as well must

be taken into aount. Maintaining the framework given in the previous setion, Table 6.5 shows

the generation in whih GA approahes and FSS-EBNA disover a feature subset that equalizes

or surpasses the estimated auray level of the feature subset whih indues the domain. This

stopping riteria is also used by Rana et al. (1996).

Although no statistially signi�ant di�erenes are ahieved in the stop generations of di�erent

algorithms, it seems that for arti�ial datasets, FSS-EBNA needs fewer generations than GA ap-
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Table 6.5. Number of generations needed on average (and their standard deviation) by FSS-GA-o, FSS-

GA-u and FSS-EBNA to disover the optimum feature subset in arti�ial domains. The initial generation

is onsidered as generation zero.

Domain FSS-GA-o FSS-GA-u FSS-EBNA

Redundant-order-3 2:50 � 1:76 3:33 � 1:63 1:33 � 0:81

Redundant-order-5 3:83 � 2:04 3:33 � 2:16 1:83 � 0:75

Redundant-order-7 2:00 � 1:67 2:50 � 1:76 1:00 � 1:09

proahes to arrive at similar �tness solutions. We therefore hypothesize that the superior behaviour

of FSS-EBNA with respet to GAs in natural domains is due to the existene of interating features

in these tasks. Table 6.5's results are ahieved when the interating variables of the same group are

mapped-oded together in the individual's representation. When we perform the same set of exper-

iments, but randomly separate the interating features in the individual's representation, FSS-GA-o

needs the following number of generations to disover a feature subset whih equalizes or surpasses

the estimated auray level of the feature subset whih indues the domain:

4:00� 1:67 in Redundant-order-3;

4:66� 0:94 in Redundant-order-5;

3:50� 1:87 in Redundant-order-7.

While FSS-GA-u and FSS-EBNA are not inuened by the positions of variables in the individ-

ual's representation, FSS-GA-o su�ers notably when interating features are not oded together.

This phenomenom is noted in the GA literature by many authors (Harik and Goldberg, 1996;

Thierens and Goldberg, 1993).

6.5 FSS by EDA in large sale domains

Although the FSS literature ontains many papers, few of them takle the task of FSS in domains

with more than 50 features (Aha and Bankert, 1994; Kudo and Sklansky, 2000; Li et al., 2001;

Mladeni�, 1998). In this setion we propose several EDA-inspired approahes to this kind of task.

For large dimensionality domains, instead of Bayesian networks, we propose the use of four

simpler probabilisti models to perform FSS. It is well known in the Bayesian network literature

(Friedman and Yakhini, 1996) that a large number of individuals is needed to indue a reliable

Bayesian network in domains of large dimensionality. The possibility of obtaining a large number

of individuals is not a problem in ertain environments, but alulation of the evaluation funtion

of an individual takes several CPU seonds when a wrapper evaluation funtion is used. Before

the exeution of a FSS wrapper approah, we must take into aount the quantity of available

omputational resoures in order to �x the following parameters for the estimation of a reliable

Bayesian network: number of instanes and features of the dataset, harateristis of the evaluation

funtion (omputational speed of the wrapper lassi�ation algorithm) and number of solutions in

the population. Fig 6.5 shows the relations between these onepts.

In this way, for large dimensionality problems, despite losing the apability of Bayesian networks

to fatorize multiple order interations among the variables of the problem, we prefer to use simpler
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number of features                       number of instances

characteristics of the evaluation function

number of solutions in the population

reliable estimation of Bayesian network parameters

Figure 6.5. Relations between relevant onepts to estimate a reliable Bayesian network.

Table 6.6. Details of large-dimensionality experimental domains.

Domain Number of instanes Number of features

Audiology 226 69

Arrhythmia 452 279

Cloud 1,834 204

DNA 3,186 180

Internet advertisements 3,279 1558

Spambase 4,601 57

probabilisti models that avoid an inrease in the number of individuals in the population. In this

hapter we use the following four probabilisti algorithms:

PBIL (Baluja, 1994) (using � = 0:5) and BSC (Syswerda, 1993) univariate distribution models;

MIMIC (De Bonet et al., 1997) hain distribution model;

the TREE algorithm proposed by Chow and Liu (1968).

We therefore have the following FSS algorithms: FSS-PBIL, FSS-BSC, FSS-MIMIC and FSS-

TREE. These algorithms only di�er from FSS-EBNA in the probabilisti model employed to fa-

torize the probability distribution of seleted solutions: instead of FSS-EBNA's Bayesian network,

they use the refered probabilisti algorithm. They employ the same evaluation funtion sheme,

basi wrapper lassi�er (NB), stopping riteria, population size and rule for forming suessive

populations as FSS-EBNA.

6.5.1 Experiments in real domains

We test the power of FSS-PBIL, FSS-BSC, FSS-MIMIC and FSS-TREE on six real, large-

dimensionality datasets. Although they have been presented in the Chapter 2 of this dissertation,

Table 6.6 shows the prinipal harateristis of these datasets.

Due to the large dimensionality of the datasets, we do not inlude in the omparison sequential

algorithms suh as SFS and SBE: we just ompare our four FSS EDA-inspired algorithms with
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Table 6.7. Auray perentages of the NB lassi�er on real datasets without feature seletion and using

FSS-GA-o and FSS-GA-u. The last row shows the average auray perentages for all six domains.

Domain Without FSS FSS-GA-o FSS-GA-u

Audiology 52:39 � 5:56y 68:29 � 2:98 68:44 � 4:46

Arrhythmia 39:91 � 8:50y 63:23 � 3:95 64:73 � 3:52

Cloud 68:18 � 2:09y 74:49 � 1:93 75:17 � 1:22

DNA 93:93 � 0:67 94:00 � 0:75 95:01 � 0:56

Internet advertisements 95:23 � 0:40� 96:10 � 0:12 96:38 � 0:47

Spambase 81:71 � 0:92y 88:92 � 1:45 88:77 � 1:28

Average 71:88 80:83 81:41

FSS-GA-o and FSS-GA-u. While Kudo and Sklansky (2000) reommend the use of sequential FSS

algorithms in small and medium dimensionality sale problems, they do not advise using them in

large sale domains, and they onsider GAs the only pratial way to get reasonable feature subsets

over this kind of domains. The main reason for this is that sequential algorithms exhaustively searh

a spei� part of the solution spae (Doak, 1992) (SFS near the empty feature set and SBE near

the full feature set), leaving remaining large parts of the solution spae unexplored. Sequential

algorithms, whih are prone to get stuk in loal peaks (Rozsypal and Kubat, 2001), do not have

a mehanism for jumping from a subset to another very di�erent subset, but trae a sequene of

subsets in whih adjaent subsets di�er by only one feature (Kudo and Sklansky, 2000). On the

other hand, population-based algorithms make use of their randomized nature, and allow a searh

with a larger degree of diversity. Another reason to avoid using sequential algorithms is that the

appliation of SBE within a wrapper evaluation sheme is omputationally prohibitive for large

dimensionalities.

With medium dimensionality datasets, the probability of seleting and disarding a feature in a

solution of the initial population is the same for all the domains. However, in the huge searh spae

of large sale domains, an adequate bias towards spei� areas of the searh spae ould notably

improve the operation of population-based algorithms (GAs and EDAs), and avoid visiting a large

number of solutions. Taking into aount the expert onsiderations in the Cloud dataset (Aha

and Bankert, 1994), the probability of seleting a feature in a solution of the initial population is

biased to 0:1. The Audiology, Arrhythmia and Internet advertisements datasets suggest to applying

a similar bias: in these datasets the probability of seleting a feature in a solution of the initial

population is biased to 0:05. By the introdution of this bias, the nature of the omparison between

GAs and EDAs is not altered and a large amount of CPU time is saved.

Tables 6.7 and 6.8 show auray results (and their standard deviation) for the example domains.

For eah domain, statistially signi�ant di�erenes relative to the algorithm with the best estimated

auray are also noted in Tables 6.7 and 6.8. Tables 6.9 and 6.10 show the average number of

features seleted by eah approah (and its standard deviation). For this omparison, the GA

parameters from the previous setion and the 5x2v ross-validation proedure are used.

With the use of FSS approahes, statistially signi�ant auray improvements and notable

dimensionality redutions are ahieved relative to the no-FSS approah in all exept the DNA

dataset. All six FSS algorithms obtain similar auray results and dimensionality redutions in

all the domains. However, as in the ase of small and medium dimensionality datasets, we note
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Table 6.8. Auray perentages of the NB lassi�er on real datasets using FSS-PBIL, FSS-BSC, FSS-

MIMIC and FSS-TREE. The last row shows the average auray perentages for all six domains.

Domain FSS-PBIL FSS-BSC FSS-MIMIC FSS-TREE

Audiology 70:22 � 2:78 68:29 � 3:18 68:88 � 3:93 70:09 � 4:12

Arrhythmia 64:62 � 2:70 65:01 � 2:22 64:33 � 1:82 64:51 � 2:59

Cloud 75:18 � 1:30 76:24 � 1:25 76:31 � 0:95 75:84 � 0:98

DNA 94:86 � 0:64 95:40 � 0:40 95:53 � 0:29 95:40 � 0:28

Internet adv. 96:49 � 0:21 96:37 � 0:41 96:46 � 0:46 96:69 � 0:63

Spambase 88:63 � 1:36 89:52 � 1:38 89:80 � 0:79 89:60 � 0:93

Average 81:66 81:80 81:88 82:02

Table 6.9. Cardinalities of �nally seleted feature subsets for the NB lassi�er on real datasets without

feature seletion and using FSS-GA-o and FSS-GA-u. It must be taken into aount that when no FSS is

applied to NB, it uses all the features.

Domain Without FSS FSS-GA-o FSS-GA-u

Audiology 69 14:00 � 3:68 15:33 � 3:50

Arrhythmia 279 15:40 � 3:02 18:30 � 4:71

Cloud 204 26:40 � 4:45 27:60 � 3:86

DNA 180 59:00 � 8:35 55:80 � 6:46

Internet advertisements 1; 558 113:10 � 7:52 108:00 � 5:35

Spambase 57 29:20 � 3:88 29:00 � 4:24

Table 6.10. Cardinalities of �nally seleted features subsets for the NB lassi�er on real datasets using

FSS-PBIL, FSS-BSC, FSS-MIMIC and FSS-TREE.

Domain FSS-PBIL FSS-BSC FSS-MIMIC FSS-TREE

Audiology 10:66 � 2:50 14:33 � 4:67 13:33 � 3:14 12:50 � 2:34

Arrhythmia 13:60 � 1:95 13:40 � 2:36 17:60 � 2:83 20:50 � 6:13

Cloud 26:40 � 3:47 30:00 � 3:59 29:50 � 4:83 30:60 � 4:08

DNA 56:90 � 5:83 56:90 � 5:89 57:40 � 7:04 59:40 � 5:10

Internet adv. 114:30 � 5:65 120:25 � 18:00 122:25 � 8:88 125:00 � 17:60

Spambase 28:80 � 3:82 29:10 � 3:78 29:10 � 3:41 30:50 � 3:40

di�erenes in the number of generations needed to ahieve given auray levels. Table 6.11 shows

whih generation FSS algorithms halt in, when the stopping riteria desribed earlier is used.

Table 6.11 shows two notably di�erent kinds of behaviour. For eah domain in Table 6.11 statis-

tially signi�ant di�erenes relative to the algorithm whih needs the lowest number of generations

are noted. The results show that FSS-BSC, FSS-MIMIC and FSS-TREE arrive faster to similar

�tness areas than FSS-PBIL and both of the GA approahes in all the domains. As in the ase of

medium dimensionality datasets, the apture of the underlying struture of the problem seems to

be essential: as FSS-MIMIC and FSS-TREE are able to over interations of order-two among the

features of the task, this ould be the reason for their good behaviour. Note the good behaviour of
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Table 6.11. Mean stop-generation for FSS algorithms. The standard deviation of the mean is reported.

The initial generation is onsidered to be the zero generation.

Domain FSS-GA-o FSS-GA-u FSS-PBIL FSS-BSC FSS-MIMIC FSS-TREE

Audiology 5:80 � 0:42y 4:60 � 0:96� 5:20 � 1:03� 2:50 � 0:70 2:80 � 0:78 2:80 � 0:78

Arrhythmia 8:70 � 0:48y 8:80 � 0:42y 8:30 � 0:48� 7:10 � 0:73 7:00 � 0:66 7:20 � 0:78

Cloud 10:50 � 0:52� 10:60 � 1:07� 10:40 � 0:84 8:40 � 0:51 8:40 � 0:69 8:30 � 0:82

DNA 12:80 � 0:91y 11:80 � 0:42y 11:30 � 0:48y 8:70 � 0:82 8:10 � 0:73 8:40 � 0:69

Int. adv. 4:70 � 1:41 5:00 � 1:41 5:00 � 0:66 4:40 � 1:26 4:30 � 0:67 4:00 � 1:63

Spambase 4:80 � 1:03 5:20 � 0:63 5:50 � 1:17 4:20 � 0:91 3:70 � 0:82 4:20 � 1:22

Table 6.12. Average CPU times (in seonds) for the indution of di�erent probabilisti models (standard

deviations are nearly zero) in eah generation of the EDA searh. The last olumn shows the average CPU

time to estimate the preditive auray of a feature subset by the NB lassi�er.

Domain PBIL BSC MIMIC TREE NB

Audiology 1:2 1:3 1:8 2:2 1:0

Arrhythmia 4:0 4:2 12:2 25:3 2:6

Cloud 2:3 2:4 6:5 14:6 7:2

DNA 1:8 2:0 4:8 10:9 5:3

Internet advertisements 101:1 106:4 808:5 1; 945:6 9:8

Spambase 0:8 0:9 1:2 1:8 8:2

FSS-BSC, a probabilisti algorithm whih does not over interations among domain features: the

explanation of these FSS-BSC results ould be its diret use of the auray perentages to estimate

the univariate probabilities, probabilities whih are simulated to generate the new solutions of eah

EDA-generation. On the other hand, the behaviour of FSS-PBIL, the other order-one probabilisti

algorithm, is similar to that of the GA approahes. We suspet that the explanation of this result

is the absene of a tunning proess to selet a value for the � parameter: previous studies indiate

that a good seletion of the PBIL � parameter is a ritial task (Gonz�alez et al., 2001).

Beause of the large dimensionality of the datasets, when the wrapper approah is employed

to estimate the goodness of a feature subset, faster disovery of similar �tness solutions beomes

a ritial task. Despite the faster nature of the NB lassi�er, a large amount of CPU time is

saved by avoiding the simulation of several generations of solutions. In order to understand the

advantages of the EDA approah relative to the GA approah, CPU times for the indution of the

probabilisti models must be studied: the EDA approah has the added overhead of the alulation

of probabilisti models in eah EDA-generation. Table 6.12 shows, for eah domain, the average CPU

times to indue the assoiated probabilisti model in eah generation. The last olumn also shows

the average CPU times needed to estimate the preditive auray of a single feature subset by the

NB lassi�er: note that the times in the last olumn are not omparable with the previous olumns,

but they help to understand the magnitude of the CPU time savings when fewer generations are

needed to ahieve similar auray results.

As CPU times for the indution of probabilisti models are insigni�ant in all domains exept

Internet advertisements, the CPU time savings relative to GA approahes shown in Table 6.11 are
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Table 6.13. Number of generations needed on average (and their standard deviation) by FSS-GA-o, FSS-

GA-u, FSS-PBIL, FSS-BSC, FSS-MIMIC and FSS-TREE to disover a feature subset that equalizes or

surpasses the estimated auray level of the feature subset whih indues the domain. The initial generation

is onsidered to be the zero generation.

Domain FSS-GA-o FSS-GA-u FSS-PBIL FSS-BSC FSS-MIMIC FSS-TREE

Red60of1 6:70 � 0:48y 4:10 � 0:31 12:80 � 0:91y 7:60 � 0:51y 8:60 � 0:51y 8:00 � 0:47y

Red30of2 22:40 � 4:22y 73:50 � 5:73y 66:30 � 7:52y 36:40 � 3:13y 15:10 � 2:33 10:90 � 1:52

Red30of3 21:00 � 2:26y 119:00 � 5:27y 113:80 � 8:76y 89:50 � 17:60y 18:90 � 2:13 16:30 � 1:33

maintained. In the ase of the Internet advertisements domain, as order-two probabilisti approahes

(MIMIC and TREE) need a large amount of CPU time in eah generation, the advantage of using

them (in CPU time savings) relative to GA approahes is onsiderably redued. It must be noted

that GAs' CPU times for reombination operations in eah generation are nearly zero.

6.5.2 Experiments in arti�ial domains

As in the ase of small and medium sale domains, we have designed three arti�ial datasets of

2; 000 instanes eah, where the feature subset whih indues eah domain is known; Red60of1 and

Red30of3 have 100 and Red30of2 80 ontinuous features in the range [3; 6℄, and the target onept

is the same as the arti�ial datasets in the previous setion. The desription of the three databases

is as follows:

no interations appear among the features of the Red60of1 domain. While 60 features indue

the lass of the domain, the remaining of 40 features are irrelevant;

there are 30 groups of 2 repeated features eah in the Red30of2 domain while the remaining 20

features are not repeated. The lass of the domain is indued by these 20 individual features

and one feature from eah of the 30 groups;

there are 30 groups of 3 repeated features eah in the Red30of3 domain while the 10 individual

features are not repeated. The lass of the domain is indued by these single 10 features and

one feature from eah of the 30 groups.

While the degree of the relations among the features of Red60of1 is well suited to be overed

by probabilisti algorithms of order-one, approahes of order-two are needed for Red30of2 and

approahes of order three (i.e. Bayesian networks) for Red30of3. Conditional probabilities for a

variable given the value of another variable and also for a variable given values of a set of other

variables should be onsidered in Red30of3. Maintaining the framework given in the previous setion,

Table 6.13 shows the generation where GA and EDA approahes disover a feature subset that

equalizes or surpasses the estimated auray level of the feature subset whih indues the domain.

For eah domain, statistially signi�ant di�erenes relative to the algorithm whih needs the lowest

number of generations are also shown in Table 6.13.

In Red60of1, a domain with no interations among the variables of the problem, the good be-

haviour of GA approahes relative to EDA order-two approahes must be noted. We think that

the absene of a tuning proess (Gonz�alez et al., 2001) to �x the � parameter of PBIL is ritial to

understanding its behaviour in this domain. However, with the appearane of interating features
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in the tasks Red30of2 and Red30of3, the performane of order-two probabilisti approahes (MIMIC

and TREE) is notiably di�erent from the remaining algorithms: this superiority of EDA order-two

approahes relative to GAs and order-one approahes in domains with interating features is also

noted in the literature (De Bonet et al., 1997; Pelikan and M�uhlenbein, 1999). In this way, we

hypothesize that in natural domains, the superior behaviour of order-two probabilisti approahes

relative to order-one approahes and GAs is due to the existene of interating features in these

tasks.

As in the ase of medium dimensionality datasets, Table 6.13's results are ahieved when the

interating variables of the same group are mapped-oded together in the individual's representation.

When we perform the same set of experiments but randomly separate the interating features in

the individual's representation, FSS-GA-o needs the following number of generations to disover a

feature subset whih equalizes or surpasses the estimated auray level of the feature subset that

indues the domain:

46:70� 6:53 in Red30of2;

48:00� 5:88 in Red30of3.

We note again that while FSS-GA-u and EDA approahes are not inuened by the positions

of features in the individual's representation, FSS-GA-o notiably su�ers when interating features

are not oded together. As the Red60of1 domain has no interations among the features of the task,

it is not inluded in this omparison.

6.6 Summary and future work

The appliation of the EDA paradigm to solve the well known FSS problem has been studied.

While the most powerful probabilisti model (Bayesian networks) is used with small and medium

dimensionality sale datasets, simpler probabilisti models are used with large dimensionalities.

Making use of an appropiate probabilisti model, we note that GA approahes need more genera-

tions than an adequate EDA approah to disover similar �tness solutions. We show this behaviour

on a set of natural and arti�ial datasets. We also show that while the performane of GA with

uniform rossover and EDA approahes are not inuened by the bit positioning in the individ-

ual's representation, GA with one-point rossover shows a notiable deay in its performane when

interating bits are not oded together.

While Bayesian networks are an adequate and non-CPU expensive probabilisti tool for small

and medium dimensionality datasets, PBIL, BSC, MIMIC and dependeny trees seem suitable for

large dimensionality ones. However, beause of the high CPU times needed for the indution of

order-two algorithms in the Internet advertisements domain, the CPU time saving produed by this

redution in the number of solutions relative to GA approahes is notiably redued.

As future work, we envision the use of other probabilisti models with large dimensionality

datasets, models whih assume few or no dependenies among the variables of the domain. Another

interesting possibility is the use of parallel algorithms to indue Bayesian networks in these kinds

of tasks (Lozano et al., 2001; Sang�uesa et al., 1998; Xiang and Chu, 1999). When dimensionalities

are higher than 1; 000 variables, researh is needed on the redution of CPU times assoiated with

the use of probabilisti order-two approahes.

The advanes in the last deade in genome sequening have lead to the spetaular development

of a new tehnology, named DNA miroarray (Golub et al., 1999). DNA miroarray allows the mon-

itoring and measurement of the expression levels of many genes simultaneously, obtaining datasets
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of thousands of genes. Although several experimentation proesses have been arried out (Blano

et al., 2001; Inza et al., 2002b), the appliation of FSS EDA-inspired approahes in this kind of

domains is an exiting area of researh.



Chapter 7

FeatureWeighting for Nearest Neighbor Classi�er by Estimation

of Distribution Algorithms

7.1 Overview of the hapter

Nearest Neighbor is a well known paradigm, largely used to solve many lassi�ation problems.

Its auray depends heavily on the weight of eah feature in its distane metri alulation. In

this hapter, we present two EDA inspired tehniques to learn aurate feature weights for the

Nearest Neighbor algorithm. The �rst method, with the use of Bayesian networks within the EDA

sheme, performs for eah variable a searh in a set of three disrete weights. The seond one, with

the employment of Gaussian networks, works in a ontinuous range of weights. Both methods are

ompared with two sequential and one geneti-inspired algorithm in natural and arti�ial datasets.

A wrapper proedure is used to evaluate the sets of weights proposed by all the ompared algorithms.

After an introdution, where the Feature Weighting problem for Nearest Neighbor lassi�er is

formalized, a survey of previous approahes in the �eld will be performed. The spei� appliation

of Bayesian and Gaussian networks, within the EDA paradigm, to solve the proposed problem will

be exposed. Results over natural and arti�ial domains and ways for future researh will also be

presented.

This hapter is an adaptation of the works of Inza (1999) and Inza et al. (2001).

7.2 Motivation

The K-Nearest Neighbor (K-NN) lassi�er has long been used by the Pattern Reognition and

Mahine Learning ommunities (Dasarathy, 1991) in supervised lassi�ation tasks. The basi

approah involves storing all training instanes and then, when a test instane is presented, retrieving

the training instanes nearest (least distant) to this test instane and using them to predit its lass.

Distane is lassially de�ned as follows in a domain with n desriptive features:

distane(x;y) =
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to feature i-th feature. To ompute the di�erene between two values, the overlap metri (Salzberg,

1991) is normally used for symboli features and the absolute di�erene (after being normalized)

for numeri ones.
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Dissimilarities among values of the same feature are omputed and added together to obtain a

representative value of the dissimilarity (distane) between the ompared instanes. As this distane

alulation proess is highly CPU time onsuming, the Nearest Neighbor algorithm is usually applied

over datasets with few instanes (normally less than 1; 000).

In the basi Nearest Neighbor approah, dissimilarities in eah dimension are added in a naive

manner, weighting equally dissimilarities in eah dimension (for all features: w

i

= 1). This ap-

proah is unrealisti, allowing irrelevant features to inuene the distane omputation and treating

equally features with di�erent degrees of relevane. With this handiapped approah, eah time an

unimportant feature is added to the feature set and a weight similar to the weight for an important

feature is assigned to it, the number of training instanes needed to maintain the preditive auray

is inreased exponentially (Lowe, 1995). This phenomenon is known as the urse of dimensional-

ity. In order to �nd a realisti weight for eah feature of the problem, several approahes have

been proposed by the Pattern Reognition and Mahine Learning ommunities, under the heading

of Feature Weighting for Nearest Neighbor. Hill-limbing and geneti approahes are possibly the

most ommonly used searh tehniques for this Feature Weighting (FW) task.

In this hapter we propose the use of EDA-inspired tehniques to takle the FW task. We

present two novel approahes that searh for a set of appropiate weights for the Nearest Neighbor

algorithm. The �rst approah, alled FW-EBNA (Feature Weighting by Estimation of Bayesian

Network Algorithm), whih uses Bayesian networks, performs for eah variable a searh in a set of

three disrete weights. The seond one, FW-EGNA (Feature Weighting by Estimation of Gaussian

Network Algorithm), whih uses Gaussian networks, allows the searh to be arried out in the [0; 1℄

ontinuous interval of weights.

7.3 Review of related works

Sine the Pattern Reognition and Mahine Learning ommunities frequently use the Nearest

Neighbor lassi�er, they have also proposed many variants of it to address the FW problem. A

omplete review of these e�orts was done by Wettsherek et al. (1997), whih lassi�ed FW

algorithms along �ve di�erent dimensions. In this setion, in order to properly loate both EDA-

inspired approahes, and assuming that their prinipal ontribution is the searh mehanism, we

organize the prinipal FW algorithms by the searh strategy that they use to optimize the set of

weights. The major part of approahes state the FW task as a lassi NP-hard optimization problem

(Wettsherek et al., 1997), whih justi�es the use of searh heuristis.

Several well-known FW methods learn the set of weights by means of a hill-limber, an inre-

mental and on-line strategy, whih makes only one pass through the training data. Applying the

nearest neighbor's distane funtion, they iteratively adjust the feature weights after one or several

lassi�ations (on the training set) are made. Weight adjustment is omputed to take aount of

whether the lassi�ation given was orret or inorret. Considering eah training instane one,

weight adjustment has the purpose of dereasing the distane similarity metri among instanes

of the same lass and inreasing the distane among instanes of di�erent lasses. These types of

algorithms an be seen in Salzberg (1991), Aha (1992) and Kira and Rendell (1992).

Lowe (1995) and Sherf and Brauer (1997) have proposed another loal searh mehanism known

as gradient desent optimization that optimizes a set of ontinuous weights. Lowe (1995) applies

gradient desent over the distane similarity metri to optimize feature weights so as to minimize the

leave-one-out ross-validation error (LOOCE) on the training set. Lowe (1995) tries to prevent large

weight hanges in the optimization proess whih are not statistially reliable on datasets with few

examples. In the other work, Sherf and Brauer (1997) apply gradient desent to optimize feature
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weights so as to minimize a funtion whih reinfores the distane similarities between all training

instanes of the same lass while dereasing the similarities between instanes of di�erent lasses.

Instead of being inremental on-line optimizers, these two approahes, repeatedly pass through the

training set: eah time a new weight set of weights is alulated, they use the training set to measure

the value of the funtion to be optimized.

We an qualify hill-limbing and gradient desent optimization as loal searh engines in the

sense that they an not esape from loal optima. Kohavi et al. (1997a) propose a best-�rst searh

whih has this apability of esape from loal optima. Using the wrapper approah, eah time a

weight set is found, the training set is used to estimate the auray of the proposed set by 10-fold

ross-validation. In order to avoid the over�tting risk, rather than onsidering a ontinuous weight

spae, they restrit the possible weights to a small, �nite set.

All the algorithms reviewed so far are deterministi in the sense that all runs over the same data

will always give the same result. As far as we know, GAs, EDAs and random sampling have been

the only non-deterministi searh engines applied to the FW problem. With the non-deterministi

approah, randomness is used to avoid getting stuk in loal optimas: this implies that one should

not expet the same weight set solution from di�erent runs.

GAs are used in muh work in this area (Kelly and Davis, 1991; Punh et al., 1993; Rozsypal

and Kubat, 2001; Wilson and Mart��nez, 1996). Proposed GA works use the wrapper approah to

guide the searh, with aess to the training set eah time a new weight set is found, but they di�er

slightly in the way that they apply it. Kelly and Davis (1991) measure the �ve-fold ross-validation

auray on training data. Punh et al. (1993) use a 5-NN approah, with LOOCE used on the

training data, and propose a mixed �tness funtion whih ombines the LOOCE with the number

of neighbors that were not used in the �nal lassi�ation of eah training instane. Rozsypal and

Kubat (2001), at the same time they selet the proper features (only two disrete weights are used:

0:0 and 1:0), they also try to redue the number of training prototypes, and propose a mixed �tness

funtion whih involves a trade-o� between the LOOCE value and the number of retained examples.

Wilson and Mart��nez (1996) just measure the LOOCE on the training data.

Sierra et al. (2001), by the use of univariate EDAs, also try to simultaneously selet features and

prototypes for the Nearest Neighbor lassi�er in a medial problem. A wrapper approah is used,

measuring the LOOCE on the training set.

Skalak (1994) uses Monte Carlo sampling to simultaneously selet features and prototypes for

Nearest Neighbor. He also utilizes random mutation hill limbing (Papadimitrious and Steiglitz,

1982), a loal searh method that has a stohasti omponent: hanging at random one point in the

solution until an improvement is ahieved, with a bound on the maximum number of iterations. The

wrapper approah is used, with a hold-out estimate to measure the feature and prototype subset

performane on the training data.

The feature seletion algorithm for Nearest Neighbor proposed by Aha and Bankert (1994), in a

domain with 204 features, also has a random sampling omponent: they randomly sample a spei�

part of the feature spae for a �xed number of iterations and then begin a beam searh with the best

(by the ten-fold ross-validation wrapper approah) feature subset found during those iterations.

All the reviewed algorithms state the FW task as a searh problem. They are grouped under the

term wrapper beause they use feedbak from the Nearest Neighbor lassi�er itself during training

to learn weights. In order to measure the value of the wrapper funtion to be optimized, while

on-line weighting algorithms only use the training set one, the rest of the algorithms presented use

the training set eah time a new weight set is found.
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Other well-known approahes do not state the FW task as a searh problem and learn feature

weights from the intrinsi harateristis of the data. These approahes do not make use of the

Nearest Neighbor lassi�er itself to learn the weights, and, as in the ase of FSS task, they an

therefore be grouped under the term �lter (Kohavi and John, 1997). To learn a set of weights,

these lassi approximations make use of onditional probabilities (Crey et al., 1992), lass proje-

tions (Stan�ll and Waltz, 1986) (Howe and Cardie, 1997)), mutual-information (Wettsherek and

Dietterih, 1995) and information-gain (van den Bosh and Daelemans, 1993). In other interesting

work, Cardie and Howe (1997) �rst build a deision tree to selet features and then weight eah

feature aording to its information-gain sore. The algorithm proposed by G�uvenir and Akkus

(1997) assums that the weight of a feature is proportional to the auray that will be obtained by

onsidering only that feature for lassi�ation when using the OneR (Holte, 1993) lassi�er.

7.4 Learning weights for Nearest Neighbor by Bayesian and

Gaussian networks

We use the searh mehanism provided by EBNA (Etxeberria and Larra~naga, 1999) to searh a

set of appropiate weights for the FW task: the algorithm is allled FW-EBNA. In order to speify

the nature of our searh spae for FW-EBNA, we restrit the spae of possible weights to a set of

disrete weights. Thus, we follow the �ndings of Kohavi et al. (1997a) to determine the number of

possible disrete weights. Applying a wrapper approah (Kohavi and John, 1997), the authors found

that onsidering only a small set of weights gave better results than using a larger set: inreasing

the number of possible weights greatly inreased the variane in their FW algorithm, whih indued

a deterioration in the overall performane. However, when the wrapper approah was applied, they

onluded that the overall utility of inreasing the number of possible weights above two or three

is negative. In FW-EBNA the searh is also performed by a wrapper proedure in a disrete spae

of weights: we restrit our searh spae to three possible weights for eah feature, i.e. f0; 0:5; 1g.

If n is the number of features in a domain, then the ardinality of the searh spae for FW-EBNA

is 3

n

. With this restrited set of possible feature weights, a ommon notation is used to represent

eah individual: for a full n feature problem, there are n bits in eah proposed solution, where eah

bit indiates whether a feature has 0:0 weight, 0:5 weight or 1:0 weight.

The same implementation of the EBNA algorithm proposed for FSS-EBNA is used for FW-

EBNA: a fast sore + searh proedure is used to learn the Bayesian network in eah generation

of the searh, where Algorithm B (Buntine, 1991) onstitutes the searh part and the BIC metri

(Shwarz, 1978) the sore part.

The set of possible weights an be extended to a ontinuous spae of weights by the use of

the EGNA (Larra~naga et al., 2000a) searh engine. By using Gaussian networks, we onsider a

ontinuous spae of weights for eah feature in the [0; 1℄ range. In our spei� implementation of the

EGNA algorithm a fast sore + searh proedure is also prefered for learning the Gaussian network

in eah searh generation. The searh method is also Algorithm B (Buntine, 1991) and the BGe

(Geiger and Hekerman, 1994) is the applied soring metri.

As the exeution of the Nearest Neighbor algorithm has a high omputational ost, it is tradi-

tionally applied over datasets with a low number of instanes and features. Taking into aount

this low dimensionality, Bayesian and Gaussian networks are attrative paradigms within the EDA

paradigm to disover the relationships among the moderated amount of variables of the domain.

In this way, the use of simpler probabilisti models whih are not able to reet multiple order

relationships paradigm among domain variables is disarded.
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Taking the moderated dimensionality of our problems into aount, as in the ase of FSS, we

onsider that a population size of 1; 000 individuals within the EDA paradigm is enough to reliably

estimate the network parameters.

Sine our objetive is to researh FW rather than the orret amount of neighbors (K) to be

onsidered for lassi�ation, the number of neighbors for FW-EBNA and FW-EGNA is �xed to

one. Thus, the 1-NN lassi�er is used.

The same sheme proposed for FSS is used to on�gure subsequent populations. The best in-

dividual of the previous generation is maintained and N � 1 individuals are reated as o�spring.

An elitist approah is used then to form iterative populations. Instead of diretly disarding the

N�1 individuals from the previous generation and replaing them with N�1 newly generated ones,

the 2N � 2 individuals are put together and the best N � 1 hosen from them. These best N � 1

individuals together with the best individual of the previous generation form the new population.

In this way, the populations onverge faster to the best individuals found, but, this also arries a

risk of losing diversity within the population.

The wrapper shema (Kohavi and John, 1997) is applied to assess the evaluation funtion of eah

proposed solution, by alulating the LOOCE of the 1-NN lassi�er applied over the found set of

weights. Following the basi EDA sheme, the initial population of weights is randomly reated.

In order to adopt a stopping riteria, we are based on the study about the over�tting problem and

eletion of an appropiate stopping riteria arried out in Chapter 6. As we said in the seond setion

of this Chapter, the Nearest Neighbor algorithm is normally applied over small (and usually noisy)

training sets, and this inreases the risk of impat of the over�tting phenomenom. In an attempt

to redue this over�tting risk, we adopt the riteria to stop the searh when in a sampled new

generation no feature weight set appears with a LOOCE improvement, with a p-value smaller than

0:1 (applying a ross-validated paired t test), over the lowest LOOCE of the previous generation.

Thus, the feature weight set with the lowest LOOCE of the previous generation is returned as FW-

EBNA's or FW-EGNA's solution. This riteria was also adopted to takle the FSS task for datasets

with less than 1; 000 instanes (see Chapter 6).

As in the ase of FSS, adopting this stopping riterion, we aim to avoid the over�tting risk of the

wrapper proess, by only allowing the searh to ontinue when a signi�ant improvement appears

in the auray estimation of the best feature weights of onseutive generations. We hypothesize

that when this signi�ant improvement appears, the over�tting risk deays and there is a basis

for further generalization auray improvement over unseen instanes. When this improvement

is absent, we hypothesize that the searh is getting stuk in an area of the searh spae without

statistially signi�ant better feature weights (ompared to already found ones). Therefore, it is

best to stop the searh to avoid the risk of over�tting.

Another onsideration in this stopping riterion is the wrapper nature of the proposed evaluation

funtion, the LOOCE estimate of the 1-NN lassi�er using the found weights. As we will see in

the next setion, the evaluation funtion value of eah visited solution needs several seonds to be

alulated. As the simulation of a new generation of individuals implies the evaluation of 1; 000 new

individuals, the searh is only allowed to ontinue when it demonstrates that it is able to esape

from loal optima, and an disover new best feature weights in eah generation. When the wrapper

approah is used, the CPU time must be also ontrolled: we hypothesize that when the searh is

allowed to ontinue by our stopping riterion, the CPU times to evaluate a new generation of feature

weights are justi�ed.
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Figure 7.1. FW-EBNA method.

Figure 7.1 gives an overview of the FW-EBNA method. FW-EGNA only di�ers from FW-EBNA

in the probabilisti model employed to fatorize the probability distribution of seleted solutions

and in the set of possible weights.

7.5 Experimental omparison

The power of FW-EBNA and FW-EGNA is tested on four arti�ial and four real domains. All

real datasets are presented in Chapter 2 of this dissertation. Table 7.1 summarizes the harateristis

of these domains.

LED24 is a well known arti�ial dataset with 7 equally relevant and 17 irrelevant binary features.

Waveform-21 is another well known arti�ial dataset. All the features have di�erent degrees of

relevane. Both datasets have a signi�ant degree of noise.

The 3-Weights domain has 12 ontinuous features in the range [3; 6℄. Its target onept is to de�ne

whether the instane is loser (using the Eulidean metri in all dimensions and summing them) to

(0; 0; : : : ; 0) or (9; 9; : : : ; 9). In the distane omputation 1:0 weight is assigned to 4 features, 0:5

weight to another 4 features and 0:0 to the 4 remaining ones. The 3-Weights dataset is inspired by

the W domain proposed by Kohavi et al. (1997a).

The C-Weights domain has 10 ontinuous features in the range [3; 6℄ and its target onept is the

same as the 3-Weights dataset. However, randomly reated weights in the ontinuous range [0; 1℄

are assigned for the distane omputation of the features.

We hypothesize that, while LED24 and 3-Weights domains are properly designed for the FW-

EBNA approah, the ontinuous nature of Waveform-21 and C-Weights should be better for FW-

EGNA. These four domains arise from natural tasks for whih the true weights are unknown.
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Table 7.1. Details of experimental domains.

Domain Number of instanes Number of features

(1)LED24 600 24

(2)Waveform-21 600 21

(3)3-Weights 600 12

(4)C-Weights 600 10

(5)Glass 214 9

(6)CRX 690 15

(7)Vehile 846 18

(8)Contraeptive 1,473 9

Due to the large number of instanes in the Contraeptive domain, instead of a LOOCE evaluation

sheme, a multiple-times 10-fold ross-validation proedure is used (Kohavi and John, 1997). The

10-fold ross-validation is repeated until the standard deviation drops below 1%, up to a maximum

of �ve times.

To test the power of FW-EBNA and FW-EGNA, a omparison with two sequential and one

geneti FW algorithm is arried out. These FW algorithms are:

Geneti Algorithm with one-point rossover (FW-GA-o). This performs the searh for eah

variable in the same set of 3 disrete weights as FW-EBNA;

a improved variation of the sequential DIET (alled DIET-10) algorithm proposed by Kohavi et

al. (1997a). This also performs the searh in the same 3 disrete weight spae as above. DIET

and DIET-10 use the best-�rst (Russell and Norvig, 1995) algorithm to guide the searh. The

searh starts with the solution (0:5; 0:5; :::; 0:5) and is stopped when it enounters 10 onseutive

nodes with no hildren having sores more than 0:1% better than their parent. The improvement

introdued relative to Kohavi et al.'s (1997a) implementation is that the original DIET algorithm

stops the searh when the number of onseutive nodes with worse hild sores is only 5;

IB4 (Aha, 1992) assigns weights to features by means of a hill-limbing, sequential, inremental

and on-line strategy, with only one pass through the training data. As with FW-EGNA, IB4

performs the searh in the [0; 1℄

n

ontinuous weight spae.

FW-GA-o and DIET-10 use the same wrapper evaluation funtion as the FW EDA approahes

(FW-EBNA and FW-EGNA). Although DIET-10 and IB4 stop deterministially, FW-GA-o applies

the same halting riteria as FW EDA algorithms. While DIET-10, FW-GA-o and FW-EBNA

perform the searh in 3-weight disrete spae, IB4 and FW-EGNA's searh spae is ontinuous.

For the geneti approah, the same parameter seletion performed in Chapter 6 is seleted. The

probability of rossover is set to 1:0 and the mutation probability to 1=n. Fitness-proportional

seletion is used to selet individuals for rossover. In order to avoid any bias in the omparison,

the remaining FW-GA-o parameters are the same as the EDA approahes: the population size is

set to 1; 000 and the new population is formed from the best members of both the old population

and its o�spring.

Beause of the non-deterministi nature of FW-EBNA, FW-EGNA and FW-GA-o, 5 repliations

of 2-fold ross-validation (5x2v) are applied to assess the preditive generalization auray of all

the FW algorithms being ompared.
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Table 7.2. Auray perentages of the Nearest Neighbor algorithm using the 5 FW methods shown and

without FW. The standard deviation of the estimated perentage is also reported.

Domain no-FW DIET-10 FW-GA-o FW-EBNA IB4 FW-EGNA

LED24 47:37 � 3:36y 63:84 � 2:42� 68:64 � 1:30 69:03 � 1:54 66:70 � 1:80 61:55 � 1:90y

Waveform-21 76:20 � 1:48 76:66 � 1:62 76:71 � 1:57 76:87 � 1:04 77:96 � 1:62 76:90 � 1:48

3-Weights 77:19 � 3:36y 81:91 � 1:98� 82:88 � 1:66 85:99 � 1:57 80:32 � 4:46y 82:00 � 2:72

C-Weights 81:01 � 1:14y 83:55 � 1:56 83:93 � 1:24 83:55 � 1:56 81:98 � 1:84y 84:33 � 1:31

Glass 64:85 � 2:15y 71:34 � 4:89 71:32 � 2:97 71:12 � 5:01 61:13 � 5:55� 70:09 � 2:83

CRX 81:56 � 1:92� 82:12 � 2:01� 83:14 � 1:81 83:74 � 1:94 85:48 � 0:92 82:17 � 2:14�

Vehile 67:33 � 2:11 68:71 � 1:48 69:86 � 1:42 69:43 � 2:11 64:65 � 2:32� 69:58 � 2:33

Contraeptive 43:61 � 0:97y 47:54 � 2:99 48:10 � 2:50 48:32 � 2:34 45:66 � 2:66� 44:95 � 2:10y

Avg. artif. 70:44 76:49 78:04 78:86 76:74 76:19

Avg. real 64:33 67:42 68:10 68:15 64:23 66:69

We extend the omparison by running the Nearest Neighbor algorithm with homogeneous weights

(no-FW). Table 7.2 shows the auray results for these algorithms.

A deeper analysis of the auray results is arried out by using statistial tests. The 5x2v

F (Alpaydin, 1999) test is performed to determine the signi�ane degree of auray di�erenes

among the proposed algorithms. In Table 7.2, the symbol `y' denotes a statistially signi�ant

di�erene from the best FW algorithm in the domain at the 0:05 on�dene level; `�', signi�ane at

the 0:1 level. These symbols have the same meaning in all the tables in this hapter. Experiments

are exeuted on a SGI-Origin 200 omputer.

Using di�erent FW tehniques, statistially signi�ant auray improvements are ahieved rel-

ative to the no-FW approah in all datasets exept Waveform-21 and Vehile. Although auray

di�erenes between FW algorithms are not statistially signi�ant for most of the datasets, FW-

EBNA has the best average auray among the ompared methods in the arti�ial and real datasets.

However, on average, the auraies of IB4, DIET-10 and FW-EGNA in the arti�ial domains and

IB4 in the real datasets are notably poorer than the results obtained by FW-EBNA.

It is not an easy task to show signi�ant auray di�erenes among lassi�ation algorithms

in real datasets. Kohavi and John (1997) argue that real datasets are already preproessed to

inlude only relevant features, and this makes the appearane of signi�ant auray di�erenes

among ompared lassi�ation tehniques unlikely. In natural and arti�ial domains, FW-GA-o and

FW-EBNA ahieve similar average values, and they do not show statistially signi�ant auray

di�erenes in any domain. The other population based algorithm, FW-EGNA, has an inferior

average behavior in both natural and arti�ial domains with respet to FW-GA-o and FW-EBNA. In

this way, FW-EGNA shows statistially signi�ant di�erenes in LED24 and Contraeptive domains

with respet to the best algorithm in these tasks, FW-EBNA.

Note the irregular behaviour of IB4: while it shows the best auraies in Waveform-21 and

CRX, it has signi�ant di�erenes relative to the best algorithm in all the other datasets exept

LED24. On the other hand, the omparable behaviour of DIET-10 relative to the population-based

algorithms in many of the datasets must be noted.

FW-EBNA has the best estimated auray in the arti�ial domains with disrete weights, LED24

and 3-Weights. On the other hand, in the arti�ial domains with ontinuous true weights, while

FW-EGNA shows the best auray in C-Weights, its auray is surpassed by IB4 inWaveform-21.
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Table 7.3. Mean stop-generation for FW-GA-o, FW-EBNA and FW-EGNA. The standard deviation of

the mean is also reported. The initial generation is onsidered to be the zero generation.

Domain FW-GA-o FW-EBNA FW-EGNA

LED24 6:50 � 0:54y 4:50 � 0:47 8:66 � 0:51

Waveform-21 2:50 � 1:37 2:33 � 1:03 2:16 � 1:83

3-Weights 2:50 � 1:22 2:66 � 0:81 3:50 � 1:04

C-Weights 5:16 � 1:16 3:33 � 1:50 3:16 � 1:16

Glass 1:00 � 0:89 1:00 � 0:63 1:66 � 1:50

CRX 1:33 � 1:75 1:33 � 0:51 1:83 � 1:83

Vehile 3:16 � 0:75� 1:16 � 0:40 1:33 � 0:81

Contraeptive 2:66 � 0:81� 1:83 � 0:98 2:00 � 0:63

It must be remembered that among the FW algorithms being ompared, only FW-EGNA and IB4

perform the searh in a ontinuous weight spae.

In spite of the similar auray levels obtained by FW-GA-o and FW-EBNA in all the datasets, it

must be noted that in several domains, there are signi�ant di�erenes between both algorithms in

the number of generations needed to obtain these similar auraies. Table 7.3 shows the generations

in whih population-based FW-GA-o and FW-EBNA stop with the stopping riterion shown earlier.

Statistially signi�ant di�erenes between these algorithms are marked. Table 7.3 also shows FW-

EGNA's mean-stop generation, but sine the nature of their searh spaes is di�erent, omparisons

between FW-EGNA and the population-based disrete FW algorithms (FW-GA-o and FW-EBNA)

should be made with aution.

Although FW-GA-o and FW-EBNA do not have statistially di�erent auraies in the LED24,

Vehile and Contraeptive domains, FW-EBNA needs statistially fewer generations than FW-GA-o

to obtain the perentages shown. With these datasets, it seems that FW-EBNA, by using Bayesian

networks, is able to apture the underlying struture of the problem faster than FW-GA-o. This

superiority of EDA approahes using Bayesian networks relative to GAs is also noted in the Chapter

6, when dealing with the FSS problem.

When the wrapper approah is used to alulate the evaluation funtion value of eah found

weight set, fast disovery of similar or better auraies beomes a ritial task. As the Nearest

Neighbor algorithm needs several CPU seonds to estimate the LOOCE of the proposed set of

weights, a faster disovery of these similar �tness solutions is highly desirable. By thus, avoiding

the simulation of several generations of solutions, a large amount of CPU time is saved.

In order to understand the advantages of this fast disovery of similar �tness solutions, CPU

times for the indution of the probabilisti models must be studied: the EDA approahes have the

omputational overhead of the alulation of probabilisti models in eah generation. Table 7.4

shows, for eah domain, the average CPU time to indue the Bayesian network struture in eah

generation and the average CPU time needed to estimate the preditive auray of a single feature

weight set. Although FW-EGNA is not inluded in this omparison between FW-GA-o and FW-

EBNA, its average CPU time for the indution of the Gaussian network struture in eah generation

is also shown in Table 7.4.

From the results of Table 7.4, we an onlude that sine the CPU times for the indution of

Bayesian networks in eah EDA generation are insigni�ant, their CPU time saving relative to the

GA approah shown in Table 7.3 is maintained.
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Table 7.4. Average CPU times (in seonds) for the indution of di�erent probabilisti models (standard

deviations are nearly zero) in eah generation of the EDA searh. The last olumn shows the average CPU

time to estimate the preditive auray of a feature weight set.

Domain FW-EGNA FW-EBNA 1-NN a. estim.

LED24 39:4 5:5 29:8

Waveform-21 21:3 5:0 35:0

3-Weights 2:2 3:6 22:7

C-Weights 1:5 3:4 21:4

Glass 1:0 2:2 3:3

CRX 5:2 4:2 34:9

Vehile 10:3 4:4 60:4

Contraeptive 1:0 2:2 20:7

Let us now onsider the auray results obtained by FW-EGNA. In the sheme used of 5

repliations of 2-fold ross-validation (5x2v), for most of the datasets, the feature weight seleted

by FW-EGNA usually has the best auray estimation of the FW algorithms ompared over the

training fold. However, when this weight set is tested on the novel instanes that form the seond fold

(instanes that are unseen during the training proess), a notable deay in the perentage auray

is noted, and its auray levels are similar or inferior to these of the other FW algorithms. Although

this over�tting risk also exists for the rest of the algorithms, the largest auray di�erenes between

the training fold and the test fold of the 5x2v sheme appear in the FW-EGNA algorithm. It seems

that allowing a ontinuous set of feature weights does not result in better auray levels.

These �ndings agree with those of Kohavi et al. (1997a). The authors �nd that the extra power

given by an inreased set of weights does not further redue the bias of the error and usually inreases

its variane, resulting in an over�tting problem: to avoid this, they reommend the use of a set of 2

or 3 di�erent weights. As we note in the �rst setion of this Chapter, the Nearest Neighbor lassi�er

is traditionally applied over datasets with few instanes beause of its high omputational ost. In

this way, when we design a wrapper algorithm that works with the Nearest Neighbor lassi�er, we

must bear in mind that this over�tting risk seems to be inherent to its exeution over this kind of

datasets.

As the feature weights of the C-Weights andWaveform-21 domains are ontinuous, it is interesting

to study the di�ering behaviour of FW-EGNA in these two domains. In C-Weights, a non-noisy

domain where the range of the feature weights is ontinuous, FW-EGNA has a slight advantage in

its �nal auray relative to the other algorithms. On the other hand, in Waveform-21, a domain

with an important noise degree (Breiman et al., 1984), FW-EGNA's auray signi�antly deays

and the other ontinuous FW algorithm, IB4, has the most aurate result. Although FW-EGNA

has the best estimation perentages for the training folds (in the 5x2v estimation sheme) of

Waveform-21 and C-Weights, its auray for new instanes in the test fold signi�antly deays

in the Waveform-21 domain. As C-Weights is not a noisy domain, the existene of a signi�ant

noise degree is the reason for the appearane of this over�tting problem in Waveform-21. We have

also seen this over�tted behaviour with the real datasets, domains where we an assume that noise

exists.
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In our ase, unless we have a spei�ally designed and non-noisy domain suh as C-Weights where

the use of a ontinuous weight set gives a slight advantage, the naive assumption that using more

weights with a wrapper sheme as in FW-EGNA will redue the lassi�ation error seems false.

7.6 Summary and future work

The appliation of the EDA approah to the FW problem for the Nearest Neighbor algorithm is

studied in this hapter. Two powerful probabilisti models, Bayesian and Gaussian networks, are

applied to fatorize the probability distribution of weight set solutions: Bayesian networks are used

with a set of 3 possible disrete weights and Gaussian networks are used with a ontinuous range

of weights. Both new methods, FW-EBNA (Feature Weighting by Estimation of Bayesian Network

Algorithm) and FW-EGNA (Feature Weighting by Estimation of Gaussian Network Algorithm),

use the wrapper sheme for the evaluation of proposed weight set solutions, alulating the LOOCE

value of eah proposed weight, and using it to guide the searh. A omparison is performed in a set

of natural and arti�ial domains with two sequential and one geneti inspired algorithm.

With the appliation of the FW tehniques, notable auray improvements are ahieved in the

major part of datasets. While FW-EBNA shows the best average auray results for both natural

and arti�ial domains, the impat of over�tting on noisy datasets notably redues the auray of

FW-EGNA. We therefore on�rm the �ndings of Kohavi et al. (1997a), who �nd that the extra

power given by an inreased set of weights does not further redue the bias of the error and usually

inreases the variane and the over�tting risk. Thus, an advie for the use of a set of 2 or 3 di�erent

weights seems to be appropiate for this ontext of work. Unless we have a spei�ally designed and

non-noisy domain with ontinuous feature weights, the naive assumption that using more weights

with a wrapper sheme will redue the lassi�ation error seems to be false.

As in the ase of FSS EDA approahes, it is noted that the geneti approah needs more gener-

ations than FW-EBNA to disover similar �tness solutions. In order to save CPU time, when the

wrapper approah is used to alulate the evaluation funtion value of eah found weight set, the

fast ahievement of similar or better auraies beomes a ritial task.

As future work, we envision the development of evolutionary algorithms that takle both the FW

and the prototype seletion tasks within the EDA approah. Another interesting researh avenue is

the design of a di�erent stopping riteria, in an attempt to avoid the over�tting risk in FW-EGNA.





Chapter 8

Conlusions

In Setion 8.1, we briey summarize the ontributions of this work. In Setion 8.2 we onlude

with some future lines of researh, also exposed in the previous hapters of this dissertation.

8.1 Summary of ontributions

This dissertation is foused in three topis that arise in Supervised Classi�ation:

the representation of the joint behaviour of a set of supervised lassi�ers;

the Feature Subset Seletion task;

the Feature Weighting for Nearest Neighbor algorithm.

By the use of probabilisti graphial models and the EDA evolutionary searh paradigm, we have

presented a set of ontributions whih try to solve these issues. This dissertation has ontributions

of other types: study of related topis and extensive reviews of the related literature.

These ontributions an be summarized as follows:

review of the Supervised Classi�ation paradigm;

detailed review of two Probabilisti Graphial Models: Bayesian and Gaussian networks. Speial

attention is paid to the sore+searh approah for the indution of these graphial models. The

existing literature about Bayesian and Gaussian networks is reviewed;

detailed presentation of the EDA approah. Existing approahes for disrete and ontinuous

domains are reviewed and details about the related literature are supplied. Speial attention is

paid to the reasons that motivate the apparition of the EDA paradigm. Its lose relations with

the GA paradigm are studied;

appliation of Bayesian networks to study the relationships among the preditive models indued

by a set of supervised lassi�ers. In order to reet the relationships among single lassi�ers

or prede�ned families of lassi�ers, development of the following three properties, based on the

onditional independene property:

{ the hard onditional independene property of a single lassi�er;
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{ the onditional independene in a prede�ned family of lassi�ers;

{ the onditional independene between a pair of prede�ned families of lassi�ers. Based

on these properties, analysis of the relationships shown by a group of fourteen supervised

lassi�ers in a set of eleven medial datasets;

detailed review of the FSS approah: its basi omponents are extensivelly studied and a large

list of literature referenes in the �eld is supplied;

study of the `over�tting' phenomenom in FSS. Its large impat on datasets with few instanes

is noted;

development of a novel EDA inspired algorithm, whih makes use of the EBNA searh proedure,

for FSS in small and medium dimensionality domains: FSS-EBNA. In a omparison with two

sequential and two geneti inspired algorithms on real and arti�ial datasets, FSS-EBNA shows

the best average auray results and performs a ompetitive dimensionality redution. GA

approahes need more generations than FSS-EBNA to disover similar �tness solutions. In the

ase of GA with one-point rossover, this di�erene is enlarged when the interating variables

are not oded together in the individual's representation;

development of four novel EDA inspired algorithms for FSS in large dimensionality domains:

FSS-PBIL, FSS-BSC, FSS-MIMIC and FSS-TREE. These algorithms make use of PBIL, BSC,

MIMIC and TREE searh proedures, respetively. In a omparison with two geneti inspired

approahes, four algorithms obtain ompetitive auray results and dimensionality redutions.

In real datasets, FSS-BSC, FSS-TREE and FSS-MIMIC arrive faster to similar �tness areas

than the other algorithms. The following onlusions are extrated for arti�ial datasets:

{ for a dataset where no interations appear among the domain features, geneti approahes

obtain faster similar �tness solutions than four EDA approahes;

{ for datasets where interations or order two and order three exist among domain features,

FSS-MIMIC and FSS-TREE outperform the rest of the approahes with respet to the

number of generations needed to obtain similar �tness solutions;

{ GA with one-point rossover needs more generations to arrive to a spei� �tness value when

the interating variables are not oded together in the individual's representation.

a study about the time requirements needed by PBIL, BSC, MIMIC and TREE algorithms to

fatorize the probability distribution of best individuals in large dimensionality domains within

the FSS problem;

development of two novel algorithms, FW-EBNA and FW-EGNA, to solve the FW problem for

the Nearest Neighbor lassi�er. FW-EBNA and FW-EGNA use the EDA inspired EBNA and

EGNA proedures, respetively. In a omparison with two sequential and one geneti approah

on real and arti�ial datasets, FW-EBNA shows the best average auray results;

the over�tted behaviour of FW-EGNA, whih onsiders a ontinuous spae of weights in the

[0; 1℄ range. In this way, the on�rmation of previous literature �ndings that, unless we have a

non-noisy domain with many di�erent weights, the assumption that onsidering more weights

with a wrapper sheme will improve the lassi�ation auray is false;

an extensive review of previous works in the FW task;

the GA approah needs more generations than FW-EBNA to disover similar �tness solutions;
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8.2 Future work

This setion groups the future lines of researh that have been exposed in the previous hapters

of this dissertation:

in a ontinuation about the joint behaviour of supervised lassi�ers, the use of unsupervised

hierarhial lassi�ation to determine lusters or families of algorithms;

the study of the onnetion between our onlusions about the joint behaviour of supervised

lassi�ers and the auray improvement usually obtained by the ombination of lassi�ers;

the appliation of the developed probabilisti relationships in the joint behaviour approah to

the geneti network paradigm of the Bioinformatis disipline;

in order to redue the CPU times in large dimensionality FSS problems within the EDA approah,

the development of other simple probabilisti models and parallel algorithms to indue Bayesian

networks;

the appliation of EDA inspired FSS proesses in DNA miroarray datasets;

the use of other probabilisti models for the FW EDA approah;

the development of other stopping riterions that redue the over�tting risk of the FW-EGNA

approah.
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